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Abstract
Living organisms are constantly exposed to fluctuating environments. The inherent variability
of cells is an important mechanism for cell survival under fluctuating conditions. However,
cells are also able to respond to environmental changes by cellular adaptation through complex
regulatory mechanisms. Multicellular organisms consist of a variety of cell types that exhibit
unique cell identities. Although all cells of an organism possess the same genetic material, the
conversion of this information to functional molecules (i.e. gene expression) is regulated in a
cell type-specific manner. Epigenetic gene regulation confers stability of cell type-specific gene
expression patterns while allowing changes in response to environmental or developmental cues.
Typically, epigenetic regulation causes the phenomenon of inheritance of a property that is not
encoded in the DNA base pair code. Gene expression cell-to-cell variability, or ’noise’, can also
determine important cellular processes such as development and differentiation but it can also
perturb cellular regulation leading to disease development or altered drug responsiveness. Gene
expression variability is affected by the dynamic nature of cells, for instance via cell cycling
and division events. During these processes, the intracellular composition of a cell changes constantly and leads to variability in gene expression. Cell-to-cell variability is largely affected by
biochemical noise inflicted by the random diffusion and reaction probabilities of molecules. Understanding molecular principles of biological variability in multicellular organisms is a major
focus of fundamental life sciences aiming to understand healthy developmental processes involving cellular (re)programming. Moreover, such knowledge largely impacts medical research
towards understanding the development of diseases. In this thesis, we studied the impact of
cell growth, an inherent property of living cells, on gene expression variability. Additionally, we
studied gene expression cell-cell variability upon inducing an altered cellular state by (i) targeting an epigenetic regulatory protein to a defined reporter gene thereby changing chromatin
composition and regulation of the reporter gene, (ii) exposing cells to UV-C thereby inducing
DNA damage and (iii) providing long-term breast cancer (endocrine) treatment to follow the
development of treatment resistance. The work presented in this thesis combines experiments,
theory, and simulation of gene expression regulation to understand gene expression cell-cell
variability.

1.1

Gene expression regulation

DNA is the genetic material that resides in the cell nucleus. Genes are genetic regions that
provide the information to produce proteins. Gene expression represents the transfer of genetic
information into functional molecules. The protein coding genetic information stored in DNA is
transferred to RNA and subsequently to amino acid sequences in proteins. [1]. This sequential
process can be split in two separate processes: gene transcription, which refers to the production
of RNA, and translation, which refers to the production of proteins (Figure 1.1).
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At the DNA level, transcription of DNA into mRNA depends on transcription factor binding
at the non-transcribed region of a gene. Transcription factors can both activate or repress their
target gene. Bound transcription factors can mediate binding of RNA polymerase II (RNA
Pol II) together forming the pre-initiation complex. This complex can cleave DNA strands in
order to start transcription elongation. During transcription elongation, RNA Pol II molecules
slide over the DNA strand, read the genetic information, and synthesize RNA molecules. In
eukaryotes, the RNA molecule produced during transcription of coding regions is subject to
additional editing (addition of a 5’ cap, polyadenylation, and splicing), which transforms RNA
into messenger RNA (mRNA). After translocation of mRNA to the cytoplasm, mRNA can be
translated by ribosomes into functional proteins. Transcription initiation can be induced via
enhancers or cis regulatory non-coding DNA sequences proximal or distal from the regulated
gene (5’ upstream of the promoter, in trans of the regulated gene or of neighboring genes or
intergenic regions far away from the regulated gene (up to 1 Mbp)). Enhancer looping with
the promoter of the respective gene enables interaction between transcription factors bound at
enhancer regions and the RNA Pol II transcription machinery. The traditional view of gene
expression does not consider perspectives on gene expression in which for instance noncoding
RNAs are transcribed that interfere with transcription or translation [2, 3].

1.2

Phenotypic plasticity

All single cells in a multicellular organism exhibit the same genetic material (i.e. these cells are
isogenic) but vary considerably in their phenotype and function. This variability is inherently
related to variability in the conversion of genetic information into functional molecules providing
cells with a different cell identity. Changes in gene expression allow cells to differentiate and react
to changing environmental conditions in time and space. This regulated variability between
isogenic cells within a population or organism is referred to as phenotypic plasticity [4, 5].
Phenotypic plasticity enables cells to change their phenotype depending on external stimuli.
In single cell organisms, phenotypic plasticity is a way to cope with altered environmental
conditions, whereas in multicellular organisms, phenotypic plasticity enables cells to obtain a
defined cell identity or to form specific cell subpopulations (e.g. cancer stem cells). For instance,
alterations in the epigenetic chromatin composition and associated changes in gene regulatory
principles, i.e. network motifs providing feedback control, bistability, delayed responsiveness,
memory and robustness are among the driving forces of phenotypic plasticity.

1.3

The epigenetic chromatin state

Gene activity is influenced by the chromatin composition in which the gene is embedded. Epigenetic gene regulation includes several hierarchical layers of regulation, e.g. nuclear positioning

DNA

transcription

PDF
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mRNA

translation

Protein

Figure 1.1: The information flow from DNA to protein. During gene expression, the
genetic information stored in the DNA is transferred to mRNA and functional proteins. Both
processes generate expression variability which leads to cellular variability in mRNA and protein
expression.

of large-scale chromatin domains or gene loci, chromosomal interactions of for instance topological associated domains (TADs), conformational chromatin changes, nucleosome turnover,
posttranslational histone modifications and the DNA methylation composition. Such epigenetic
regulation largely determines gene expression patterning. The epigenetic state provides defined
chromatin contexts that determine whether the chromatin stays in a permissive or restrictive
state and whether genes become sensitive to transcription factors, epigenetic modifying enzymes
and other regulatory proteins. The epigenetic chromatin state enables to establish and maintain
cell type-specific gene expression. Nowadays it is clearly recognized that the local epigenetic
composition of genes is involved in stochastic fluctuations in transcription. The stochastic conversion of the epigenetic chromatin state is still largely unresolved, specifically due to the lack
of technologies to map the epigenetic composition in single cells. To fully recognize the contribution of the dynamics of switching between epigenetic chromatin states on the transcription
output, it is essential to determine the epigenetic and transcriptional activity state in parallel
in single cells.

1.4

Network motifs providing phenotypic plasticity

Expression is impacted by changes in gene regulatory networks. These gene regulatory networks
can provide feedback control, bistability, delayed responsiveness, memory and robustness. Some
network motifs enable a system to include memory to lock cells in certain expression patterns
[6–8]. Here we focus briefly on two mechanisms that can provide memory of the transcriptional
state and we show how this memory contributes to phenotypic plasticity.
Genes that stimulate their own production are subject to positive autoregulation. Positive
gene autoregulation can lead to a bimodal distribution of the mRNA and protein levels of the
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expressed gene within a population of cells. Positive autoregulation can induce the development of two cell populations, a subpopulation expressing low protein levels and a population
expressing high protein levels. In Figure 1.2A, the network behavior of positive autoregulation
is illustrated. For a cell to switch from a high to low expressing state, an external signal has
to (temporally) stimulate expression, after which the protein levels remain altered due to the
positive feedback [6, 7]. When the external signal, i.e. an environmental condition or fluctuation
in regulatory components, is strong enough (= 3) the system adapts into a new steady state.
Note that the conditions when no signal is present are the same before and after the stimulus,
indicating the plasticity of gene expression. In engineered cell systems such regulatory networks
are able to display predicted behavior [9–11] and are shown to drive defined cell behavior [12].
Double negative autoregulation is another network motif that is frequently occurring in gene
expression networks (Figure 1.2B). This network motif consists of two gene products that mutually repress the expression of the other gene, thereby producing a switch-like gene network
behavior [6]. An environmental condition or fluctuation (i.e. the signal) can temporally impact
the expression or degradation of the involved genes. In this example, the altered condition induces degradation of gene product Y thereby releasing the repression on the other gene product,
i.e. X. Upon removal of the environmental condition or fluctuation, X represses the expression
of Y. Hence, the steady state expression levels in this gene network can be reverted under the
same conditions. Experimental work of Gardner et al. showed that such a network leads to
bistability in gene expression [10].
Positive and double negative autoregulation are two gene network motifs that are a few of the
many naturally occurring network structures in cells [6]. Such network motifs illustrate that
the previous (i.e. history) state of cells largely affects their cellular expression state thereby
impacting cell-to-cell variability in gene expression

1.5

Variability in isogenic populations

Besides phenotypic plasticity, single isogenic cells within the same environment and with the
same historical conditions can still display considerable variability in their gene production and
hence phenotypic behavior. Isogenic variability can originate from intrinsic noise of biochemical
processes, like random diffusion of molecules and reaction probabilities [13, 14]. Another important component of isogenic variability is the amplification of biological noise through regulatory
cascades [13, 14].
One of the earliest notions that isogenic cells exhibit different phenotypic responses was documented by Bigger in 1944 [15]. A small subpopulation of Streptococcus pyrogenes bacterial
cells survived penicillin treatment. However, upon an additional treatment a similar small subpopulation survived. With the use of single cell analysis techniques the molecular basis of such
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X

B

X

Y

Figure 1.2: The cellular history can determine the transcription state of cells. A)
A gene network motif representing positive autoregulation. A signal stimulates transcription
of factor X. Factor X is produced with delay. The grey area illustrates the time the signal is
present. The transcription of X remains elevated after the signal is terminated. The two blue
lines represent the amount of X upon receiving a stiumlating signal with high and low signal
strengths. Positive autoregulation provides transcription regulation with delay and acts as a
noise filter depending on the signal strength. B) A gene network motif representing double
negative regulation. After a temporary signal (highlighted in grey), the expression states of X
and Y are reversed. Double negative regulation enables to provide a stable active or repressed
state that persists the absence of the initial signal.

population behavior could be identified. It was noted that cell survival is induced by unregulated
fluctuations in the toxin/antitoxin system [16, 17], clearly indicating the benefit of cell-to-cell
variability to enable cells to stay sensitive to penicillin treatment. Later studies showed that
single cell variability in protein expression levels exist. It was shown thatEscherichia coli defined
cell populations consist of individual bacteria that either make β-galactosidase at a maximum
rate or not at all [18, 19]. In 1997, McAdams and Arkin showed that gene expression regulation can account for expression variability within isogenic cell populations [20, 21]. Similarly,
Thattai et al. [22] showed that the intrinsic variability in gene expression networks is larger
during a transient reaction phase than in steady state. Combined, these studies indicate that
gene regulation and dynamics can influence noise levels substantially. Interestingly, at that time
experimental evidence for gene expression variability was not well developed.
Theoretical considerations of gene expression variability led to developments of novel experimental techniques to determine biological cell-to-cell variability. The use of fluorescent reporter
constructs improved the ability to study single cell behaviour using fluorescent microscopy and
flow cytometry and to infer cause-and-effect chains in gene expression cell-to-cell variability.
In 2002, Elowitz et al. [23] and Swain et al. [24] used E. coli cells expressing two fluorescentlytagged reporter constructs driven by the same promoter to show expression variability in a
population of cells. Their experimental setup with two reporter constructs under control of the
same promoter enabled them to distinguish two sources of gene expression noise, namely intrinsic
and extrinsic noise. The definition of intrinsic and extrinsic noise depends on the description of
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’the system’ and ’the environment’. Elowitz et al. [23] used the following definitions. Intrinsic
noise represents the expression variability within a single cell, and is quantified by the difference
in expression levels of the two similar reporter constructs. Intrinsic noise is independent of the
status of the host cell and it is especially large when the molecule numbers involved are low. In
such instances, the collision events of randomly diffusing molecules are largely stochastic which
contributes to intrinsic expression noise.
Extrinsic noise represents variability between cells in the population. Extrinsic noise is dependent on the status of the host cell and can be caused by cell volume growth, cell division events
or variability in the concentration of involved expression regulators. A general phenomenon of
extrinsic noise is that it can propagate through molecular networks within cells [25]. Raser et al.
[26] showed that in eukaryotic cells extrinsic noise in gene expression is much larger than intrinsic
noise. In their study, intrinsic noise represented at max 20% of the total noise. They concluded
that variability in gene expression is not always reflected by the gene expression variability as
measured with single-cell-reporter techniques and that extrinsic noise includes variability of the
cell environment.

1.6

Constitutive and bursting transcription models

Technical advancements enabled measuring gene expression noise at the mRNA level. In contrast to the arbitrary protein readout units, mRNA is quantified in molecule numbers and can
even be followed in real-time [insert reference]. mRNA counting accelerated the use of quantitative models such as the constitutive (birth-death) and bursting (two-state) gene expression
models. Golding et. al. [27] and Chubb et al. [28] showed that mRNA transcription proceeds
in bursts, i.e. short periods of expression alternated with periods without expression. Transcription bursting implies that a gene can switch between an active and an inactive state. A
combined experimental and modeling approach by Raj et. al [29] showed that when the level of
transcription factors increases, the burst size rather than the frequency increases. Additionally,
the authors showed that the timing of transcription bursts is not controlled by a global factor. The timing of transcription bursts of two genes, integrated at the same genomic location,
appeared to be largely correlated whereas transcription bursting of genes from different chromosomal positions is not correlated. This study indicates that genome position and epigenetic
environment largely determine transcription bursting.
It has been hypothesized that transcription bursts are the result of changes in chromatin remodeling and in (un)binding of transcription factors. Vinuelas et al. showed that chromatin
dynamics can influence variability in gene expression [30]. They created isogenic cell lines with a
single fluorescent reporter gene integrated at different genomic locations (chromatin contexts).
The expression of these reporter genes varied in their mean and variability level. They also
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showed that expression variability is altered upon inducing changes in the chromatin structure by chromatin modifying agents. Their data indicate that the chromatin composition can
contribute to gene expression noise.

1.7

Measuring expression variability

Gene expression noise can be measured at the level of mRNA and protein molecules. When
gene expression variability is quantified at mRNA level, noise is caused by all processes that
contribute to the production of transcripts. When gene expression variability is measured
at protein level both transcription and translation contribute to the observed variability. The
earliest experimental data on cell-to-cell variability in protein levels originates from bacteria and
yeast cells transfected with fluorescent proteins like GFP, CFP, and YFP [23, 31–33]. Using
fluorescent microscopy or fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) single-cell protein profiles
were measured. Such data can be represented as the amount of protein in a cell (in arbitrary
units) or as the protein concentration (fluorescence corrected for cell size).
The introduction of experimental single-mRNA-sensitive detection methods opened up new
possibilities to quantify gene expression noise at transcript level. The main methods used to
quantify transcription noise are MS2/PP7-tagging and single-molecule mRNA FISH. The MS2tagging technique exploits the binding capacity of fluorescently tagged MS2 bacteriophagederived protein to MS2 stem-loop mRNA structures [34, 35]. MS2 stem-loop structures are
incorporated in the untranslated region of the analyzed gene thereby enabling quantification
of single fluorescently tagged MS2 transcripts in real-time. A major advantage of the MS2
method is that transcripts can be monitored in real-time in living cells. A disadvantage is that
MS2-tagging requires genetic engineering.
Single-molecule mRNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) is a technique to visualize endogenous mRNA not requiring genetic engineering [29]. Complementary DNA oligonucleotides are hybridized to the mRNA of interest. The mRNA is visualized via coupling of the
oligonucleotides with a fluorescent label. The cells need to be fixed and permeabilised to enable binding of the probes. Hence, this technique provides transcript measurements of a single
fixed time-point. The detection accuracy of smFISH is shown to be around 80% [29]. Another
smFISH approach using multiple colour barcoding enables quantification of multiple mRNA
targets at once, and even discriminates single nucleotide variants and is also able to distinguish
newly synthesized RNA from mRNA [36–38].
Recently, a variant of smFISH using branched DNA technology has been used to obtain image
based transcriptomics [39, 40]. Besides measuring the number of mRNA transcripts in single
cells, this image-based approach enables measuring variables like total protein content, total
mRNA content, cell size, the number of neighbouring cells, and numerous additional variables.
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The accuracy of mRNA detection is comparable to the accuracy reported for normal smFISH
[29, 40]. Another use of smFISH is multiplexed error-robust fluorescence in situ hybridisation
(merFISH). merFISH enables detection of the copy numbers and spatial localization of up to
1000 different mRNA species in single cells. The detection of the different mRNA species is
achieved by sixteen sequential hybridizations with encoding schemes targeting different parts of
each mRNA in the different hybridization rounds [41].
The main advantage of single-cell in situ transcription detection is the additional information
about the spatial localization of the detected mRNA molecules. Besides microscopy-based techniques, various other methods to quantify single cell expression patterns have been established
(see Kalisky et al. [42] for a review). These techniques have previously been applied to assay
population-wide characteristics. For instance, it has been shown that profiling of gene expression
in single cells can be performed with quantitative PCR (qPCR) [43–45]. However, in a single
cell setting, the main hurdle is the use of small quantities of target molecules. The conversion
of mRNA to cDNA during RNA-seq methods appears to be a limiting step [46]. It has been
estimated that the mRNA detection efficiency is only around 10% [47]. Interestingly, Wu et al.
showed that the obtained expression levels using single-cell RNA-seq and single-cell qPCR correlated significantly [45]. The main advantage, however, of single-cell RNA-seq is the detection
of expression levels of (in theory) the full transcriptome. Besides all mRNA, the detection of
non-coding RNA and different splice variants might also be possible [42]. Recently, Lee et al.
[46, 48] showed how the benefits from both approaches, i.e. spatial localization and detecting
a multitude of target genes, can be combined in a technique referred to as fluorescent in situ
RNA sequencing (FISSEQ).
The current trend of gene expression variability detection is towards a combined assessment
of multiple mRNA targets or quantification of mRNA in combination with measurements of
the analyzed cell state. Such integrated approaches provide a more complete view on gene
expression and enable determination of the cellular parameters that drive cell-to-cell variability
in gene expression. One such study showed that the expression state of genes can be predicted
by a collection of phenotypic variables [40]. Of course, such relations can only show correlations
and do not provide the causal link between measured variables. Modeling approaches can be
helpful to infer causalities and real-time behavior of the involved parameters. However, to
fully unravel how various components contribute to cell-to-cell variability in gene expression
mechanistically, it will be essential to measure the involved processes in real-time.

1.8

Thesis outline

Gene expression levels of isogenic cells can show large cell-to-cell variability thereby allowing
cells to display defined cellular phenotypes. The mechanisms that contribute to distinct gene
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expression states in isogenic cells are of fundamental importance to understand cellular functioning and behavior in response to environmental changes. Different hierarchical levels of gene
regulation can be identified that all contribute to the total variability in gene expression. In this
thesis, we study how different regulatory levels of gene expression each contribute to variability
in single cells. In this thesis, gene expression is measured in single cells using techniques to quantify transcripts at the single molecule resolution level. Moreover, theoretical and computational
approaches are used to describe and understand gene expression cell-cell variability.
In chapter 2 we illustrate that our approach to determine mRNA concentrations in single cells
in combination with volume measurements provides a more robust measure of gene expression
cell-to-cell variability compared to measuring absolute transcript levels. By combining singlecell mRNA expression measurements with cell volume measurements, we quantify the mRNA
concentration of a reporter gene embedded in a known genomic context in single cells. We
observe that in a population of growing cells the mRNA copy number per cell scales proportionally with cell volume. As a result, the mRNA concentration remains constant over different
cell volumes, indicating that the mRNA concentration is in homeostasis during cell growth.
This observed mRNA concentration homeostasis indicates that although the promoter of the
analyzed reporter gene is considered to drive constitutive gene expression, cell volume (or cell
cycle age) impacts either gene expression or mRNA degradation constants of the studied gene.
In conclusion, our study shows that biologically relevant variation in gene expression is best
captured by concentration variability.
In chapter 3 we describe a stochastic simulation tool to study gene expression in a growing cell
population. We show that a previously derived theoretical framework for balanced growing cell
populations is able to describe single cell growth. Our experimental data of single bacterial
cells in a cell population in balanced growth confirm our theoretical findings. We use this
theory to construct a model that simultaneously simulates cell growth and gene expression.
The simulations are tested on protein expression data in the same bacterial cell populations.
The model enables simulations and analyses of elaborate gene expression networks of growing
cell populations. This chapter lays the groundwork for developing and testing hypotheses on
the impact of cell growth on gene expression networks. We provide a tool to study remaining
questions from the previous chapter, i.e. how cells cope with DNA concentration dilution due
to cell growth and DNA replication, and how cells maintain concentration homeostasis.
Besides homeostasis of mRNA concentrations, we observed differences in transcription variability between the cell lines studied in chapter 2. These differences in transcription variability
can be explained by differences in the local genomic context of the studied genes. In chapter 4
we determine the effect of altering the chromatin state on transcription repression dynamics in
single cells in real-time. We use a mammalian cell line containing a reporter gene cassette that
expresses MS2-tagged mRNA molecules. Our data shows that upon removing the transcriptional activator from the reporter gene transcription initiation continues transiently whereas
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the transcriptional activator is instantaneously lost from the reporter gene cassette. We show
a biphasic transcription repression response representing the actual decrease in the transcripts
numbers at the gene array and a preceding response time. Binding of the epigenetic reader
protein methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) accelerates the transition rate of transcription
repression significantly. However, the diffusion rate at which the transcripts diffuse from the
reporter gene cassette in the nucleus is unaffected. We hypothesize that MeCP2 acts as a
facilitator to provide transcription repression.
In chapter 5 we study the impact of environmental changes on gene expression. Specifically, we
study the role of UV-exposure-induced DNA damage on transcription stalling and transcription
recovery after nucleotide excision repair. We studied the effect of UV-induced damage on
transcription stalling comparing the effect of exposure to UV with transcriptional inhibitor
treatment. We use single-molecule mRNA FISH to measure on transcription at the single gene
level upon inducing UV-induced damage. We show that gene size and UV-dosage impact gene
expression recovery after UV-damage. Smaller genes are less prone to acquire DNA damage
after UV-exposure. Measuring the expression levels in time, combined with a computational
DNA damage gene expression model, allows us to estimate the transcription recovery after UV
damage to infer the transcription recovery rate after UV exposure. Our results suggest that
dependent on the UV-dose different DNA-damage detection and repair mechanism are active.
In chapter 6 we study the effect of variability in gene expression in human breast cancer cells.
Approximately 70% of diagnosed breast cancers are estrogen receptor positive. Estrogen receptor positive breast cancer can be treated with aromatase inhibitors which prevent endocrine
signaling and with it proliferation. We demonstrate using smRNA FISH that in breast cancer
cells treated with aromatase inhibitors, a subpopulation of cells overexpresses aromatase. The
smRNA FISH approach allows us to determine the presence of single cells with an irregular
transcription state. Our study suggests that treatment resistance may be initiated by a single
or a few cells circumventing the treatment effects.
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Abstract

Transcriptional stochasticity can be measured by counting the number of mRNA molecules per
cell. Cell-to-cell variability is best captured in terms of concentrations rather than molecule
counts, because reaction rates depend on concentrations. We combined single-molecule mRNA
counting with single-cell volume measurements to quantify the statistics of both transcript
numbers and concentrations in human cells. We compare three cell clones that differ only
in the genomic integration site of an identical constitutively expressed reporter gene. The
transcript numbers per cell varied proportional with cell volume in all three clones, indicating
concentration homeostasis. We find that the cell-to-cell variability in the mRNA concentration is
almost exclusively due to cell-to-cell variation in gene expression activity, whereas the cell-to-cell
variation in mRNA number is larger, due to a significant contribution of cell-volume variability.
We conclude that the precise relationship between transcript numbers and cell volume sets the
biological stochasticity of living cells. This study highlights the importance of the quantitative
measurement of transcript concentrations in studies of cell-to-cell variability in biology.

2.2

Introduction

Spontaneous fluctuations in the activities of molecular processes cause heterogeneity in the
molecular composition of isogenic cells [23, 33, 49]. Cell-to-cell variability, often referred to
as ‘noise’, has been observed in mRNA [27, 29, 50] and protein levels [23, 33, 49, 51], in the
timing of molecular processes [52, 53], and in cellular growth rates [54]. The causes of molecular
noise involve molecules occurring at low numbers per cell, such as transcription factors or
mRNAs, that tend to show large, spontaneous deviations relative to their mean number within
the cell population [13]. These deviations (fluctuations) can be caused by cell division [55],
transcription bursting [56], or transient imbalances between molecular synthesis and degradation
rates that occur spontaneously through thermal noise (‘intrinsic’ noise) or due to fluctuations in
the number of regulators (‘extrinsic’ noise) [13, 22–24]. Extrinsic noise indicates that fluctuations
can propagate through the entire molecular network of a cell [25]. As a result, the molecular
composition of cells can be highly variable and cause heterogeneity in differentiation decisions
[57], stress response magnitudes [58], and the survival prospects of cells after drug exposure
[59]. Two highly informative reviews covering gene expression noise and its consequences are
[60, 61].
Early studies on stochastic gene expression relied on fluorescent proteins to assess protein noise
by either taking snapshots [23, 33] or by real-time fluorescence imaging [49, 62]. More recently,
single-molecule mRNA counting has been introduced [27, 29, 63] as a method for absolute quantification of mRNA numbers. The advantage of single-transcript counting with single-molecule
RNA FISH (smFISH) [29, 50, 63, 64] is that it does not require genetic engineering. Specific
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DNA-probes tagged with fluorescent dyes are used to visualize individual mRNA molecules
within fixed cells (Figure 2.1A).
SmFISH has great potential in cell biology to assess the role of stochasticity in cellular behaviour,
such as differentiation and drug responses. Cell-to-cell variability (noise) is best captured by
concentrations of molecules because reaction rates depend on concentrations. Single-molecule
counting accompanied by cell-volume measurements provides a reliable way to assess biological
noise of single cells. Such data has so far not been reported for transcripts.
In this study, we determined single-cell mRNA concentrations by quantifying the volume of
single cells and their mRNA numbers using confocal microscopy. We studied three human
cell line variants that express the same constitutively-expressed gene from a different genomic
location to identify gene-location dependent effects. In order to attain robust statistics of the
volume dependency of the mRNA number statistics, we studied nearly a 1000 single cells of each
clone. We find that transcript number noise overestimates biological noise (in concentration
units) by a factor that depends on the cell volume variability and the correlation of transcript
numbers with cell volume.

2.3

Results

Single-cell transcript data indicates gene-location dependent mRNA expression
We analyzed three clones derived from the same human cell line (HEK293) (described in [65]).
Each clone has a single random insertion of the same GFP reporter-gene controlled by a constitutive phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) promoter [65]. We determined the statistics of the GFP
mRNA levels in single cells with smFISH (Figure 2.1A). The probe set contained 35 probes of
17 to 18 nucleotides coupled with a fluorescent label (Section 2.6.6). Images of single cells were
obtained with confocal microscopy on smFISH treated cells counterstained with DAPI. Individual cells were recorded as 52 z-stack images (300 nm/slice; Figure 2.1D and Figure 2.6). Lamina
staining confirmed that the DAPI staining correctly identifies the nuclear envelope (Figure 2.5).
Based on the co-localization with the DAPI signal, we assigned each mRNA molecule to be
either nuclear or cytoplasmic. An overview of the transcript statistics is given in Figure 2.1B
and the mRNA distributions are shown in Figure 2.1E-G.
For cell clone I, the number of mRNA molecules expressed per cell (m) was on average 45.7
mRNA transcripts, obtained from a dataset containing 838 cells. The coefficient of variation
indicates that the standard deviation is about 45% of the mean. Approximately 72% of the
cells have mRNA numbers that deviate less than one standard deviation from the mean mRNA
number. The symmetry of the mRNA number distribution is indicated by the 13.8% and 13.9%
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Figure 2.1: Statistics of single cell mRNA numbers. (A) Schematic overview of the
smFISH method applied to our reporter gene mRNA. Colocalization of the mRNA molecules
with the DAPI counter staining identified spots as nuclear mRNA (mN ), others are cytoplasmic mRNA (mC ). (B) Statistics of the mRNA molecules in the cell (m), nucleus (mN ) and
cytoplasm (mC ) for the three different clones (color coded). Notation: µ=mean, σ=standard
deviation, cv= coefficient of variation, ∆σ = the fraction of samples between µ−σ and µ+σ, ρ=
correlation between mC and mN , and *p < 0.001 (H0 : ρ = 0). (C) For a specific cell volume
(V), the mean mRNA number is calculated from the data. This conditional mean (hm|V i)
shows a linear scaling with respect to volume indicating homeostasis in mRNA concentration.
The gray histogram in the background shows the total number of cells per volume bin for all
three clones (bin size = 100 µm3 ). Higher counts indicate higher reliability of the corresponding
determination of (hm|V i). A least-squares linear fit is shown for all three clones. The explained
fraction of the variance in hm|V i with this fit is 0.80, 0.77 and 0.84 for clone I , II and III respectively. Figure S9 shows the single cell relation between cell volume and mRNA number. The
conditional variances of the data are given in Figure 2.14 (D) Representative confocal images
of a cell, with Z1 to Z12 corresponding to subsequent optical sections (z-slices) of the cell. The
mRNA molecules are shown in red and the DAPI stained nucleus is shown in blue. Additional
illustrative images are given in Figure 2.6. (E-G) Scatterplots of mC and mN for the three
different clones. Marginal histograms show the distribution of mC (top) and mN (right). The
measured number of cells is given by n.

of the cells deviating more than one standard deviation of the mean on the low and high tail of
the distribution respectively.
Colocalization of a mRNA spot with the DAPI signal enabled us to calculate the mRNA number
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in the nucleus of these cells. The mean number of mRNA per nucleus (mN ) was 9.7 with a
standard deviation of 5.4. The cytoplasmic mRNA number (mC ) follows directly from m − mN
and is 36.0 mRNA transcripts. The number of mRNA transcripts appears to be lower in the
nucleus than in the cytoplasm. Given that the nucleus and cytoplasm are proximately equal
in size (see section 2.3.1), this data indicates that the lifetime of the mRNA in the cytoplasm
is higher than the residence time in the nucleus. Compared to the coefficient of variation of
the mRNA in the nucleus, which is 56%, the cytoplasmic mRNA numbers are less noisy with a
standard deviation of about 48% of the mean. The higher noise in nuclear mRNA numbers is
mostly explained by the higher intrinsic noise contribution (1/µN ) in the nucleus. The fact that
(σ/µ)2 exceeds 1/µ for nuclear mRNA indicates that part of the gene expression noise derives
from extrinsic sources [13]. The correlation coefficient (ρ) between the nuclear and cytoplasmic
mRNA numbers per cell indicates a moderate correlation (ρ = 0.57) between the nuclear and
cytoplasmic mRNA numbers.
The same analysis for the other two clones yields very similar results. The combined data of
the three clones allows for a comparison of the different genomic integration sites. The mean
expression level differs between the three clones (ANOVA; p < 0.0001, Section 2.6.2) on average
by 20% and maximally by 40%. These numbers correspond with the protein expression data of
the clones [65] (Figure 2.12). The cell-to-cell variability in mRNA numbers per cell, measured as
the coefficient of variation, is significantly different (ANOVA; p < 0.03, Section 2.6.2) between
the three clones. Since the three clones differ only in their genomic location of the reporter gene,
these differences demonstrate an influence of gene location on expression stochasticity [66–68].
Additionally, an increase in the mean expression level does not necessarily cause an increase
in the standard deviation when comparing the different clones. This indicates that the mean
expression level and the variability can vary independently, which was previously observed for
protein expression data [66].

2.3.1

Volume statistics of single cells

In order to assess the volume dependency of the mRNA numbers per cell, we need to measure
the volume of each cell. The same confocal z-stack images used for smFISH were used to
determine the whole-cell, cytoplasmic and nuclear volumes of the cells by tracing the contours
of these compartments (Figure 2.2A). This allows us to obtain mRNA number, volume, and
concentration data for each cell.
The measured volume distributions for the whole cell (Figure 2.9) as well as the cytoplasmic and
nuclear volume distributions (Figure 2.2C) indicates that there are more smaller than average
than larger than average cells. Similarly shaped distributions have previously been reported for
stationary growing cell populations [69]. These positively skewed distributions are likely due to
the formation of two (smaller) daughter cells from each (large) mother cell. The cell volume
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distributions can be well approximated by theoretical cell volume distributions derived from
balanced, exponential growth of the cells (Figure 2.11) [70].
The obtained volume measurements are summarised in Figure 2.2B. The mean cell volume (V )
for clone I is 1800 µm3 , with on average a larger nucleus (979 µm3 ) than cytoplasm (822 µm3 ).
For the volume distribution of clone I, 70% of the cells have a volume deviation maximally
one standard deviation of the mean. The correlation coefficients between the nuclear and the
cytoplasmic volume indicate a weak but significant, positive correlation, this phenomenon may
well be the result of concurrent growth during cell maturation.
Since the clones are isogenic, except for the integration site of the construct, the measured
volume statistics are expected to be similar. Figure 2.2B and Figure 2.9 confirm this expectation
for the three measured volume distributions.
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Figure 2.2: Statistics of single cell volumes. (A) Overview of the determination of the cell
volumes. The background intensity was used to track the contour of the cell and the DAPI signal
provides the nuclear contour. The three dimensional cell image was reconstructed by combining
the contours of subsequent z-slices. (B) Statistics of the volumes of the cell (V ), nucleus (VN )
and cytoplasm (VC ) for the three different clones (color coded). Notation: µ=mean, σ=standard
deviation, cv= coefficient of variation, ∆σ = the fraction of samples between µ − σ and µ + σ,
ρ= correlation between VC and VN , and *p < 0.001 (H0 : ρ = 0). (C-E) Scatterplots of VC and
VN for the three different clones. Marginal histograms show the distribution of VC (top) and
VN (right). Figure 2.9 gives the distributions of V. The measured number of cells is given by n.

2.3.2

mRNA concentration statistics of single cells indicate mRNA concentration homeostasis

Next, we combined the mRNA number and volume data of each cell to determine the statistics
of cellular, cytoplasmic, and nuclear mRNA concentrations (Figure 2.3A). The concentrations
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is defined as the total number of molecules in a compartment divided by the volume of that
compartment. Figure 2.3B shows that the mean mRNA concentration differs between the three
clones, indicating the dependence of expression levels on the gene location. Scaling of the
mean and standard deviation are independent. We observe higher mRNA concentrations in the
cytoplasm than in the nucleus. Similar conclusions were drawn from the mRNA numbers.
The comparison of the mRNA concentration and mRNA numbers in terms of the coefficient of
variation indicates that the concentration displays smaller cell-to-cell variability for all clones.
This indicates that mRNA number noise overestimates the functional noise of the cells. The
concentration variability is smaller due to the correlation of the cell volume with mRNA numbers
per cell. This is indicated in Figure 2.1C, showing a linear dependency of the mean mRNA
number (at a specific volume) with volume. The dependency of the mean mRNA numbers on
volume is proportional, such that a doubling in cell volume is accompanied by a doubling in the
mRNA numbers. The cellular mRNA concentration conditional on the cell volume is therefore
constant, indicating homeostasis of the mRNA concentration over the cell cycle (Figure 2.3C).

2.3.3

The volume scaling of the mRNA concentration statistics explains the
concentration variability

To address the origins of the differences between the mRNA concentration (c) and the mRNA
number (m) noise, we apply the law of total variance (Section 2.6.3 and Figure 2.10). This
relation decomposes the mRNA number and mRNA concentration noise, each in a term that
captures the volume-induced noise and another that quantifies gene-expression noise (here x
denotes either m or c),
total noise (ηx2 )

Volume-induced noise (v ηx2 )

Gene-expression noise (g ηx2 )

z }| {
var(x)
hxi2

z
}|
{
var(hx|V i)
hxi2

z
}|
{
hvar(x|V )i
hxi2

=

+

(2.1)

Figure 2.4B makes the same decomposition for the experimental data. It shows that the geneexpression noise term accounts for about 70% of the mRNA number noise and for over 95% of the
mRNA concentration noise. This indicates that mRNA number noise has a large contribution
that derives from the scaling of the number of transcripts per cell with the cell volume.
The volume-induced noise contribution to the mRNA number noise can be estimated using
the experimentally-observed homeostasis relation (Figure 2.1C): hm|V i = αV , with α as a
positive constant that equals the mRNA concentration (c). As a consequence, we obtain hmi =
chV i, var(hm|V i) = c2 var(V ) and var(hm|V i)/hmi2 = var(V )/hV i2 . This means that the
noise in cell volume (var(V )/hV i2 ) equals the volume-induced noise contribution to mRNA
number noise. For an idealized model of cell growth, where cells divide at fixed intervals and
into exactly equal halves, the noise in cell volume can be calculated to be approximately 0.04
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Figure 2.3: Statistics of single-cell mRNA concentrations. (A) The previously obtained
mRNA number (Figure 2.1) and volume data (Figure 2.2) were used to determine the concentration of mRNA in single cells (c), in their nucleus (cN ) and in their cytoplasm (cC ). (B) Statistics
of the different mRNA concentrations for the three different clones (color coded). Notation:
µ=mean, σ=standard deviation, cv= coefficient of variation, ∆σ = the fraction of samples between µ − σ and µ + σ, ρ= correlation between cC and cN , and *p < 0.001 (H0 : ρ = 0). (C) For
a specific cell volume (V), the mean mRNA concentration is calculated. When these conditional
means (hc|V i) reside on a horizontal line, the concentration of the mRNA is independent of cell
volume. The gray histogram in the background shows the number of cells considered per volume
bin (bin size = 100µm3 ). Higher counts indicate higher reliability of the corresponding determination of (hc|V i). A least-squares linear fit is shown for all three clones, indicating mRNA
concentration homeostasis. The conditional variances of the dataset are shown in Figure 2.14.
(D-F) Scatterplots of cC and cN for the three different clones. Marginal histograms show the
distribution of cC (top) and cN (right). The given concentration (#/µ3 ) can be converted to
picomolars (pM) by multiplying with a conversion factor of 1660. The sample size is given by
n. The bin size for the marginal histograms is 0.001 #/µm3 .

(Section 2.6.3.3), which provides a lower bound for the volume-dependent noise in the mRNA
numbers. The overview of the variances of the experimental data in Figure 2.4B shows that
the volume-dependent noise is indeed close to the theoretical estimate of 0.04 and is almost
equal to the noise directly calculated from the experimental volume distributions (ηv2 ). The
volume-dependent term explains 29.5%, 28.4%, and 30% of the mRNA number noise in clone
I, II, and III, respectively.
Due to mRNA concentration homeostasis with cell volume, the volume-dependent term of the
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concentration noise equals zero; i.e. var(hc|V i)/hci2 = 0, which is also indicated by the experimental data (Figure 2.3C and v ηc2 in Figure 2.4B). Thus, the mRNA concentration noise is
almost entirely determined by gene-expression noise.
The experimental data indicate that the gene-expression contributions to mRNA concentration
and mRNA number noise are similar in absolute values (Figure 2.4B). Since volume-derived
noise in mRNA concentration is close to zero, the mRNA concentration noise is approximately
equal to the gene-expression derived noise in mRNA numbers. It turns out that this is a direct
consequence of the observed mRNA concentration homeostasis and, in addition, the scaling of
the conditional mRNA number variance, var(m|V ), with cell volume. At mRNA concentration
homeostasis, the exact relationship between the gene-expression induced mRNA number and
concentration noise is given by (Section 2.6.3.5):
hvar(c|V )i
hci2

= hV i2

D 1 E hvar(m|V )i σ 2 (1/V 2 , var(m|V ))
+
V2
hmi2
hmi2 /hV i2

(2.2)

with σ 2 (x, y) denoting the covariance between x and y. Since we observe that var(m|V ) increases with volume (Figure 2.4B and Figure 2.14), the covariance will be negative. Therefore,
hV i2 h V12 i is an upper bound for the relative deviation between the conditional noise in mRNA
concentration and mRNA numbers in case of concentration homeostasis. This upper bound is
reached when the covariance equals zero. From the volume probability distribution, hV i2 h V12 i is
hvar(c|V )i
hci2

estimated to be 1.12 (Section 2.6.3.5). The deviation between

and

hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

requires

the calculation of the covariance from the volume scaling relation of the mRNA number variance
conditional on volume, i.e. from var(m|V ) = βV γ . The experimental data (Figure 2.14) indicates that this scaling is maximally quadratic with volume. The volume growth model predicts
that in case of a linear dependence

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

hvar(m|V )i
,
hmi2

is 4% higher than

dependence it is 4% lower and only when hvar(m|V )i = βV

0

in case of a quadratic

the maximal deviation of 12%

is achieved (Section 2.6.3.6). As can be seen from Figure 2.4B the relative difference between
the two conditional noise terms indeed is close to the ±4% region as predicted by theory in
combination with the experimentally-observed volume scaling.
As a result of these relations, we can conclude that for our data the difference between mRNA
concentration noise

var(c)
hci2

and mRNA number noise

var(m)
hmi2

is dominated by the contribution of

the volume dependent noise term which is zero for concentrations but equals values between 0.04
and 0.06 for mRNA numbers. Under conditions of mRNA concentration homeostasis this term
is expected to be independent of the average expression level. The relative difference between
mRNA number and concentration noise then depends on the magnitude of the volume independent noise contribution. For the three clones we investigated, this amounted to a 36%, 33%,
and 45% difference between mRNA concentration and mRNA number noise. Thus, biologicallyrelevant mRNA concentration noise differs greatly from mRNA number noise, indicating the
importance of the combined measurement of mRNA numbers and volumes of single cells.
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Discussion

Single-molecule RNA FISH is a powerful method to assess cell-to-cell variation in gene expression. It does not require genetic engineering and it is gives the exact numbers of mRNA molecules
per cell. In this study, we combined smFISH with cell-volume measurements to obtain insight
into the cell-to-cell variation of the mRNA concentration per cell. We studied three clones
that only differed in the location of an identical reporter construct controlled by a constitutive
PGK-promoter. The differences in the mRNA statistics of these clones indicates gene-location
dependency, which presumably results from the different genomic contexts at the integration
site. We found that mRNA number noise overestimates functional cell-to-cell variation. Noise
measured in the mRNA concentration circumvents this problem by taking into account the
correlation of mRNA numbers with cell volume. One candidate source of this correlation is cell
growth.
We found that the mean mRNA number conditional on volume, hm|V i, scaled linearly with
volume, i.e. hm|V i = cV , which indicates a constant mRNA concentration (c) as function of
cell volume (homeostasis). This we interpret as a constant mRNA concentration while the cell
volume grows. In addition, we found that the mRNA number variance conditional on the volume, var(m|V ), displayed a stronger than linear scaling with volume, i.e. var(m|V ) = βV γ
with 1 ≤ γ ≤ 2. The latter scaling explained the difference between the volume independent
mRNA concentration and mRNA number noise, i.e. between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
,
hmi2

which

maximally amounts to a relative deviation of ±4% according to theory and in agreement with
the experimental data (Figure 2.4). Taken together, these findings allow for a simple estimation of mRNA concentration noise based on mRNA number noise under conditions of mRNA
concentration homeostasis: hδ 2 ci/hci2 ≈ hδ 2 mi/hmi2 − 0.04. We emphasise that the observed
homeostasis of the mRNA concentration as function of the cellular volume may not apply to all
genes.
Our results indicate that constitutive gene expression is not completely understood at the level
of a single cell. For homeostasis to occur during volume growth of the cell requires that hm|V i =
cV =

ks
kd V

; with ks and kd as a zero-order and first-order rate constant for mRNA synthesis and

degradation, respectively. (The half life of the mRNA is about 8 hours [71], i.e. much shorter
than the generation time of about 24 hours.) In other words, either the transcription rate or
the degradation rate of mRNA are volume dependent or both such that the net effect leads to
the proportionality of hm|V i with volume. This suggests a coupling between the net rate of
increase in the transcript numbers and the cell volume. It is not clear how this results from the
combined influences of mRNA decay, replication, and cell volume dynamics. Coupling between
the rate of transcription and cell growth was previously shown by Zhurinsky and colleagues [72].
Their data indicates a global mechanism that determines the rate of transcription of most genes
and the cellular growth rate.
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Figure 2.4: The theoretical and experimental relation between mRNA concentration and mRNA number noise and their dependency on volume. a) Overview of
2
) and mRNA
theoretical relations used to analyse in the data. The mRNA number noise (ηm
2
concentration noise (ηc ) can be decomposed into two terms; the volume-dependent noise (v η 2 )
and gene-expression noise (g η 2 ) (see equation 2.1). When there is homeostasis of mRNA con2
and g ηc2 depends on the scaling of the variance in the
centration, the relation between g ηm
conditional mRNA numbers. Under these conditions the volume dependent noise in mRNA
2
) equals the noise in the volume distribution (ηv2 ). b) Experimental data of the
numbers (v ηm
relations shown in the theory section above. The different colours give the corresponding measures for the three different clones. The pie chats show how the total mRNA number and mRNA
concentration noise is decomposed. mRNA number noise is higher than concentration noise,
mainly due to its volume contribution. The scaling of var(m|V ) with volume for Clone III is
shown. The observed scaling is linear or quadratic, resulting in a deviation of ±4% between
g 2
ηm and g ηc2 . The scaling of var(m|V ) with volume for Clone I and II, as well as the scaling of
var(c|V ) can be found in Figure 2.14.

We observed the volume scalings of hm|V i and var(m|V ) with the same construct expressed
from different genomic locations and therefore it is likely not a genome location dependent
phenomenon. This is likely also not a property of our reporter construct, as several other
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studies reported similar effects [49, 62, 73, 74]). Cookson et al. [73] found in yeast a peaked
dependency of a green fluorescent protein expressed from a constitutive promoter as function of
cell volume, which is indicative of constant synthesis and an accelerating growth of cell volume
as function of the cell cycle. Similar data was reported for several human proteins [49].
The three clones investigated show a 36%, 33%, and 45% difference between mRNA concentration and mRNA number noise. We conclude that functional mRNA noise differs greatly
from mRNA number noise, indicating the importance of measuring mRNA noise in terms of
concentrations. For inducible or cell-cycle dependent promoters the assessment of mRNA concentration noise is even more relevant. For such systems, a nonlinear relation between volume
growth and mRNA synthesis is expected. This would introduce less predictable relations between the mRNA number and mRNA concentration noise than reported in this study, which is
limited to a constitutive promoter.
Real-time monitoring of mRNA numbers (for instance by using MS2-labeling [75]) and volume
growth of single cells for a set of (classical) constitutive or inducible promoters could provide
more information about the origins and effects of the volume scaling relations of the mean and
variance of the transcript numbers. A downside is that such studies would require the tracking
of several hundreds of cell divisions to obtain robust statistics on the volume dependencies of
mRNA-number statistics. To attain robust statistics in our experiments, we used a confocal
microscopy setup and had to study roughly a 1000 cells per clone.
Single-molecule methods are a great addition to biology. They are quantitative and exact; as
they give insight into the actual molecular composition of single cells. In addition, they directly
relate to stochastic theory and model predictions giving deep insights into how cells exploit the
inherent stochasticity of molecular processes to diversify isogenic populations. In this study, we
have shown that in order to profit fully from the exactness of single-molecule methods in cell
biology, these methods should ideally be combined with single-cell volume measurements. This
finding is highly relevant, since concentration noise captures biological noise.

2.5

Materials and Methods

Cell clones and cell culture
Experiments were performed on human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) with a single integration of a phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) driven GFP gene construct, obtained from Gierman
et al. [65]. We analyzed three different clones with the integration at different genomic locations: Clone I (HG19:chr1:225684028,within the ENAH gene), Clone II (HG19:chr1:150379508,
within the RPRD2 gene) and Clone III (HG19:chr1:150664232, within the GOLPH3L gene).
The cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco ®, 31965023) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal
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calf serum(Gibco ®, 16140) and 100 units/ml Penicillin-Streptomycin (Gibco®, 15140). Incubation was at 37◦ C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. Before any experiments the cells were
grown for at least 2 weeks after thawing to achieve steady state cell growth and steady state
expression-statistics of the integrated construct.

2.5.1

Single Molecule RNA FISH

Samples were treated according to the Protocol for Adherent Mammalian Cell Lines for the
Custom Stellaris FISH probes. Cells were cultured for 3 hours in Lab-Tek ™ Chambered
Coverglasses (Lab-Tek 155380) before fixation. EtOH permeabilization was done overnight
at 4◦ C. For hybridization we used 125 nM probe in the hybridization buffer and incubated
overnight at 37◦ C. Imaging was done without using anti-fade. The cells where counterstained
with 5 ng/mL DAPI. The sequence of the probe targeting the eGFP insertion can be found
in Section 2.6.6. The DNA probes were coupled to CAL Fluor© Red 590 fluorophores by the
manufacturer (Biosearch Technologies, Inc.).

2.5.2

Image acquisition

Samples were imaged using a Nikon Ti-E scanning laser confocal inverted microscope (A1) with
60x oil objective in tandem with Nikon NIS-Elements imaging software. Excitation was by
561.5 nm diode-pumped solid state and 402.1 nm diode lasers. Detection was via 595-50 nm
and 450-50 nm filters, respectively. Optical sections were captured at 0.300 µm intervals and a
resolution of 256 by 256 pixels and zoom factor of 6.8, resulting in a voxel size of 0.0047 µm3
(0.1243 µm by 0.1243 µm by 0.3 µm). Four times averaging was used to reduce photon and
camera noise.

2.5.3

Image analysis

Image analysis software was adapted from Raj et. al. [63]. Images are filtered with a semi
three-dimensional Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter which removes noise and enhances the
signal to noise ratio (filter width=1.5). The number of mRNA spots was found by applying a
threshold for which the number of mRNA was least sensitive to changes in this threshold. The
threshold was determined by using a window function calculating the average spot numbers over
7 constitutive thresholds divided by the sum of the standard deviation of these spot counts and a
constant α (=10) [76]. To measure the cell volume, the following operations were performed on
all individual z-slices: 1) Median filtering (20 by 20 pixels), 2) Image thresholding (graythresh,
Otsu’s method [77]), 3) Fill image regions and holes and 4) Morphological closing with a disk
(radius = 4 pixels). From these processed images of the DAPI channel the nuclear volume can
be obtained (Section 2.6.1). The cell volume is defined by the presence of signal from either
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the nucleus (DAPI), the cytoplasm (red-channel) or both. The cytoplasmic size is given by the
difference between nuclear and cell volume. The obtained pixel size was multiplied by the voxel
size of 0.0047µm3 to provide the cell size in µm3 .

2.6

Supplemental Information

2.6.1

Identifying the nucleus with DAPI

The nuclear counterstain 4’-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) is used to identify the localization of the mRNA’s as either cytoplasmic or nuclear and to measure the volume of the
nucleus. To check how well the DAPI staining confines the nucleus, we compare DAPI staining with a mCherry tagged nuclear lamina protein (LMNB). Cells were transiently transfected
with Lipofectamin 2000, the ratio of lipofectamin to DNA was 2.5, according to the manufacturer instructions. Images were acquired using 402.1 nm and 591.5 nm lasers for excitation and

Normalized
Fluorescence (a.u.)

detection was via a 450-50 nm band pass and 605 nm long pass filters, respectively (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Lamina staining confirms that DAPI reliably distinguishes the nuclear
boundary. Overall the DAPI staining (Blue signal) coincides with the lamin staining (Red
signal), as can be seen by the profile above the microscopy images. Images are one single zslice. The profiles show that at the lamin (red signal) the dapi staining (blue line) increases or
decreases rapidly.

2.6.2

Experimental variation and statistics

Each single imaging session spanned several hours. Figure 2.7 shows that there is no systematic
increase or decrease in spot count during the course of imaging. The two smallest samples in
cell clone I (Figure 2.7; red lines) show the strongest decrease over time. For each cell clone
multiple experiments were performed to obtain reliable amounts of mRNA numbers and cell
volume measurements. The data collected on different days are shown in Figure 2.8. There is no
indication that the individual samples of Cell clone II (p = 0.52) and Cell clone III (p = 0.16) are
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Figure 2.6: Imaging examples of the single cell analyses (A) Identified mRNA spots
(yellow circles) projected on a LoG-filtered image merged over the z-axis. The probe targeting
the mRNA molecules is shown in red. (B) Raw image from within the cell. In addition to
the mRNA probe, the computationally identified cell border is shown in white. Supplemental
Movie 1 shows the whole cell raw data. (C) 3D reconstruction of the whole cell. The nuclear
boundary is shown in blue, the cell boundary in green and the mRNA molecules in red. See
also Supplemental Movie 2 and 3. (D) Raw images merged over the z-axis with the identified
spots annotated by green circles.

not drawn from the same distribution. There is higher variation present between the individual
samples of Cell clone I (p=3 10−7 ), p-values are obtained by Kruskal-Wallis tests. This larger
variation in Cell clone I experiments might be due to the longer cell culturing period during
sample acquisition and is negatively influenced by the two smallest samples, of which the mRNA
count decreased over time. To test whether the different clones have different mRNA number
characteristics we performed an ANOVA and compared the statistics of the three clones based
on the data of the individual experiments, the mean (p < 0.0001), the coefficient of variation
(p < 0.031), the noise (p < 0.05), and the Fano factor (p < 0.04). For the mRNA concentration
data similar results are obtained; the mean (p < 0.0001), the coefficient of variation (p < 0.013),
the noise (p < 0.016). The volume distributions (Figure 2.9) of the different clones are expected
to be the same since the cells differ only in the integration site of the construct. We tested
wether the sample means of the different clones originate from the same distribution with
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ANOVA. (V ; p = 0.65, VN ; p = 0.12, VC ; p = 0.24). For all additional analysis we pooled the
individual experiments, as already shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.7: Confirmation of the absence of scan time bias in the mRNA count.
Overall we observe no influence of the acquisition time on the identified number of mRNA
spots in the images. Although the two smallest samples (marked in red) show a decrease in the
number of identified mRNA molecules over time, all samples were considered when analysing
the dataset.

2.6.3

The law of total variance for mRNA numbers and concentrations of
mRNA

2.6.3.1

Law of total variance explained

The law of total variance can be derived from the definition of the variance, var(m) = hm2 i −
hmi2 , and the law of total expectation, hmi = hhm|V ii. In which hxi indicates the average
(mean value) of x and x|y represents the conditional value of x given y.
var(m) = hm2 i − hmi2
= hhm2 |V ii − hhm|V ii2
= hvar(m|V ) + hm|V i2 i − hhm|V ii2
= hvar(m|V )i + hhm|V i2 i − hhm|V ii2
= hvar(m|V )i + var(hm|V i)

(2.3)

We can do the same for the concentration of mRNA (c) and arrive at:
var(c) = hvar(c|V )i + var(hc|V i)

(2.4)

In this equation, hvar(c|V )i is the mean of the variance at fixed V, corresponding to for instance
transcription noise. The second term, var(hc|V i), is the variance of the conditional means and
represents the variance caused by the change in V (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.8: Box-whisker plots of the individual experiments indicate almost no
day to day variation between single experiments. To accurately measure the mRNA
probability distribution of a single cell clone we need multiple experiments. The three boxwhisker plots show the mRNA counts of the single experiments. There is no indication that the
individual samples of Cell clone II (p = 0.52) and Cell clone III (p = 0.16) are not drawn from
the same distribution. Higher variation is present between the individual samples of Cell clone
I (p=3 10−7 ), p-values are obtained by Kruskal-Wallis tests, which assumes that the data has
a symmetric distribution. The last box shows all single experiments of the specific cell clone
combined.
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Figure 2.9: Volume pooled measurements provide similar volume distributions for
the three clones. Histograms showing the volume distribution of the cells, of the cytoplasm
and of the nucleus. The three different clones are indicated by the different colours (red=cell
clone I, blue=cell clone II, and green=cell clone III). The bin-size is 100 µm3 .

2.6.3.2

Deriving

var(hm|V i)
hmi2

=

var(V )
hV i2

in case of mRNA concentration homeostasis

Homeostasis requires that the average mRNA number per cell at a given volume, i.e. hm|V i
scales linearly with the volume, i.e. hm|V i = αV . As a consequence, we obtain that hmi =
hhm|V iiV = αhV i and var(hm|V i) = var(αV ) = α2 var(V ). This means that in case of perfect
homeostasis:

2.6.3.3

var(hm|V i)
hmi2

=

var(V )
.
hV i2

In the next section we will show that

Estimation of a lower bound for

var(hm|V i)
hmi2

var(V )
hV i2

≈ 0.04.

assuming steady-state exponen-

tial growth of the cells
Here we estimate the noise in the volume distribution for an idealized model of cell division. We
assume that cells divide at fixed intervals T and divide into exactly equal halves. Furthermore we
assume that the volume is a deterministic function of cell age (denoted by a): V = V (a) = V0 eµa
with µ as the specific (exponential) growth rate. The daughter cell volume equals V (0) = V0
and the mother volume at division equals V (T ) = 2V0 . Hence, 0 ≤ a ≤ T with T = ln 2/µ. At
balanced growth, the distribution of cell ages for this model is described by a so-called ideal age
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Figure 2.10: Visualization of the law of total variance. For all samples there are two
measurements, in this case called volume (V ) (x-axis) and the number of mRNA molecules


probability

(m) (y-axis). The marginal
distributions
show
distributions

the
 of both variables,
V (top) and m (right). The samples within each group (Vi ) have a distribution of m of their
own (m|V ), shown in orange, with their means indicated in green. The variance in m is the
sum of the variance over the conditional means, varhm|V i, and the mean over the conditional
variances, hvar(m|V )i.

distribution [78] equal to
u(a) = µ21−aµ/ ln(2)

a ∈ [0, ln(2)/µ]

(2.5)

The probability distribution of volumes, g(V ), can be derived from the age distribution. Making
age (a) a function of volume (V ); a = ln(V /V0 )/µ, and using the change of variable technique
we get:
g(V ) = 2V0 /V 2

V ∈ [V0 , 2V0 ]

(2.6)

The noise in this distribution is given by:
var(V )
2
=
− 1 ≈ 0.04
2
hV i
ln(4)2

(2.7)

This ideal age distribution is shown in Figure 2.11. The assumption of deterministic interdivision
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times leads to the unrealistic discontinuous definition of the distribution function. A better fit
to the experimentally observed distributions is obtained when the volumes at which cells divide
(and those of newborn cells) are allowed to have some variation around the mean value. With
scaled, symmetric beta distributions for the cell volume at cell birth and division, each with
CV = 0.1 a much better fit to the experimental data is obtained (see Figure 2.11). The
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distribution of volumes is obtained from the equations deduced by Collins and Richmond [70].
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Figure 2.11: Correspondence of the theoretical and experimental volume distribution for either an ideal cell volume distribution without division noise (dashed line) or for a
population where volumes at birth and at division follow scaled, symmetric beta distributions
with coefficients of variation of 10% (solid black line). The experimentally obtained volume measurements are shown in red. The inset shows the beta distributions used for volumes of dividing
−1+a
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and fm (V ) = 21 2 2 Beta[a,a]
, V ∈ [V0 , 3V0 ], a = 12).

2.6.3.4

General relation between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

As explained in the main text we found from the experimental data that mRNA concentration
and mRNA number noise differ. In this section we will derive a relation between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
.
hmi2

The concentration is defined as c =

m
V ,

which leads to the following additional relations,

1
m
var(c|V ) = var( |V ) = 2 var(m|V )
V
V
D 1
E
hvar(c|V )i =
var(m|V
)
V2
D 1 E
=
hvar(m|V )i +
σ 2 (1/V 2 , var(m|V ))
|
{z
}
V2

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

covariance between the squared
inverse volume and the conditional mRNA number variance

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

=

h V12 ihvar(m|V

)i + σ 2 (1/V 2 , var(m|V ))
hm/V i2

(2.11)

The relation used to go from the second to the third equation is hαβi = hαihβi + σ 2 (α, β) with
σ 2 (α, β) as the covariance between the random variables α and β.
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Simplification of the relation between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

in case of home-

ostasis
In case of homeostasis we can simplify equation 2.11. Homeostasis means that hm|V i scales
proportional with V and, as a consequence, that the concentration is independent of volume
and fixed: hc|V i = α. Thus, hm|V i = αV and hc|V i = hm|V i/V .
First we will show that under these homeostasis conditions hm/V i2 = hmi2 /hV i2 . The definition
of homeostasis implies,
hc|V i =

hm|V i
=α
V

(2.12)

Averaging this equation over volume leads to the relation hmi = αhV i. Averaging hc|V i over
the whole volume distribution gives:
hhc|V iiV = hci =
Hence, in case of homeostasis h m
V i =

hmi
hV i .

DmE
V

= hαi = α

(2.13)

Substituting the relation hm/V i2 = hmi2 /hV i2 into

equation 2.11 gives:
hvar(c|V )i
hci2

= hV i2 h

1 hvar(m|V )i σ 2 (1/V 2 , var(m|V ))
i
+
V2
hmi2
hmi2 /hV i2

(2.14)

Equation 2.14 was used in the main text.

2.6.3.6

Simplifying the relation between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

from volume scaling

relations
To estimate the magnitude of the covariance term in equation 2.14 we approximate var(m|V )
as a polynomial in V as this scaling is also observed in our data (Figure 2.14).
var(m|V ) = a0 + a1 V + a2 V 2

(2.15)

Averaging this equation over the volume gives,
hvar(m|V )i = ha0 + a1 V + a2 V 2 i = a0 + a1 hV i + a2 hV 2 i

(2.16)
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Using the volume distribution, g(V ) we can calculate the covariance between var(m|V ) and
1/V 2 :
2V0

D 1 E
1
(a0 + a1 V + a2 V 2 − ha0 + a1 V + a2 V 2 i)dV
g(V )
−
V2
V2
V0
D E

D 1 E
D 1 E
1
2
= a1
+ a2 1 − hV i
.
(2.17)
− hV i
V
V2
V2

1
σ ( 2 , var(m|V )) =
V
2

Z



Combining equations 2.14, 2.16 and 2.17 yields:
hvar(c|V )i
hci2

=





a0
a1 hV i
1
1
hV i2 h 2 i
+
hV
ih
i
+
V
hmi2
V
hmi2
{z
}
{z
}
|
|

≈

≈1.04 (eq. 2.20)

hV i2
hV 2 i
| {z }

a2 hV 2 i
(2.18)
hmi2

≈0.96 (eq. 2.21)

1.12 (eq. 2.19)

where the approximated values are calculated using the volume distribution (eq. 2.6):
1
hV i h 2 i =
V
2

1
hV ih i =
V
i2

hV
hV 2 i

Z

2V0

V g(V )dV
Z

V0
2V0

V0

Z

2V0

V g(V )dV
V0

R
=

2 Z

2V0

2V0
V0
R 2V0
V0

V g(V )dV

V0
2

V 2 g(V )dV

=

1
7 ln(4)2
g(V
)dV
=
≈ 1.12
V2
12

(2.19)

1
3 ln(4)
g(V )dV =
≈ 1.04
V
4

(2.20)

(ln(4))2
≈ 0.96
2

(2.21)

With the experimental volume distribution (calculated based on the pooled volume data from
all three clones) these values become:
1
i = 1.18
V2
1
hV ih i = 1.06
V
hV i2
= 0.95
hV 2 i

hV i2 h

(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)

On basis of the theory we can distinguish three regimes:
1. No scaling of var(m|V ) with volume: var(m|V ) = a0 then

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

)i
= 1.12 hvar(m|V
; a
hmi2

12% larger mRNA concentration noise than mRNA number noise.
2. Linear scaling of var(m|V ) with volume: var(m|V ) = a1 V then

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

)i
= 1.04 hvar(m|V
;
hmi2

a 4% larger mRNA concentration noise than mRNA number noise.
3. Quadratic scaling of var(m|V ) with volume: var(m|V ) = a2 V 2 then

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

a 4% smaller mNRA concentration noise than mRNA number noise.

)i
= 0.96 hvar(m|V
;
hmi2
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Our data do not distinguish between a linear and a quadratic dependence of the conditional
mRNA number variance on volume, both regimes give decent fits (Figure 2.14). Hence, a
discrepancy between

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

of ±4% is expected on the basis of the theoretical

analysis. This agrees quite well with the difference in the experimental values of
hvar(m|V )i
hmi2

hvar(c|V )i
hci2

and

(Table 1, main text); i.e. for cell clone I, II and III we find respectively 0%, 2%

and 4.8% difference, which agrees very well with the theoretical estimates for this discrepancy
to lie between ±4%. However, the noise in mRNA number and concentration show a larger
discrepancy, i.e. of 36% ((0.204 − 0.149)/0.149 × 100%), 33% ((0.208 − 0.156)/0.156 × 100%),
and 45% ((0.148−0.102)/0.102×100%) for cell clone I, II and III, respectively. These differences
are due to the scaling of the mRNA number with cell volume due to the steady-state growth of
the cells.

2.6.4

Average mRNA numbers correlate with protein expression

The GFP-protein expression levels of the integrated construct are compared to the GFP-mRNA
number expression. The protein expression levels of the clones originate from Gierman et. al.
[65]. As expected higher mean mRNA numbers correspond to higher protein levels (Figure

Xprotein\ Ha.u.L

2.12).

10.5
10.0
9.5
0

20

40
60
XmRNA\ HðL

80

Figure 2.12: Apparent correlation between the mRNA and protein expression levels. Cell clone I is shown in red, Cell clone II in blue and Cell clone III in green.

2.6.5

Volume dependencies within the data

The single cell data of the cell volume and the mRNA numbers is shown in Figure 2.13. This
shows a positive correlation of the mRNA numbers with cell volume as shown by the proportionality of the cell volume with the conditional mean of the mRNA number (h(m|V )i). The
conditional variances of m and c as a function of volume are given in Figure 2.14. The decomposition of averages and variances as function of volume for the nucleus and cytoplasm of
the mRNA numbers (Figure 2.15) show similar proportionality as observed for the whole cell
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data. Homeostasis of mRNA concentrations is also observed at the nuclear (Figure 2.16A) and
cytoplasmic level (Figure 2.16C).
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Figure 2.13: Correlation of the mRNA numbers with cell volume for single cells.
In addition to the binned data of the conditional mean (h(m|V )i) shown in the main article
this figure shows the degree of correlation between cell volume and mRNA number based on
the single cell data. The three different clones are annotated by the different colors: Cell clone
I is shown in red, Cell clone II in blue and Cell clone III in green.
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Figure 2.14: Conditional variances of mRNA numbers and concentrations. A, C
and E give the variance in mRNA number conditioned on the cell volume (var(m|V )). B, D
and F give the variance in the conditioned concentration (var(c|V )). The three different clones
are annotated by the different colors: Cell clone I is shown in red, Cell clone II in blue and
Cell clone III in green. The gray plots in the background shows the number of data points per
volume bin. The lower the count in one bin, the lower the reliability of the measurement of
the data within the bin. The mRNA number data is fitted with a linear (solid, a + bV ) and
polynomial (dashed, a + bV + cV 2 with c > 0) fit averaging for the number of data points in
each volume bin. For Cell clone II (C) the linear and polynomial fit are overlapping.
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Figure 2.15: Conditional averages and variances in the mRNA number in the
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Cell clone I is shown in red, Cell clone II in blue and Cell clone III in green. The gray plots in
the background shows the number of data points per volume bin for either the nucleus (A and
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clones (the different columns).The measured expression distribution is shown in gray. Fits
of the data with a normal distribution (blue lines), lognormal distribution (red lines) and gamma
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2.6.6

Probe sequence

The sequence of the mRNA FISH probe to detect the GFP reporter mRNA’s.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

sequence
position %GC
tcgcccttgctcaccat
1
59
accaccccggtgaacag
22
65
ccagctcgaccaggatg
42
65
gtggccgtttacgtcgc
62
65
tcgccggacacgctgaa
82
65
taggtggcatcgccctc
103
65
acttcagggtcagcttg
123
53
cttgccggtggtgcaga
143
65
agggtgggccagggcac
166
76
cgtaggtcagggtggtc
186
65
gcggctgaagcactgca
206
65
tgcttcatgtggtcggg
226
59
cggacttgaagaagtcg
246
53
gacgtagccttcgggca
266
65
aagaagatggtgcgctc
286
53
tgtagttgccgtcgtcc
306
59
aacttcacctcggcgcg
328
65
ttcaccagggtgtcgcc
349
65
tgcccttcagctcgatg
369
59
gccgtcctccttgaagt
389
59
agcttgtgccccaggat
409
59
ggctgttgtagttgtac
429
47
cggccatgatatagacg
450
53
gatgccgttcttctgct
470
53
ggcggatcttgaagttc
492
53
gctgccgtcctcgatgt
512
65
tagtggtcggcgagctg
532
65
cgatgggggtgttctgc
552
65
tgtcgggcagcagcacg
579
71
ctgggtgctcaggtagt
599
59
gggtctttgctcagggc
619
65
tgtgatcgcgcttctcg
639
59
cacgaactccagcagga
659
59
agagtgatcccggcggc
679
71
tgtacagctcgtccatg
699
53
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Abstract

The inherent stochasticity of molecular reactions prevents us from predicting the exact state of
single-cells in a population. We should however be able to predict the probability of phenotypic
characteristics of cells at steady-state growth-conditions. Here we validate and exploit existing
theory on the statistics of single-cell growth in order to predict the probability of phenotypic
characteristics such as cell-cycle times, cell volumes, accuracy of cell division and cell-age distributions, using real-time imaging data of single-cell growth and fluorescent protein expression
for Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis. Our results indicate that the statistics of single-cell
growth can indeed be predicted from a few basic equations and measurements. Since these
equations relate different phenotypic characteristics, they can be used in consistency tests of
experimental data of single-cell growth and prediction of single-cell statistics. We also exploit
these statistical relations in the development of a fast stochastic simulation-algorithm of singlecell growth and protein expression. This algorithm allows for the recovery of the statistics of
a steady-state growing cell-population from the simulation of only one of its lineages, which
greatly reduces the computational burden. The validity of this approach is shown by comparing
simulations to our experimental data. This work illustrates a methodology for the prediction,
analysis and tests of consistency of single-cell growth and protein expression data from basic
principles of the statistics of single-cell growth.

Introduction
Many biochemical reactions are required for bacterial growth and division. Some of them
operate in a regime where they are susceptible to stochastic fluctuations in the concentrations
of their reactants and regulators [79, 80]. Some of these fluctuations can be amplified by
molecular networks [81], in particular by those with positive feedback circuitry and propagated
to the cellular level, causing variations in the growth characteristics [82] (birth size, division
size, generation time etc.) and molecular content [83] of individual cells. A reverberating
coupling exists between the molecular composition of a cell and its growth behaviour [82], where
fluctuations at a cellular level can in turn cause cell-to-cell variations at the level of molecules
and reaction activities. For instance, uneven cell division causes size differences between cells
such that their protein content and reaction rates vary [82, 84, 85]. The fluctuating copy number
of a particular molecule in a cell, over a time period of several bacterial cell cycles, is therefore
the outcome of (stochastic) biochemical and cell-growth processes [27, 54, 86].
Coupled molecular and cellular fluctuations are associated with many surprising phenomena in
single-cell biology [16, 86–89]. This complex feedback circuitry generates cell-to-cell variability
in a population of isogenic cells, which may result in individual cells transiting to different
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phenotypic states when conditions change [87–91]. Examples include adaptive phenotypicdiversification of populations of cells, e.g. the emergence of antibiotics-tolerant persister cells
[80] and bacterial-cell differentiation [91]. Acquiring a predictive understanding of these phenomena is one of the current challenges in single-cell physiology [92], with direct applications
in biotechnology [93] and medical microbiology [94, 95]. Disentangling causes and effects, using
a stochastic framework, is a major challenge for single-cell physiology [13, 96] and methods
need to be developed that can quantify the contributions made by the stochastic biochemistry
of molecular circuits and cellular growth, including theory (e.g. variance decomposition) and
simulation [13, 84, 96, 97].
In contrast to the complexity of molecular and cellular processes at a single-cell level, the
macroscopic, population-level properties of bacterial cultures are much easier to quantify and
predict. In fact, the properties of bacterial cultures at balanced growth follow surprisingly
simple ‘laws’. Examples are the relations of Malloe-Schaechter-Kjeldgaard [98], Monod [99] and
Pirt [100], which were developed in the 1950-70s. In that same period, a statistical theory was
derived for the behaviour of single cells at balanced growth – a ‘microscopic’ growth theory
[70, 101, 102]. It describes statistical relations between growth properties of single cells, such
as birth and division volumes, generation times, growth rates, and daughter-mother volume
ratios. With this theory, quantitative descriptions of populations can account for inter-individual
variations in the physiological parameters (i.e. their distributions) of asynchronously growing
cells. In the current work, we validate this statistical theory with real-time imaging of bacterial
growth and fluorescent-protein expression, using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. We show
that relations between different phenotypic characteristics can be used in consistency tests
of experimental data of single-cell growth, and the prediction of single-cell statistics. We then
exploit these robust correlations to develop a fast and predictive stochastic simulation algorithm
of single-cell growth and protein expression. Together, the statistical relations and the stochastic
simulation algorithm offer a methodology for prediction, interpretation and tests of consistency
of experimental data of the stochasticity of single-cell growth and molecular circuit dynamics.

Results
Describing the growth characteristics of single cells at balanced growth
In the following sections, we will validate the statistical relations captured by microscopic growth
theory [70, 101, 103, 104] and show how this framework allows for a comprehensive quantitative
description of single-cell growth characteristics from a limited set of physiological single-cell
growth-measures. The relations we will validate make use of several concepts, which we will
first explain.
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Figure 3.1: Growth characteristics and concepts of single cells in a population at
balanced growth. (A) The formation of a microcolony from a single ancestral cell can be represented
as a lineage tree. In such a tree, time runs from left to right, horizontal lines represent the life lines
of single cells, their total length equals the generation time of a cell, and vertical lines indicate cell
divisions. (B) A lineage corresponds to the growth and division of single cells, that are all daughters
from a specific ancestral cell. At specific time points along a lineage, the cell length and fluorescence
can be measured. (C) After a cell-cycle duration, corresponding to the generation time of a (mother)
cell, two daughter cells arise via imperfect cell division, giving rise to a probability to observe daughter
cells that have obtained a certain fraction of their mother cell’s volume and molecular content. (D) At
one given moment in time all extant cells have particular properties that follow probability distributions
such as their birth volume, division volume, current volume and current age.

For any single cell, its age can be defined as the time elapsed since its birth. At birth, the ‘cell
age’ is zero and all cellular properties are birth properties, e.g. birth-volumes, -lengths, -widths.
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Every cell has as its maximal age its ‘generation time’1 , which is the time at which it divides
and has attained its ‘division size’. The specific rate with which this volume increases, d ln V /dt
is called the ‘instantaneous specific growth rate’. When the division volume is reached, a cell
divides and partitions its volume and molecular content to yield two new cells. The dividing cell
is referred to as the mother cell and the two newly formed cells as the daughters, which are sisters.
The size and molecular content of each of the two daughters can be expressed as a fraction of their
mother’s to capture cell-division variation. All these properties together (cell age, generation
time, birth and division sizes, daughter-to-mother ratios and instantaneous growth rate), capture
the essential information needed for a microscopic theory of growth [70, 101, 103, 104] (see Figure
3.1 and the appendix for additional information related to concepts of single cell growth).
In any population these single-cell growth-measures will show variation from cell to cell, necessitating a statistical framework to understand how population-level characteristics relate to
single-cell phenotypes, and how different single-cell growth-measures depend on each other.
Answers to these types of questions are greatly simplified when populations are studied under
conditions of balanced growth. A defining characteristic of balanced growth is that the probabilities to observe cells with particular growth properties – their phenotype – are constant over
time and the associated probability distributions are therefore time invariant (See also Figure
3.7). Importantly, the validity of the statistical relations captured by the microscopic growth
theory rests strongly on the assumption that the population being described is at balanced
growth.
Balanced growth, being a stationary process, has as a requirement that the specific growth
rate of the population remains fixed over a time period that is several times longer than the
mean generation time. As such, the single cell growth data we use to validate the microscopic
growth theory [70, 101, 103, 104] was confirmed to meet this requirement. By individually
tracking the growth of B. subtilis and E. coli cells on agar pads, we quantified the specific
growth rate of the population from the increase in the total cell length of all monitored cells,
and selected data from the time-window during which the specific growth rate remains fixed. We
confirmed that the balanced-growth period lasted for several generations and that the probability
distributions of cell characteristics are constant during this window [101] (see Figure 3.7). All
growth measurements of B. subtilis can be found in Figure 3.2 (discussed below) and those of
E. coli are shown in the Supplemental Information (Figure 3.8).

The population growth rate calculated from single-cell generation times
The first statistical relation we validated allows for the calculation of the population growth
rate (k) from the distribution of the generation times (Figure 3.2, equation 1) [101, 103, 104]. In
the macroscopic theory of bacterial growth of cell populations, the specific growth rate equals
1

The generation time is also sometimes referred to as the interdivision or cell-cycle time.
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Figure 3.2: Validation of relations between growth characteristics at balanced
growth for B. subtilis. Shown are results comparing the microscopic growth theory relations
derived by Collins & Richmond [70], Powell [102] and Painter & Marr [101] and experimental single-cell
growth data. In this figure we test those relations. The probability distributions obtained from experimental data are shown in blue, the validated theoretical relations are shown in the coloured boxes
(eqs. 1 - 4), the predicted distributions are shown in black in (D), (E) and (F), and the results of our
simulation algorithm (discussed in the final result section) are shown as grey histograms. In (A)-(C),
black lines indicate fits. We calculated the population specific growth rate from the distribution of
the generation times (A). The distribution of the cell ages (D; age is the time elapsed since birth) is
obtained from the generation time distribution (A) and the calculated specific growth rate of the population. The distribution of cell length of all cells that exist at a particular moment in time, the extant
cells (E), can be obtained from the distribution of the birth lengths (F) and the division lengths (C).
The distribution of birth lengths (F) can be obtained from the distribution of daughter-mother-volume
ratios (B) and distribution of division lengths (C). Sample sizes: The sample sizes for the experimental
data are 3637 extant cells, 2726 cells at birth and 1466 cells at division. Data for E. coli can be found
in Figure 3.8.

k = ln 2/τg , with τg as the generation time (also called the doubling time). Due to interindividual variations in generation times, the macroscopic relation is inexact and the relation
τg =

ln 2
k

+

kσt2
2

has been proposed as an improved approximation, with σt2 as the variance of the

distribution of generation times [101]. The equation we used (derived in [101]; equation 1 in
Figure 3.2) obtains the exact value of the growth rate from the distribution of generation times.
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We calculate from Painter & Marr’s relation a growth rate of 0.61 hr−1 . When we compare this
growth rate to the one we measured from the length increase of the population data (Figure
3.5A), we find a difference of only 2.7%. From the measured growth rate, we can calculate
the generation time, from ln 2/k, which gives 70 min. If we use the approximate relation to
calculate the generation time from the growth rate (0.01 min−1 ) and the measured generationtime variance of 388 min2 , we find a generation time of 71 min, indicating that the approximate
relation shows an error of 1.4%. We conclude that the measured probability distribution of the
generation times indeed allows for a calculated value of the cell-population’s growth rate that
is in agreement with an independent direct observation of the growth rate from the increase in
length of the entire population of cells.
The generation-time distribution, τ (t), that we measured (Figure 3.2A) can be accurately approximated by a normal distribution, which has also been observed by others [83, 105–108].
The coefficient of variation of the generation time is 27%, which indicates that 16% of the cells
have a generation time below 53 min and the generation time of the same percentage of cells
exceeds 92 min. Significant variations in generation times therefore occur in steady-state growing bacterial cell populations. Other work has recently shown that the growth rate, the length
increase during a cell cycle and the generation time are interrelated [83, 105, 109].

Obtaining the distribution of cell ages from the generation times of single cells
Since all cells grow asynchronously during balanced growth and because balanced growth is
a stationary process, the probability that a cell is observed with a particular age – the time
elapsed since its birth – is constant. The age of a cell ranges from 0 to its generation time, when
it divides.
Painter & Marr [101] showed that the distribution of the probabilities for the occurrence of a
particular cell age can be obtained from the distribution of the generation times and the growth
rate (Figure 3.2, equation 2). Here we validate this theory by showing that a theoretically
calculated age distribution, using Painter & Marr’s relation, closely matches the independentlyobserved cell age distribution (Figure 3.2D), indicating that the theory holds for our dataset.
This finding also confirms that, during the time window of data sampling, the cells were indeed
growing balanced.
We observed that the mean age of extant B. subtilis cells equals 32 min (Figure 3.2D). Since the
mean generation time (the mean division age) equals 75 min, the average cell has a cell cycle
progression of 43%. The cell-age distribution also indicates that a cell population in balanced
growth contains more young than old cells, which is expected since a mother cell always divides
into two daughter cells.
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The distribution of daughter-over-mother cell sizes calculated from the distributions of birth and division sizes
Powell [102] derived a relation between the distributions of birth and division volumes and the
distribution of daughter-over-mother volume ratios (Figure 3.2, equation 3). This theory is in
terms of the volume distributions of cells. Here we apply it to analyse cell length data (Figure
3.2C). Throughout this paper, we treat length changes proportional to volume changes because
the width of B. subtilis and E. coli cells remains roughly constant during growth (Figure 3.6
and [83, 110]). Therefore, the growth in cell volume is proportional to the growth in cell length.
We approximate the daughter-over-mother length ratio in our experimental data using the ratio
of one daughter cell over the sum of her length and that of her sister (Figure 3.2B). Since we
monitor growth at 1-minute intervals, during which some growth takes place, a small discrepancy
occurs between our estimate of the daughter-vs-mother length ratio and the real value (see also
supplement information section 3.5).
For symmetrically dividing bacteria, such as B. subtilis and E.coli, the average daughter-overmother length ratio is expected to be 0.5, which is reflected by our data (Figure 3.2B). Application of the Powell relation (equation 3, Figure 3.2) leads to a prediction of the birth length
distribution, that closely matches the experimental data (Figure 3.2F).
The distributions of division length, birth length and daughter-over-mother length ratio’s that
we measured can all be accurately approximated by normal distributions. The daughter-overmother length ratio has the expected mean of 0.5 and a coefficient of variation of 7%, which
captures division noise. The variation in division and birth length is about twofold greater. The
birth and division lengths of cells also correlate with each other (Figure 3.11 and 3.10), which is
in agreement with an adder-like size-homoeostasis mechanism described for both B. subtilis and
E. coli [83]. Our data, however, deviates slightly from perfect adder behaviour , which could
be due to the use of agar pads, where the formation of micro-colonies could lead to differences
between cells in the centre and those at the periphery of the colony.

Calculation of the length distribution of cells
Collins & Richmond [70] published a relation between the growth rate as a function of cell
volume and the probability distributions of daughter, mother and extant cell-volumes. When
the cellular growth rate is fixed as a function of the cell volume, as it is for our data (see Figure
3.13), the Collins-Richmond relation simplifies to equation 4 of Figure 3.2. We used this relation
to predict the extant cell length distribution from the length distributions at birth and division.
Figure 3.2E indicates that the predicted and measured extant cell length distributions are in
close agreement. Variability in the extant cell length distribution is due to the fact that both
daughter and mother cells occur in the extant cell population, and their lengths (or volumes)
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vary on average by a factor of two. Any additional spread in this distribution arises from noise
in distributions of the birth and division length.

Exploiting the microscopic growth theory for inference of probability distributions from data
Now that we have concluded that the microscopic growth theory is in agreement with single
cell growth data, we can consider its applications. One application is its use in consistency
checks of experimental data, as we did in Figure 3.2; in order to test whether measurements of
different growth characteristics relate to each other as we theoretically expect them to. Another
application of the microscopic growth theory is its use in the inference of distributions of growth
characteristics of single cells when not all of them can be directly measured.
Consider, for instance, a growth experiment carried out in a shake flask, where the specific
growth rate and the probability distribution of the (extant) cell volumes, shown in Figure 3.3A
was measured (there many non-microscopy based methods for measuring cell size distributions,
e.g. the Coulter counter). We shall assume that the birth and division length distributions each
follow a normal distribution with means that they differ by a factor two; an assumption that is
in fact in agreement with our data (Figure 3.2). This leads to three unknown parameters: two
standard deviations and one mean. Those we can obtain by fitting the division and birth-length
distributions to the measured extant length distribution, using the Collins & Richmond relation
(equation 4 in Figure 3.2), parameterised with the measured growth rate. In this way, the
probability distributions for the birth and division volume can be inferred, those are the solid
lines in Figure 3.3B and C.
To determine the distribution of the daughter over mother lengths, ρ(r) with r = lb /ld , we use
a mathematical relation that expresses this distribution in terms of the joint distribution of lb
and ld values [111]. We assume this joint distribution to be a bivariate normal distribution,
which is in agreement with the data shown in Figure 3.3B and C. We still need to assume
a correlation coefficient for ld and lb values, which we can do by assuming a sizer, adder or
timer model of cell growth [83, 112]. When we assume an adder then the correlation coefficient
will be close to 1. If we take a correlation coefficient of 0.88, we obtain a perfect fit of the
estimated distribution of daughter over mother lengths with the experimental data (Figure
3.3D), indicating this estimation method works. The fit quality is, however, strongly dependent
on the exact value of the correlation coefficient between ld and lb .
At balanced growth, with a fixed growth rate along the cell cycle (assumption 3), the following
relation holds

ld
lb

= ekt = 1/r with k as the growth rate and t as the generation time. We can

determine the distribution of generation times, t, from the distribution of the daughter-overmother volumes, using the ‘change of random variable method’, which leads to the relation
τ (t) = ke−kt ρ(e−kt ). This allows us to determine the generation time distribution from the
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Figure 3.3: Inference of probability distributions of single-cell growth characteristics from experimental data. In this figure, the blue histograms are the measured data (also
shown in Figure 2) and the black lines are inferred from the data. (A) Shows the extant cell-length
distribution. The cell length distributions at birth (B) and division (C) were obtained by a fit of the
Richmond & Collins relation (equation 4 of Figure 2) to the extant cell length distribution, given the
measured growth rate. The distribution of the ratio of the daughter cell length over the mother cell
length (D). It was obtained from the distributions shown in (B) and (C), assuming a correlation between
cell length at birth and division of 0.85. By assuming deterministic exponential growth, the distribution
of generation times (E), was predicted from the length ratio distribution (D). The distribution of cell
ages (F) was calculated from the generation time distribution (E), using equation 2 from Figure 2.
Only the predicted generation time distribution shows a significant discrepancy with the experimental
data, which we discuss in the main text.

distribution of daughter-over-mother lengths. We show the result in Figure 3.3E. Clearly, the
fit quality is poor, which is due to the fact that the assumed deterministic growth model ld = lb ekt
misses a stochastic component. What this component is, is unclear at the moment, but it is
very likely that k depends l, such that the growth rates of smaller and larger newborn cells
differ at birth.
Finally, the cell-age distribution can be determined from the estimated generation time τ (t)
distribution (Figure 3.3E), using equation 2 of Figure 3.2. The resulting correspondence of the
estimated distribution and the experimental data is shown in Figure 3.3F. The fit is not perfect,
due to the poor estimation of the generation distribution (Figure 3.3E), but it is still acceptable
given that it is derived from very basic assumptions and a few measurements.
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Exploiting the microscopic growth theory in a stochastic simulation algorithm
Another interesting aspect of the microscopic growth theory is its potential utility in the development of a fast stochastic simulation-algorithm of single-cell growth and molecular circuit
stochasticity at balanced growth. Stochastic simulations of single-cell growth are very challenging, because of a large computational burden; they have to simulate tens of thousands of cells
as they progress through their cell cycle and divide (giving rise to the expanding lineage tree).
To circumvent this computational bottleneck, many existing approaches simulate only a single
lineage, but do not retrieve the growth statistics of the entire lineage tree, thereby limiting
meaningful comparisons between simulations and experimental data.
The algorithm that we developed simulates growth and molecular stochasticity of a single specific lineage, from which the statistics of the entire lineage tree can be calculated using the
microscopic growth theory. First, we will briefly outline this algorithm (details are provided in
the Supplemental Information, Section 7). Following this, we validate the algorithm using the
experimental data introduced above, including single-cell data of a fluorescent gene expression
reporter.
The input of the simulation algorithm for single-cell growth is based on several of the distributions of growth measures, quantified (or assumed) at balanced growth (Figure 3.2). We start
by calculating an initial cell volume, a birth volume v(0), from the product of two random
variables, one sampled from the division-volume distribution, ΨD (v) (Figure 3.2C), and another from the division-ratio distribution, ρ(r) (Figure 3.2B). Next, given our data, we assume
exponential growth for single cells (Figure 3.5), with a constant, specific growth rate that is
equal to the population growth rate (k in Figure 3.2)). From the difference between the division
and birth volume, and the specific growth rate k, we can calculate the generation time (using
T =

1
k

)
ln v(T
v(0) ). At the generation time, T , the cell divides into two daughter cells. One daughter

receives a volume vd1 (0) = rv(T ) (the value of r is drawn from the division-ratio distribution),
which means that the second daughter’s volume will equal vd2 (0) = v(T ) − vd1 (0).
Since our algorithm only simulates a single lineage, and not the whole lineage tree, we track
only one of the two daughter cells, which makes the algorithm very computationally efficient.
The current limitation of the algorithm is that it cannot deal with proteins that set the growth
rate. Therefore, it simulates the stochasticity of biochemical circuits, while they are embedded
in a cell that is growing in a stochastic manner, in line with the growth-statistics relations of
balanced growth.
The simulation algorithm simulates growth of cells that grow according to sizer and ’sizerlike adder’ mechanisms, which is how B. subtilis and E. coli grow (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). The
algorithm can also be used to simulate cells that grow as pure adders [83]. For adders, the volume
at division is determined by the addition of a birth volume (drawn from the VB distribution)
and an added volume value (drawn from a ∆V distribution). When it is assumed that the
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mother cell divides perfectly to yield two equally sized daughter cells, the algorithm simulates
cell growth of a perfect sizer. The ratio between the partitioning variability and the division
volume variability determines the slope in the h∆l|lb i-vs-lb plot, and for the algorithm it falls
between -0.2 and -1 (in accordance with data Figure 3.10).
To be able to derive the statistics of the entire lineage tree from a single simulated lineage,
a specific daughter cell is selected. The daughter that is selected is chosen with a probability
that equals the fraction of descendants it is expected to contribute to the population (see
Supplemental information section 3.8.1). After daughter-cell selection, we start simulating the
next cell cycle, by sampling a new birth volume, etc. We repeat these steps until the lineage
simulation has generated data for stationary distributions of growth measures. The statistics
of the entire lineage tree can be obtained by exploiting the cell-age distribution as explained in
the Supplemental Information.
We implemented this algorithm in StochPy [97], which is available for download from http:
//stochpy.sf.net. A full description of the cell growth algorithm and how it is coupled with
a stochastic simulation algorithm for biochemical networks can be found in the Supplemental
Information (Section 3.8). Importantly, we show that the stochastic simulation algorithm is in
agreement with analytically solvable models (Supplemental Information). In the next section,
we compare simulation results with experimental data.

Validating the simulation algorithm with single-cell growth and protein expression data of B. subtilis and E. coli
The B. subtilis and E. coli strains that we used in our time-lapse microscopy experiments (Figure
3.2 and Figure 3.8) each expressed a genome-integrated, constitutively-expressed fluorescent
protein. We used the fluorescence values of single cells as a read out of single-cell protein
expression. We tested whether the stochastic simulation algorithm could reproduce single-cell
growth and expression data (Figure 3.4).
During balanced growth, concentrations of constitutively expressed proteins remain fixed; the
cell’s content of a constitutively expressed protein therefore increases at the same rate as the
cell volume. Our data clearly show that the total fluorescence levels (in arbitrary units) per cell
correlate strongly with cell age (Figure 3.4A and 3.9A) and cell length (Figure 3.4B and 3.9B).
This is to be expected, as cells that are older tend to be larger and are closer to having doubled
their molecular content; the latter being a requirement for single cells under balanced growth.
Although cell length and age strongly correlate, cell length explains more of the expression
variability than age in both B. subtilis and E. coli, 79% and 73% vs 50% and 53% respectively.
This indicates that the fluorescence signal (molecular content) of a cell is proportional to its
volume (length in our case), as is expected for constitutive gene expression at balanced growth.
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The relation between the mean fluorescence conditional on cell length, i.e. hf |lE i, and cell
length of extant cells (Figure 3.4A and 3.9A), lE , can be transformed into the fluorescence
distribution of the extant cell population when we take into account the cell age distribution
and the dependency of lE on cell age. This gives rise to a good correspondence with the
measured fluorescence distribution (Figure 3.4C and 3.9C), indicating that the gene-expression
noise – independent of cell age and cell length – averages out, due to a constant expression noise
during the cell cycle (Figure 3.14B and D). The gene-expression noise is best captured by the
noise in the fluorescence concentration (fluorescence per fixed cell area), which is shown in Figs.
3.4F and 3.9F. The coefficient of variation in the fluorescence concentration equals 13% for B.
subtilis and 14% for E. coli. Taken together, the fluorescence data indicate that more than 50%
of the noise in total cell fluorescence originates from volume variability.
To test whether our algorithm accurately predicts cell growth and fluorescence distributions
of populations at balanced growth, we performed stochastic simulations (see the Supplemental
Information for details). As input we used the division length distribution (ΨD (l), Figure 3.2C),
the daughter-over-mother volume ratio (ρ(r), Figure 3.2B), and the measured growth rate (k).
The expression model only accounts for constitutive zero-order synthesis of protein and protein
dilution into new cells (no degradation). The parameters of the stochastic model of protein
expression were obtained by linear fitting of the mean fluorescence at a given length (from
Figure 3.4B). To relate the measured protein fluorescence value to the protein copy number per
cell used in the simulation, we use an arbitrary conversion constant. All stochastic simulation
parameters can be found in the StochPy scripts available as supplemental material.
The correspondence between simulated and measured distributions, shown in Figs. 3.2, 3.8, 3.4
and 3.9, indicates that the algorithm accurately recovers the statistical relations inherent in our
experimental population.
It is interesting to note that the generation time distribution is used to calculate the average
growth rate, however, its variability is not used as an input in the simulation algorithm. This
implies that the variability observed in the generation time can be fully explained by the variability in the added volume per generation, ∆L. The overestimation in the fraction of large cells
in the extant population (Figure 3.2E) is propagated to the fluorescence distribution (Figure
3.4C). Additionally, we observe a slight offset in the fluorescence distributions at cell birth and
division (Figure 3.4D-E). This shift is expected since our experimental setup recorded fluorescence with a resolution of ten minutes (whereas length is recorded every minute), leading to
a shift between simulated and measured distributions. Fluorescence values are acquired, on
average, 5 minutes after birth or 5 minutes prior to division, respectively. However, when the
fluorescence concentration (Figure 3.4E) for the experiment and the simulation is compared, we
find a near perfect match.
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Figure 3.4: Expression data of the reporter gene of B. subtilis. Fluorescent protein
expression scales linearly with cell length (A) and cell age (B), but the correlation is weaker for age.
By transforming the extant length (Figure 3.2E) and age (Figure 3.2D) distributions with the linear
relation between length and fluorescence and between age and fluorescence, respectively, predictions
of the fluorescent distribution can be made. The result clearly shows that cell length (C, dashed
line) is a much better predictor of measured expression levels (C, blue area), than age (C, solid line).
Also shown, is the distribution of expression levels obtained by stochastic simulation (C, gray line).
Measured fluorescence distributions at (D) birth and (E) division (blue areas) are compared to stochastic
simulations (gray lines). (F) Shows the comparison of the measured distribution of the fluorescence
concentration of all extant cells (blue) and the simulations (gray line).

Discussion
We have validated a microscopic growth theory of bacterial cell growth with experimental data,
illustrated how this theory can be exploited in the inference of probability distributions of singlecell growth characteristics, and employed the theory in the development of a fast and accurate
stochastic simulation algorithm of the dynamics of a molecular circuit inside a growing single
cell. This paper therefore contributes a quantitative methodology to single-cell physiology, a
field that is in rapid development.
The microscopic theory relates the probability distributions of growth characteristics of single
cells, such as cell sizes at birth and division, the generation time of cells, the growth rate of
the cell population, the distribution of cell ages and sizes in the entire population of cells.
Developed during the 1950-70s [70, 101, 102], the theory describes the stochasticity of the
growth of symmetrically dividing single cells, under the assumption that the cell population is
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at balanced growth. By comparison with real-time imaging of E. coli and B. subtilis growth, we
show that the microscopic theory of cell growth has stood the test of time, and provides robust
descriptions of the statistics of single-cell growth.
The microscopic growth theory has several applications. For example, it provides a robust
way to check the consistency of experimental data assumed to be obtained at balanced cell
growth. This would involve carrying out the same procedure as outlined in Figure 3.2. Essentially, predicted distributions can be compared with measured ones. In this way, one not only
checks whether cells were growing balanced, but also whether the algorithms used for timelapse analyses are accurate. The theory could therefore also be conceived of as a component
of a benchmarking protocol of software for microscopy-based time-lapse analysis of single-cell
growth and fluorescent protein expression. Another application of the theory is to exploit it to
estimate distributions of growth characteristics that were not measured, as we outlined in the
results section.
While the microscopic growth theory describes the stochasticity of the growth of symmetrically
dividing single cells, it does not deal explicitly with the stochasticity of molecular processes
inside cells. Although pioneering studies on molecular networks followed shortly after [113], the
coupling between those two types of theories is a much more recent development (e.g. [84, 96,
114, 115]). Current analytical theories of the two-way coupling between single-cell growth and
molecular circuit dynamics (e.g. [96, 113, 115]), generally deal with small circuits. Numerical
simulations are therefore indispensable for making predictions in single-cell physiology. Here
we provide a novel demonstration of the microscopic theory as a means to speed up stochastic
simulations of the growth of a single cell and of the dynamics of complex molecular circuits
inside it.
Our algorithm simulates only a single lineage, from which we can retrieve the statistics of the
entire lineage tree, which is what one generally obtains with real-time imaging of single cell
growth. The advantage of this algorithm is that it is fast and in agreement with the microscopic
theory of single cell growth. We validated the performance of this algorithm on experimental
data and found that it is performing accurately. The current limitation of this simulation
algorithm is that the molecular circuit cannot influence the growth behaviour of single cells. It
simulates the dynamics of a molecular circuit on which we impose the stochasticity of single
cells, which grow balanced, according to the microscopic growth theory, implemented in StochPy
[97].
Even though the coupled stochastic simulation of growing cells and molecular circuits has been
done (e.g. [114] and [83]), we are not aware of any software package for stochastic simulation
that has this capability. StochPy is a flexible package, coded in the Python programming
language. StochPy has basic stochastic simulation algorithms (i.e. of the ‘Gillespie-type’), is
readily extendible by the user, uses command-line instructions, allows for coding and saving of
models in scripts, has a suite of statistical analysis and plotting tools, is compliant with SBML
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and can exchange models with the multi-purpose, deterministic modeling software package
PySCeS [116] (http://pysces.sourceforge.net) for systems biology.
Single-cell physiology has a big impact on cell biology. Its main study focus is the heterogeneity
of isogenic cell populations, due to stochasticity at the level of growing cells and their molecular circuits, its origins and physiological consequences. The stochasticity of the growth and
molecular circuits of single cells, and the nonlinear effects in those circuits, makes predicting
the behaviour of single cells very complicated. We therefore have to rely on theory and simulations to interpret and predict the outcome of experiments that measure the physiology of
single cells. This paper contributes some of the methodology required for a quantitative and
predictive single-cell physiology.
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Materials and methods
Microscopy experiments
Strain, medium and culturing
Escherichia coli MG1655 derived MUK21 (see [117] for details) (kindly provided by D. Kiviet),
containing a genome integrated GFP gene under the control of the wild-type lac promoter,
was revived from glycerol stock by inoculating directly into M9 minimal medium (42.2 mM
Na2 HPO4 , 22 mM KH2 PO4 , 8.5 mM NaCl, 11.3 mM (NH4 )2 SO4 , 2.0 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM
CaCl2 ), supplemented with trace elements (63 µM ZnSO4 , 70 µM CuCl2 , 71 µM MnSO4 , 76
µM CoCl2 , 0.6 µM FeCl3 ), 0.2 mM uracil (all chemicals from Sigma) and 1 mM glucose as
carbon source (M9-Glu). At intervals of 3 hours, the pre-culture was transferred twice to fresh
M9 containing 10 mM lactose as carbon source (M9-Lac) and 1 mM of IPTG (M9-Lac-I), before
inoculating an overnight culture to a final optical density (OD, 600 nm) of 2.5 × 10−7 in M9Lac-I. After 16 hours, the culture was again diluted to an OD600 of 0.0025. When the culture
reached an OD600 of 0.01, 2µL was transferred to a 1.5% low melt agarose pad freshly prepared
with M9-Lac-I.
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Bacillus subtilis strain B1115 (amyE::Phyper-spank-sfGFP, Spcr) was constructed from parental
strain BSB1 168 trp+ using pDR111 (kindly provided by D. Rudner). B1115 was revived from
glycerol stocks by directly inoculating into MM minimal medium (40 mM MOPS, 1.23 mM
K2 HPO4 , 0.77 mM KH2 PO4 , 15 mM (NH4 )2 SO4 , 0.8 mM MgSO4 ), supplemented with trace
elements (80 nM MnCl2 , 5 µM FeCl3 , 10 nM ZnCl2 , 30 nM CoCl2 , 10 nM CuSO4 ), 5 mM
glucose and 1 mM IPTG (MM-Glu-I) to a final OD of 4.5 × 10−7 . After incubation for 16
hours, the culture was diluted in TSS minimal medium (37.4 mM NH4 Cl, 1.5 mM K2 HPO4 ,
49.5 mM TRIS, 1mM MgSO4 , 0.004% FeCl3 , 0.004% Na3 -citrate.2H2 O), supplemented with
trace elements, 5 mM glucose and 1 mM IPTG (TSS-Glu-I) to an OD of 0.001. When the
culture reached an OD600 of 0.02, 2 µL was transferred to a 1.5% agarose pad freshly prepared
with TSS-Glu-I.
All cultures were incubated at 37◦ C, shaking at 200 rpm. Once seeded with cells, agarose pads
were inverted and placed onto a glass bottom microwell dish (35 mm dish, 14 mm microwell,
No. 1.5 coverglass) (Matek, USA), which was sealed with parafilm and immediately taken to
the microscope for time-lapse imaging.

Microscopy and data analysis
Imaging was performed with a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with
100X oil objective (Nikon, CFI Plan Apo λ NA 1.45 WD 0.13), Zyla 5.5 sCmos camera (Andor,
UK), brightfield LED light source (CoolLED pE-100),fluorescence LED light source (Lumencor,
SOLA light engine), GFP filter set (Nikon Epi-Fl Filter Cube GFP-B), computer controlled
shutters, automated stage and incubation chamber for temperature control. Temperature was
set to 37◦ C at least three hours prior to starting an experiment. Nikon NIS-Elements AR
software was used to control the microscope.
Brightfield images (80 ms exposure time at 3.2% power) were acquired every minute for 8 hours.
GFP fluorescence images (1 second exposure at 25% power) were acquired every 10 min. Timelapse data were processed with custom MATLAB functions developed within our group. Briefly,
an automated pipeline segmented every image, identifying individual cells and calculating their
spatial features. Cells were assigned unique identifiers and were tracked in time, allowing for
the calculation of time-dependent properties including cell ages, cel sizes (areas and lengths),
elongation rates and generation times. In addition, the genealogy of every cell was recorded.
Only cells from within the exponential population growth phase (see Figure 3.5) were considered
in the analysis. For cells expressing a fluorescent construct, the fluorescence at birth and division
were taken as the first and last measurement during the single cell time trace. Because we
measured the GFP fluorescence once every ten minutes, an average deviation of five minutes
from a = 0 and a = T is present in the fluorescence data.
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ksyn (min−1 )
n0 (# molecules)
µ (min−1 )
L0 (µm)
`D (µm)
ρ
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B. subtilis
1.33
99
0.0099
2.35
N (4.7,0.56)
N (0.5,0.033)

E. coli
0.46
43
0.0082
1.55
N (3.11,0.30)
N (0.5,0.033)

Table 3.1: Parameters used for simulating the experimental data. We simulated both
SSA with cell growth and division for 104 generations.

Stochastic simulations
Stochastic simulations were done with the direct method algorithm [118] extended with cell
growth and division, as implemented in the CellDivision module of the stochastic simulation
software package StochPy [97]. Each stochastic simulation was continued for 104 generations.
More information on installing and using StochPy can be found in the StochPy User’s Guide
which together with additional example sessions is available online at http://stochpy.sf.net.

Supporting Information
3.2

Confirmation of balanced growth during the microscopy experiment

During steady state balanced growth, the specific growth rate and other properties of the population should remain fixed for a duration longer than several generation times [101]. We
confirmed this by plotting the logarithm of the total cell length of the population as function of
time and identifying a linear region, during which balanced growth occurs (Figure 3.5).
During balanced growth, the total fluorescence of cells, which corresponds to the levels of a
constitutively expressed protein, should increase exponentially with time (Figure 3.5). This
indicates that the protein abundance changes in proportion to the total cell volume, which in
our case simplifies to proportional increase with cell length, as the cell maintain a fixed cell
width (Figure 3.6). That the concentration of a constitutively expressed protein remains fixed
during balanced growth can be deduced from the differential equation of the concentration,
denoted by c, which equals the ratio of the protein copy number n (assumed proportional to
protein fluorescence) and the cell volume, V ,
d n
1 dn
n dV
dc
=
=
− 2
dt
dt V
V dt
V dt
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Figure 3.5: Linear fit of the log transformed total cell length and fluorescence of
the B. subtilis and E. coli population. The total length of all individuals in the B. subtilis
population increases with 0.0098 min−1 (A) and for E. coli this rate is 0.0078 min−1 (C). The dashed
lines marks the region of balanced growth, i.e. where growth rate is fixed over multiple generations,
which is used for data analyses. Similarly, the rate of total fluorescence increase is fixed during balanced
growth, for both (B) B. subtilis (D) and E. coli. After seeding the agarose pads contain multiple cells.
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Figure 3.6: Cell width as function of cell length for a B. subtilis and E. coli population.

When concentration is at steady state then:
1 dn
n dV
= 2
V dt
V dt
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We can now identify the specific growth rate from,
1 dn
1 dV
=
:= specific growth rate of the population,
n dt
V dt
indicating that n and V increase exponentially in time. From this we can conclude that during
exponential growth the concentration of the protein remains fixed, this implies that the protein
copy number increases exponentially at the same rate as the cell volume.
Another requirement of balanced growth is that the probability distributions of growth characteristics are invariant with time, which is illustrated by Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Balanced growth is characterised by the time-invariant distribution of
growth measures. A defining characteristic of balanced growth is that the probabilities to observe
cells with particular growth properties – their phenotype – are fixed and the associated probability
distributions are therefore time invariant. The extant cell length (A and C) and generation time (B
and D) distributions sampled at three different time (t=375, 400, and 425 minutes) points during
balanced exponential growth (see Figure 3.5) are shown for a B. subtilis and E. coli population.

3.3

Cell length and fluorescence data of a balanced growing E.
coli population

In addition to the B. subtilis data, which we presented in the main text, we measured cell
growth characteristics (Figure 3.8) and gene expression (Figure 3.9) in a balanced-growing E.
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coli population. As for B. subtilis, the E. coli experimental data shows a remarkable agreement
with the microscopic growth theory and stochastic simulations.
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Figure 3.8: Growth characteristics of E. coli. Shown are results comparing the microscopic
growth theory relations derived by Collins & Richmond [70], Powell [102] and Painter & Marr [101]
and experimental single-cell growth data. This figure is the same as Figure 3.2, but shows data for E.
coli. The probability distributions obtained from experimental data are shown in blue, the predicted
distributions (obtained using the relations defined in eqs. 1 - 4 in Figure 3.2), are shown in black in
(D), (E) and (F), and the results of our simulation algorithm are shown as grey histograms. In (A),
(B) and (C), black curves indicate fits to the measured data. The sample sizes for the experimental
data were 4558 extant cells, 3617 cells at birth and 1867 cells at division.

3.4

The cell-size homeostasis mechanism as evident from our
data

A single-cell growth characteristic that has since recently received a lot of attention is the
mechanisms which cells use to achieve size homeostasis during balanced growth [83]. Since the
probability distributions for cell size are constant during balanced growth, cells that are either
smaller or larger than the average cells size compensate for their size discrepancies. At least
three mechanisms have been proposed that lead to cell-size homeostasis [83]. Cells can either
be ‘sizers’, ‘adders’ or ‘timers’, or they follow one of two mixed mechanisms: ‘sizer-like adder’
or ‘timer-like adder’ [112].
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Figure 3.9: Expression data of the reporter gene for E. coli . (A) Whole-cell fluorescence
as function of cell length with black dots as conditional mean hf |lE i. (B) Cell fluorescence as function of cell age with black dots as conditional mean hf |agei. (C) Whole-cell fluorescence probability
density: experimental data (blue), predicted fluorescence probability density obtained from the extant
length distribution and the relation between fluorescence and length (shown in A) (dashed, black line),
predicted fluorescence probability density obtained from the age distribution and the relation between
fluorescence and age (shown in B) (black line) and the stochastic simulation (grey line). The experimentally determined distributions (blue) of whole-cell fluorescence at (D) cell birth, (E) cell division
and (F) the distribution of fluorescence concentration of extant cells, is compared to simulations (grey
lines).

Sizer, adder and timer mechanisms can be distinguished from the slope of the relation between
the average length that cell adds during a single generation and its birth length (i.e. h∆l|lB i
as function of lB ) [83, 112, 119]. The slopes we find in the h∆l|lB i-vs-lB plot (Figure 3.10) are
slightly negative (≈ −0.3), indicating that both B. subtilis and E. coli follow a sizer-like adder
mechanism.

3.5

Cell length as an approximation for cell volume

During balanced growth, cell volume (and cell length when the width remains fixed) double
each cell cycle. On average, the mean volume at division is twice the mean birth volume. We
measure cell growth with a time resolution of one minute, the determined moment of cell birth
and cell division deviates on average by half a minute. Within this time window minor cell
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Figure 3.10: Cell-size homeostasis mechanisms inferred from the single-cell growth
data of B. subtilis and E. coli. From the slope of the dependency of average cell length added
during a single generation on the length at cell birth (h∆l|lb i-vs-lb ), the cell-size homeostasis mechanism
can be inferred. The slopes of about −0.3 indicate that, under the conditions tested, (A) B. subtilis
and (B) E. coli behave mostly as adders with a small sizer effect.
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Figure 3.11: Relation between the cell volume at birth and division inferred from
the single-cell growth data of B. subtilis and E. coli. The length at cell division as function
of the length at birth (hlD |lB i-vs-lB ) of (A) B. subtilis and (B) E. coli shows a weak positive correlation.

growth and deformation changes might occur, disturbing the expected hlB i =

1
2

hlD i relation.

Indeed, the observed cell length which we use as a measure for cell volume, does not double
exactly in length during a cell cycle. When we use the combined length of both daughter cells
as measure for division length the expected hlB i =

1
2

hlD i relation holds.

Since the deviation in cell length is more than expected in a minute of cells growth, we consider
the influence of rod-shaped bacterial growth to bring forward a possible explanation. When the
exact moment of cell division is not determined perfectly, the mother cell might represent more
of a single rod shape rather than two rods (Figure 3.12). This figure indicates that a single cell
can double its volume while not doubling its length.
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Figure 3.12: Cell shapes at birth and division. At cell division the average cell volume is
doubled compared to the birth volume. Depending on the cell shape of the mother cell at division,
the cells do not display full length doubling during a single cell cycle. The maximal deviation between
volume and length increase can be calculated and is 32 r.

To estimate the maximal deviation between volume and length growth, we consider cells as
perfect rod-shaped until the moment of division. We observed a constant cell width during a
cell cycle (Figure 3.6), hence the radius of the cell is fixed. The difference in cell length and
volume growth is caused by the cell poles, which are rounded. The in length increase to double
the volume of a rod is 2Lb − α, in which α is given by:
πr2 (2r − α) =
α =

4 3
πr
3
2
r
3

(3.5)

this solves the cylindrical height to equalise the volume of a sphere (the sum of the two rounded
poles) to a cylinder. This means that the deviation in observed cell length growth can be at
max 23 r. In table 3.2 we provide this minimal estimate of cell length compared to the measured
cell length for LB , LD , and ∆L. The measured mean lengths fall somewhere between exact
doubling of cell length and the calculated length increase based on a rod-shaped cell throughout
the entire cell cycle. Given the length statistics of B. subtilis we predicts a minimal ∆L of 2.19
µm. For the E. coli data the predicted minimal ∆L is 1.43 µm. It is known that B. subtilis and
E. coli divide using different division modes [120]. In E. coli the cell membrane grows inwards
while B. subtilis assembles a septal wall. Due to this differences in division mechanisms, the ∆L
of E. coli might be more close to LB . While the ∆L of B. subtilis is more close to discussed rodshaped mother cells. Of interest, using the combined length of both daughter cells as measure
for division length, gives h∆Li = 2.50 for B. subtilis and h∆Li = 1.62 for E. coli.
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data
max

B. subtilis
LB
∆L
2.19
2.46 2.24
2.46
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LD
4.60
4.70
4.92

E. coli
LB
∆L
1.43
1.60 1.51
1.60

LD
2.95
3.11
3.20

Table 3.2: Average cell length calculated from the birth length distribution (`B ).
The range is given by the perfect rod-shape model and the double of birth length. The data indicates
that the measured length falls within the expected range.

3.6

Growth rate of B. subtilis and E. coli along the cell cycle,
in terms of cell length and cell age

Figure 3.13 shows the instantaneous growth rate of E. coli and B. subtilis at particular progression extends along their cell cycle, at a particular length (Figure 3.13A and C) and a particular
age (Figure 3.13B and D). The conditional mean growth rate, i.e. hµ|li and hµ|agei is fixed
along the cell cycle.
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Figure 3.13: Instantaneous growth rate as function of age and cell length for B.
subtilis and E. coli. The blue density histograms give the distribution of the instantaneous
growth rate as function of length (A and C) and age (B and D). The population means are
shown by the dashed black lines. A linear fit to the full dataset is shown in gray and the
conditionals µ|l and µ|age by the black dots.
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Fluorescence concentration and fluorescence noise for B.
subtilis and E. coli along the cell cycle, in terms of cell age

The fluorescence concentration and noise hardly change as function of the progression along the
cell cycle as is indicated by the slopes of the conditional mean lines as function of cell age in
Figure 3.14. Only the fluorescence noise data of E. coli shows a decrease of about 20% from
birth to division.
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Figure 3.14: Concentration of fluorescence and fluorescence noise as function of
age for the B. subtilis and E. coli data. The average concentration of fluorescence remains
stable during a cell cycle. The cv of the concentration of fluorescence does not increase as function of
age, explaining the similarity between the theoretically predicted and observed expression distribution
(see Figure 3.4C).
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Start with an initial (daugther) cell.
Set V0, growth rate and type.
Draw VT from Φm.
n0 = 2, # of molecules at cell birth (a=0).
V0 = 0.9, volume at cell birth (a=0).
na = 3, # of molecules at age a.
Va = 1.3, volume at age a.
nT = 7, # of molecules at division (a=T).
VT = 2.05, volume at division (a=T).

Cell
division

Volume partitioning from K(p).
Molecule partitioning.

Cell selection

Select daughter for next generation.
Draw VT from Φm, V0 = e.g. 1.1.

Figure 3.15: The SSA with cell growth and division as incorporated in StochPy. The
simulation starts with one daughter cell of which we track a single lineage through time. We perform
a stochastic simulation until the generation time T is reached. Then, the mother volume is partitioned
between both daughter cells. Molecules are subsequently partitioned (volume dependent) between both
daughters. The light molecules are inherited from the mother cell, darker ones are newly synthesised
during the cell cycle. This procedure is repeated until either the number of generations is reached, the
desired end time is reached, the desired number of time steps is reached, or all reactions are exhausted.

Table 3.3: Notations of used variables. For balanced, exponentially-growing cells the
volume specific growth rate (µ) is equal to the specific growth rate of the population (k).

Variable
T
R
V
VB
VD
VE
L
LB
LD
LE
A
k
µ

values
t
r

pdf
τ (t)
ρ(r)

vB
vD
vE

ΨB (vB )
ΨD (vD )
ΨE (vE )

lB
lD
lE
a

`B (lB )
`D (lD )
`E (lE )
u(a)

description
Interdivision time
Partitioning ratio
Cell volume
Birth volume
Division volume
Extant volume
Cell length
Birth length
Division length
Extant length
Cell age
Specific growth rate of the population
Cell volume growth rate
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StochPY extended with cell growth and division

The stochastic simulation algorithm that couples the simulation of molecular circuits to that
of cell growth and division is implemented in StochPy [97] and available for download from
http://stochpy.sf.net. Figure 3.15 gives an overview of how we extended the SSA with cell
growth and cell division.
We discuss the steps outlined in Figure 3.15 step-by-step (the notations used are explained in
Table 3.3):
1. Initialize simulation. In the extended SSA, containing cell growth and division, we
simulate a single lineage, so we start the simulation with a single cell. Before we can
perform a simulation we have to initialize the simulation by setting various parameters.
For instance, we have to set the cell volume of the initial cell (V0 ). A cell can be in
any cell-cycle stage (0 ≤ a ≤ T ) where a is the cell age and T the generation time—the
time period between two consecutive cell divisions. We parameterise the initial cell to
start at the beginning of the cell-cycle stage, i.e. a = 0. During the simulation, the cell
grows deterministically, at the specified specific volume-growth rate (µ) and according
to a particular type of growth—we support both exponential and linear volume growth
rates. Next, we have to determine when the tracked cell divides. We do this by drawing a
volume (VT ) at which the mature mother cell divides into two daughter cells. The volume
at which the mother cell divides is drawn from a probability density function (PDF) ΨD .
This PDF is independent from the volume at birth, which makes the volume at division
independent from the volume at birth. Given values for V0 , VT , µ, and the growth, the
generation time T can be calculated. We illustrate this here for an exponential growth
rate:
VT = V0 · eµT → T =

ln(VT /V0 )
.
µ

(3.6)

2. SSA coupled to cell growth. Once we know T , we can start the SSA until the division
event at a = T . Modeling cell growth implies that V increases during the simulation
from birth (a = 0) to division (a = T ). In a growing cell, reacting molecules require
more time to find each other, thus the reaction waiting times for these kind of reactions
increases. This means that the propensity functions of diffusion limited reactions (i.e.
second and higher-order reactions) depend on V . We therefore inserted V as a variable in
the respective propensity function,
aj,V (t) =

aj (t)
with order ≥ 2.
V (t)order−1

(3.7)

The propensity functions of zero and first-order reactions are unaffected by V . While we
model V deterministically we only update V at each stochastic event in the simulation.
This means that we calculate the time until the next reaction fires based on the V at the
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time of firing of the previous reaction; V is larger at the moment of reaction execution
which results in a underestimation of the reaction time of second and higher-order reactions. This effect is negligible if the volume difference between the two consecutive firings,
∆V , is small. An alternative method could be to add volume as an additional reaction
stochastic reaction that fires frequently as was done by [114], but this slows down the
simulation.
3. Cell division. The SSA continues until the generation time T is reached (and V = VT ).
Both VT and xT are then partitioned between the two daughter cells. The partitioning
ratio is drawn from the PDF ρ(r). Daughter one and two receive a volume of Vd1,0 = r · VT
and Vd2,0 = (1 − r) · VT respectively. The ρ(r) distribution should be symmetric around a
mean of 0.5, otherwise a bias for one daughter is created. The partitioning of molecules
between both daughter cells—which is done next—is also a stochastic process and depends
on the cell volumes of both daughters. This partitioning of molecules is, therefore, modeled
with a volume-dependent binomial distribution. More specifically, the probability that a
specific molecule is inherited by daughter one is modeled as Vd1,0 /VT . This means that
the number of molecules, with copy number n, inherited by daughter one can be drawn
as a random sample from a binomial distribution with n number of trials and success
probability Vd1,0 /VT . The process is repeated for each species. Not all cellular constituents
should be binomially distributed between both daughter cells. DNA is an example of this;
each daughter cells receives one copy of the chromosome in a normal cell division event.
These kind of cellular constituents divide exact. Stochastic simulations also allow the
definition of fixed species—species that do not change in copy number of concentration
over time—which are not divided during a cell division event.
4. Cell selection. Starting the SSA with a single cell and simulating the entire population
tree is computationally difficult or impossible. We, therefore, track a single cell lineage
through time, which allows us to incorporate cell growth and division in stochastic simulation algorithms in an efficient manner. While simulating a single lineage was also done
by [114], we are also able to get the statistical properties of either the whole tree or a
sample of extant cells from a single lineage over time. This process is explained in the
following section.

3.8.1

Stochastic simulation of single-cell growth and gene expression matches
theory

Within a population of balanced growing cells, three types of samples can be distinguished:
samples of extant, mother, and baby cells; their definitions can be found in [101] and in the
main text. The statistics of cell age, generation time and cell volume of these samples are
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interrelated, for the generation time the following relation holds:




τe (t) = 2 1 − e−kt τb (t) = ekt − 1 τm (t)

(3.8)

where k denotes the specific growth rate of the population and τs (t) gives the probability density
function of the generation times for the different types of samples (with s as either e: extant,
b: baby, or m: mother). During lineage simulations we select at each division the daughter cell
which will be followed in such a way that the statistics of the resulting lineage corresponds to
a sample of mother cells.
To generate a lineage that is representative for a sample of mother cells, at each division the
daughter to be followed by the simulation is chosen with a probability according to the fraction
of descendants it can be expected to contribute to the population: If daughter 1 is expected to
have n1 descendants at a later time point tx and daughter two n2 descendants, the probability
p to choose daughter 1 is given by
p=

n1
.
n1 + n2

(3.9)

Let T1 and T2 be the generation times of daughters 1 and 2, respectively. In balanced growth the
number of expected descendants at time tx is then given by n1 = ek·(tx −T1 ) and n2 = ek·(tx −T2 ) .
This is possible because the growth law does not depend on molecule concentrations or previous
history. Inserting these relationships for n1 and n2 in Eq. (3.9) gives
p=

ek·(tx −t1 )
ek·(T2 −T1 )
ek·∆T
=
=
1 + ek·∆T
ek·(tx −T1 ) + ek·(tx −T2 )
1 + ek·(T2 −T1 )

(3.10)

where ∆T = T2 −T1 . In short, the larger daughter cell is more probable to be chosen, because this
cell will reach the next division volume sooner and is therefore likely to have more descendants
in the population at a later time point.
With as simulation result a lineage that represents a sample of mother cells, statistical properties
of other defined samples can be calculated based on the known relationships of generation time
and cell age between these samples [101].

3.8.2

Conditions to interrelate a lineage and full tree simulation

Here we state the conditions for the simulation of a single lineage that can be used to retrieve
the statistics of the entire lineage tree:
1. The volume at which cells divide has to be independent of the volume at birth,
and any other cell-specific properties like concentrations of certain molecules
etc. To ensure that volumes at division are independent of volumes at birth, the distribution of division ratios (ρ) and the distribution of volumes at division (ΨD ) are chosen
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such that the largest possible volume at birth is smaller than the smallest possible volume
at division (i.e. there is no overlap between the two volume distributions). By default
we use beta distributions for both the division ratio as well as the volume at division.
Beta distributions are bounded and symmetric if its two positive shape parameters are
identical.
2. The growth law for a single cell has to be deterministic and independent
of intracellular concentrations. The current implementation allows exponential and
linear growth laws for single cells. For an exponential growth law the volume specific
growth rate (µ) is equal to the specific growth rate of the population (k). Otherwise,
the specific growth rate of the population needs to be calculated. We do this by using
the known relations between the volume at division, volume at birth, the growth law, the
volume distribution of extant cells (Equation (3.11) [101]), and the fact that this volume
distribution has to integrate to one:

Z

Vmax

Z

−R(V )

e

ΨE (V )dV =
0

Vmax

Z

V

k · eR(V̄ ) [2ΨB (V̄ ) − ΨD (V̄ )]
dV̄ + C
g(V̄ )

·
0

0

!
dV = 1
(3.11)

where

Vmax

Z
R(V̄ ) =
0

(g 0 (V̄ ) + k)
dV̄ .
g(V̄ )

(3.12)

Here V is the cell volume, C an integration constant (which can be calculated from
boundary conditions of the volume distribution), λe (V ) the volume distribution of a sample
of extant cells, ΨB (V ) the volume distribution at birth for a sample of baby cells, ΨD (V )
the volume distribution of a sample of mother cells, and g 0 (V ) the differential of the
formula of cell volume growth (g(V ) = µ · V for exponential growth and g(V ) = µ for
linear volume growth, with µ as the volume specific growth rate). We know ΨD (V ), g(V ),
g 0 (V ), and C from the model parameters. ΨB (V ) can be calculated from ΨD (V ) and the
partition distribution ρ(r) using [102]:
Z

∞

ΨB (V ) =
V

V
ΨD (θ)
· ρ( )dθ.
θ
θ

(3.13)

A solution for Eq. (3.11) is approximated by using the secant or Newton-Raphson method.
For example, we can calculate the copy number distributions for a sample of extant cells
(corresponding to any experiment that records molecule copy numbers at a fixed moment
in time as for example smFISH) from the simulation of a single lineage by using
Z

Tmax

Z

p(Nx = n) =
0

0

amax

I(n, a, T )
g(a, T ) P
dadT.
j I(j, a, T )

(3.14)
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is the relative frequency of copy number equal to Nx in the simulated

lineage at age a for a cell with generation time T approximating p(Nx = n|a, T ) and
g(a, T ) is the joint PDF of cell age and generation time,
g(a, T ) = kτm (T ) · ek(T −a) .

(3.15)

The derivation of g(a, T ) is given in Eq. 3.17 and 3.18. Using Eq. (3.15) we can rewrite
Eq. 3.14 to:
Z

Tmax

Z

p(Nx = n) =
0

0

amax

I(n, a, T )
· dadT,
τm (T ) · k · ek·(T −a) P
j I(j, a, T )

(3.16)

where I(n, a, T ) is an indicator function equal to the number of occurrences of copy number
Nx = n at cell age a in a cell with generation time T . Obtaining the statistics for
an extant cell population consists of two main steps. First, in order to work with the
indicator functions, the simulation time series needs to be binned. The binning needs to
be performed at regular intervals for cell age. Secondly, a double integral has to be taken
which is a slow procedure for infinitesimal small steps of a and T . We approximate this
double integral by using the Riemann sum (or the 2D trapezoidal rule).
Additionally, the statistics for a sample of extant cell volumes can be calculated from the
simulation of a single lineage by re-using Eq. 3.16 and replacing copy numbers with volume
data. Calculating the statistics for sample of extant cell volumes requires one additional step—
the continuous volume data must be binned to make the distribution discrete.

3.8.3

The joint distribution of cell age and generation time

In order to obtain the copy number distributions for a sample of extant cells the joint distribution
of cell age and generation time for extant cells is required which can be calculated knowing the
growth rate and the generation time distribution. The derivation presented here is analogous to
the one for the distribution of extant cell generation times in [101] (p. 528). With a population
size of n0 at t = 0 the rate of formation of new cells equals 2k · n0 · ekt . The fraction of these cells
Rλ
with generation time smaller than τ which survive at least until time t is given by −t τb (t)dt.
Therefore the total number of cells at time t with generation time < λ and age < a equals:
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λZ a

Z

0

kt

Z

λ

g(t, x)dtdx =
n0
2k · n0 · e
| 0 0 {z
}
| −a {z
}
Number of cells at t = 0 Number of cells with

τb (x)dx dt
| −t {z
}
Fraction
of

with age< a and T < λ.

cells

age< a,

with

(3.17)

i.e. born after time t = −a. T < λ.
Z λ


τb (x) ekx − e−ak dx.
= 2n0
0

Differentiation yields:
g(a, x) = 2kτb (λ)e−ak = kτm (λ)ek(λ−a) .

3.8.4

(3.18)

Illustrations of StochPy simulations with cell growth and division

A typical StochPy modeling session consists of first creating a StochPy cell division model
object from a (default) input model. Of course, different user-defined models (in SBML or
PySCeS MDL) can be loaded into the model object. Once a model is loaded various simulation
parameters that are specific for the SSA with cell growth and division can be set, e.g. µ, ΨD ,
and ρ (see also Tabel 3.3). Kinetic parameter values and molecule copy numbers can be modified
interactively, and simulations can be performed by calling the available analysis methods for
model objects. As model objects are fully encapsulated, multiple models can be instantiated
from the same (or different) input files at the same time. An example of a short StochPy
modeling session within Python is:
1

import stochpy

2

cmod = stochpy . CellDivision ( model_file = " I m m i g r a t i o n D e a t h . psc " )

3

cmod . Ch an g eP ar am e te r ( " Ksyn " ,2)

4

cmod . Ch an g eP ar am e te r ( " Kdeg " ,0.1)

5

cmod . S e t G r o w t h F u n c t i o n ( growth_rate =0.1 , growth_type = " exponential " )

6

cmod . S e t V o l u m e D i s t r i b u t i o n s ( phi = ( " beta " ,5 ,5) , K = ( " fixed " ,0.5) ,
phi_beta_mean =2)

7
8

cmod . D o C e l l D i v i s i o n S t o c h S i m ( end =100 , mode = " generations " )

9

cmod . P l o t S p e c i e s V o l u m e T i m e S e r i e s ()

where we start by initiating the model object cmod for the immigration-death model depicted in
PySCeS MDL and modifying the kinetics parameters interactively. Next, we set volume specific
growth rate characteristics and volume distributions. Then, we generate one time trajectory
with cell growth and division (100 generations) and plot the corresponding (discrete) molecule
copy number and volume time series data.
Our lineage corresponds to a sample of mother cells, so we can calculate the statistical properties
of e.g. the sample of extant cells via the following high-level functions:
1

cmod . A n a l y z e E x t a n t C e l l s ()

2

cmod . P l o t S p e c i e s E x t a n t D i s t r i b u t i o n s ()
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Here we used the default number of bins for both age and generation times. StochPy generates
a warning if the numerical integration was not accurate enough. Choosing a different number
of bins for both age and generation time typically solves this issue.
Parameter
ksyn (min−1 )
kdeg (min−1 )
µ (min−1 )
V0 (µm3 )
ΨD (µm3 )
ρ

Case Study 1
2.0
0.1
0.1
1.0
Beta(5,5)i
0.5

Case Study 2
2.0
0
0.1
1.0
2
0.5

Case Study 3
2.0
0.1
0.1
1.0
2
0.5

Table 3.4: Parameters used in the different case studies. We simulated each SSA with
cell growth and division for 104 generations.

3.8.5

Comparing StochPy simulations with cell growth and division to analytical solutions

In the following sections, we compare StochPy simulations to theory. In each comparison, we
highlight which contributions of cell growth and division to non-genetic variability of cells were
included. Besides the simulated results the derived analytical solutions are given. We used the
immigration-death model (i.e.“synthesis-degradation”) model to study single-cell transcription
with cell growth and division, because this is the only model for which we know the analytical solutions. We used the settings given in Table 3.4 to—for molecule copy numbers and
cell volume—compare time series, distributions at birth (a = 0) and division (a = T ), and
distributions for a sample of extant cells.

3.8.5.1

Case Study 1: Volume statistics are independent of the model

We first analyzed the volume statistics generated by StochPy simulations. While we used the
synthesis-degradation model we could have used any model because the volume statistics are
completely independent of the model used. Using a different model and/or parameter settings
has only an effect on the run time of the simulation. The settings that we used to generate the
results are given in the second column of Table 3.4.
Comparison of the volume statistics generated by StochPy to analytical solutions shows an
excellent overall agreement (Figure 3.16). In our stochastic simulation we took into account
the following contributions of cell growth and division to non-genetic cellular heterogeneity:
imprecise, binomial, partitioning of molecules at cell division and heterogeneity in the mother
cell volume at cell division. The latter was modeled by drawing division volumes from a Beta
distribution (Eq. (S2)). Imprecise volume division from mother to daughter cells was not taken
into account because we partitioned the cellular volume exactly between both daughter cells
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(ρ(0.5) = 1). Heterogeneity in the cell volume at division has several consequences. First, the
cellular volume at a given age is variable as is illustrated in Figure 3.16A for cells at division
(a = T ) and at birth (a = 0). The volume distribution of a sample of extant cells (Figure 3.16C)
is in agreement with theory. Secondly, the generation time T is not deterministic as is illustrated
in Figure 3.16B and D. In the latter, we compare the generation time distribution of a sample
of extant cells (τe ) obtained by simulation with theory and found an excellent agreement.
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Figure 3.16: Volume statistics obtained via the SSA with cell growth and division
are in agreement with analytical solutions (black). (A) Volume distributions at a = 0 and
a = T . (B) Three stochastic time trajectories of cell volume fluctuate around its analytical solution
with V0 = 1. Each of the time trajectories has a generation time that is distributed (see panel D)
around its mean, hT i (dashed line). (C) The extant volume distribution. (D) The generation time
distribution of a sample of extant cells.

In Figure 3.16B we simulated three distinct generations that each started with a different V0
drawn from ΨB (V ). We selected the parameter values in our model such that the number of
firings (reactions that occur) per generation are limited, such that we can illustrate that StochPy
updates V only when a reaction fires (Figure 3.16B). Our model does not contain any second
or higher-order reactions, so this has no effect on the accuracy of the simulation. As explained,
this can have an effect if second-order reactions are included and when the rate of firing is slow
(then the volume difference becomes significant).

3.8.5.2

Analytical solutions: Case Study 1 Volume distributions

We drew the cell volume at division (ΨD ) from a scaled Beta distribution:
Vdivision ∼ ΨD (V ) =

(V − 1.5)α−1 (1 − (V − 1.5))β−1
,
B(α, β)

V ∈ [1.5, 2.5],

(3.19)
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with V as the cell volume and B as the Beta function that normalizes the distribution. Since
the beta distribution is defined on the interval [0,1], we scaled this distribution to the interval
[1.5,2.5]. When the division volume was reached, we divided the mature mother cell volume
equally between both daughter cells (volume partitioning distribution ρ = 0.5). The distribution
of the volume at birth was obtained by calculating the distribution of the product of two random
variables, using ΨD and the partitioning distribution ρ. With ρ as the Dirac delta distribution
such that ρ(0.5) = 1. The cell volume distribution at cell birth is then given by:
Vbirth ∼ ΨB (V ) = 2ΨD (2V ) =

2α (V − 0.75)α−1 (2.5 − 2V )β−1
,
B(α, β)

V ∈ [0.75, 1.25].

(3.20)

The relationship between the mean of both distributions is given by
hVdivision i = hVbirth i · eµhT i ,

(3.21)

with T = ln(2)/µ thus
hVbirth i =

1
hVdivision i
= hVdivision i .
ln
2
2
e

(3.22)

The volume distribution of a sample of extant cells can be calculated as function of ΨB and ΨD
following the equations deduced by [70] as shown in [101]:
g 0 (V )ΨE (V ) + Ψ0E (V )g(V ) = k[2ΨB (V ) − ΨD (V ) − ΨE (V )]

(3.23)

with g(x) as the growth rate of cells with size V , ΨE (V ) as volume distribution of a sample of
extant cells, ΨB as the volume distribution of a sample of baby cells at birth, ΨD as the volume
distribution at division of a sample of mother cells, and k as the specific growth rate of the
population. Assuming g(V ) = k · V , this function can be simplified to:
Ψ0E (V ) =

1
[2ΨB (V ) − ΨD (V ) − 2ΨE (V )]
V

(3.24)

which can be solved to give the volume distribution of a sample of extant cells.
Since Vdivision and Vbirth are independent, the distribution of the ratio ρ = Vdivision /Vbirth can
be calculated from [121]
Vdivision
∼ ρ(r) =
Vbirth

Z

+∞

|V |ΨB (rV ) · ΨD (V )dV

(3.25)

−∞

By using the change of variable technique we can transform ρ(r) and obtain the distribution of
the generation time:
r = eµT ,

∂
eµT ρ(eµT ).
τ (T ) =
∂T

(3.26)
(3.27)
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Case Study 2: mRNA synthesis

In addition to predicting accurate volume statistics, we also aimed at predicting accurate
molecule copy number statistics when we include the stochastic contributions of cell growth
and division to non-genetic cell variability. Unfortunately, we do not know (yet) the analytical solutions if we include all sources of stochasticity of cell growth and division. Hence, we
used a deterministic T and simplified the model by consideration only first-order synthesis of a
molecule and no degradation (Kdeg = 0). A deterministic T was achieved by using a fixed ΨD
and ρ(r) – the specific settings are given in the third column of Table 3.4. This means that the
only contribution of cell growth and division to non-genetic cell variability that we took into
account was the imprecise partitioning of molecules at cell division. The analytical solution for
this scenario can be found below.
The results given in Figure 3.17 show that predictions made with stochastic simulation are
consistent with analytical solutions. More specifically, the mRNA copy number distributions at
birth and division obtained with stochastic simulations overlap with the theoretical distributions
(Figure 3.17A) and the time series output of stochastic simulations fluctuate, as expected,
around the theoretical time series (Figu. 3.17B). Here, the deviation is explained by inherent
stochasticity in net molecule synthesis in stochastic simulations. We also found an excellent
agreement between the simulated and theoretical molecule copy number distribution of a sample
of extant cells (Figure 3.17C). This result demonstrates that we can simulate a single lineage
that represents a sample of mother cells and get information about other samples such as the
molecule copy number distribution of a sample of extant cells.
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Figure 3.17: Molecule copy number statistics obtained for the mRNA synthesis
model, via the SSA with cell growth and division, is in agreement with analytical
solutions. Simulation results are shown in colour, and analytical solutions in black. (A) nmRN A copy
number distributions at a = 0 and a = T . (B) three stochastic time trajectories of nmRN A . (C) the
extant nmRN A copy number distribution.
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Analytical solutions: Case Study 2 mRNA synthesis

In the second case study, we used a zero-order mRNA synthesis model in exponentially growing
cells. With a deterministic generation time, the theoretical mRNA copy number distributions
of this model are known [96].

Average molecule copy numbers at birth and division
The mRNA copy number in a cell at a certain age (a) is given by
na = n0 + Na ,

(3.28)

where na is the mRNA copy number at cell age a, n0 as the mRNA copy number obtained at
cell division, and Na as the mRNA molecules synthesized since the last cell division at age a.
The following relationship holds for the averages
hna i = hn0 i + hNa i .

(3.29)

When symmetric partitioning at the end of a cell cycle (t = T ) is assumed, the average mRNA
copy number at birth is half the average of mRNA copy number at division:
hnT i = 2 hn0 i .

(3.30)

This means that cells double their average number of molecules during one cell cycle (a = 0
to a = T ). The average amount of molecules produced at t = T equals the average number
molecules obtained at t = 0.

3.8.5.5

Poisson distributed molecule copy numbers at a specific age

The waiting time distribution of a first-order synthesis process is exponentially distributed, the
time between consecutive events is:
ts ∼ g(ts ) = ks · e−ts ks .

(3.31)

The time to make N molecules follows a gamma distribution and can be derived from the N-th
convolution of g(t) using the generating function, which is the Laplace transform (L):
G(χ = N |t) = L−1 (L(g(t))N ),
=

e−ks t ksN tn−1
,
Γ(N )

(3.32)
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with Γ[·] as the incomplete gamma function. The probability to produce more than N molecules
in time t equals:
Z
h(χ ≥ N |t) =

t

G(χ = N |t)dt.

(3.33)

0

The probability mass function for the production of N molecules at time t is given by:
h(χ = N |t) = h(χ ≥ N |t) − h(χ ≥ N + 1|t),
e−ks t (ks t)N
,
=
N!

(3.34)

which is a Poisson distribution with mean ks t. Of course, time can be interchanged by age,
t = a.

3.8.5.6

mRNA copy number distribution of a sample of extant cells

The molecule copy number distribution of a sample of extant cells was earlier determined by
[96]
Z

T

u(a) · p(n|a)da,

p(n) =
0

e−ks (a+T ) (ks (a + T ))n
(3.35)
da,
n!
0
4(ks T )n (Γ[1 + n, ks T + ln(2)] − Γ[1 + n, 2ks T + ln(4)]) ln(2)(ks T + ln(2))−1−n
,
=
n!
Z

=

T

u(a) ·

with Γ[·] as the incomplete gamma function, u(a) as the cell age distribution for a population
of cells with a deterministic generation time T , and ks as the synthesis rate constant.

3.8.5.7

Case Study 3: mRNA synthesis and degradation

Proteins are actively degraded into the cell, so we decided to extent our simple model with
active degradation. Except for the degradation rate, we used exactly the same settings (fourth
column of Table 3.4) as in the example without active degradation. The imprecise partitioning of
molecules at cell division was, therefore, again the only contribution of cell growth and division
to non-genetic variability that was taken into account.
The results given in Figure 3.18 show again an almost perfect agreement between stochastic
simulation and analytical solutions (species distribution of a sample of extant cells was numerically solved). The corresponding analytical solution can be found below. Comparison of Figs.
3.17 and 3.18 shows that, as expected, adding active degradation results in lower mRNA copy
numbers at different ages in the lineage and also in the extant cell population.
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Figure 3.18: Molecule copy number statistics obtained for the mRNA synthesis and
degradation model via the SSA with cell growth and division are in agreement with
analytical solutions. Simulation results are shown in colour, and analytical solutions in black. (A)
nmRN A copy number distributions at a = 0 and a = T . (B) three stochastic time trajectories of nmRN A
fluctuate around its analytical solution. (C) the extant nmRN A copy number distribution.

3.8.5.8

Analytical solutions: Case Study 3 mRNA synthesis and degradation

In the third case study, we considered a model consisting of a zero-order mRNA synthesis
reaction and first order mRNA degradation reaction, in exponentially growing cells. When we
assume a deterministic generation time, the theoretical molecule copy number distributions at
a given age of this model are known [96].

3.8.5.9

Poisson distributed molecule copy numbers at a specific age

With a synthesis and degradation reaction, the average mRNA copy number in a cell of a given
age a depends on the mRNA copy number at t = 0 and the net synthesis until time a. For a
linear model with an constant production and degradation rate the average copy number can
be written as

RT 
hna i =

0

hn0 i e−kd a +

ks
kd (1


− e−kd a ) da

T

,

(3.36)

where T is the (deterministic) generation time (T = ln(2)/µ) and hn0 i as:
hn0 i =

(ekd T − 1)ks
,
(2eks T − 1)kd

(3.37)

The copy number distribution at age a is given by a Poisson distribution (see [96] for derivation)
h
i
p(a) 12 κ(T )
na ∼ Poisson κ(a) +
p(T
)
1 − 12

(3.38)
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with the number of molecules produced during a cell cycle as up until age a as κ(a) =
e−kd a )

and the survival probability of molecules as p(a) =

3.8.5.10

ks
kd (1

−

ekd a .

Molecule copy-number distribution of a sample of extant cells

The molecule copy-number distribution of the sample of extant cells was determined by numerical solving:
Z

T

p(x|a) · u(a)da,

x∼

(3.39)

0

with the p(x|a) determined by Eq. (3.38) and the age distribution, u(a), taken from [101] in
combination with a deterministic generation time, which then for u(a) gives:
u(a) = 2µ · e−µ·a ,

a ∈ [0,

ln(2)
].
µ

(3.40)
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abstract

Gene expression is regulated by the complex interplay of transcription factors and cofactors that
directly or indirectly bind to DNA and alter chromatin composition. Here, we used time-lapse
microscopy to analyze the repression kinetics when modulating chromatin state, employing a
reporter gene array. The array consists of lac and tet operator binding sequences allowing
targeting of fluorescent lac and tet repressors tagged with chromatin regulatory proteins of interest to control the expression of a CFP reporter gene, also encoding additional 3’ UTR MS2
hairpins to allow quantification of newly synthesized transcripts in real-time. After inducing
transcription repression by removing the targeted transcriptional activator, we observe that
transcription initiation of the reporter gene transiently continues whereas the transcriptional
activator is instantly lost from the array. Our data show a biphasic transcription repression response representing the actual decrease in transcripts at the reporter gene array and a preceding
response time. We observe that targeting of the epigenetic reader protein methyl-CpG-binding
protein 2 (MeCP2) significantly accelerates the transition rate of transcription repression, while
the rate at which transcripts diffuse from the array is unaffected. We conclude that MeCP2 is
able to facilitate the response to signals suppressing active transcription

4.2

Introduction

Epigenetic chromatin composition provides a dynamic means of creating chromatin with distinct
features and properties that regulate chromatin-associated processes. Transcriptional activity
[122, 123] can be altered via binding of chromatin-associated proteins and local changes in
chromatin structure [124, 125, 125, 126]. Transcription is not only regulated by recruitment of
RNA polymerase II at promoters, but also by proteins regulating the ability of RNA polymerase
II to penetrate chromatin barriers and facilitate its processivity [81, 127–131]. Transcription
regulatory elements, such as the transcription start site, promoter/enhancer regions, and body
of the gene exhibit defined histone modification patterns that are involved in regulating gene
activation or repression [132]. Methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2) is an epigenetic regulatory protein best described as a facilitator of setting gene expression programs [133] acting
as a key chromatin structure regulator [133–136] and transcriptional regulator recruiting corepressors [137–139] (or activators [140, 141]). MeCP2 can alter chromatin folding as it binds
chromatin-remodeling proteins such as Brahma and ATRX [142, 143]. Moreover, MeCP2 can
bind methylated DNA and recruit repressive proteins such as mSin3a and histone deacetylases
(HDACs) [139, 144, 144–147]. In addition, the N-terminal domain of MeCP2 has been shown to
bind Heterochromatin Protein 1 (HP1) [148] , which is typically associated with the formation
of transcriptionally silent chromatin as it binds through its chromodomain to tri-methylated
histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9me3) and recruits histone methyltransferase enzymes [149] . We recently showed that targeted binding of MeCP2 elicits chromatin unfolding and triggers the loss
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of HP1γ without any apparent change in expression of the genomically integrated reporter gene
[150] . In contrast, evidence has been provided that MeCP2 binds to promoters of active genes
and induces gene activity via cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) [151]. Overall
the connection between epigenetic chromatin composition and the precise role of regulatory
proteins in transcription regulation and whether this is achieved via altering chromatin composition is unclear. In this study, we took a single cell approach to investigate the dynamics of
induced repression on a transcriptionally active reporter gene array. We used the U2OS 2-6-3
clone containing a multicopy integrated reporter gene cassette (Figure 4.1A-D) [152] , which
consists of lac and tet operator (lacO and tetO) binding sequences, a CFP-SKL reporter gene,
and a gene encoding MS2 hairpin loops. Binding of fluorescently tagged lac repressor (lacR)
and tet repressor (tetR) to lacO and tetO binding sequences allows visualization as well as modulation of the reporter gene array while the MS2 hairpin repeats enable visualization of newly
synthesized transcripts by binding of YFP-tagged MS2 protein. MS2 tagging at reporter gene
arrays has previously been explored extensively to study transcriptional activation [35, 152–163]
. However the dynamic behavior of transcripts and other involved factors when switching from
a transcriptionally active to an inactive state has only recently started to be addressed [164].
We measured induced repression of an activated reporter gene in absence and presence of the
epigenetic modulator MeCP2. Briefly, we show that the decrease in the number of transcripts
produced at the reporter gene array upon induction of repression significantly lags behind the
rapid release of transcriptional activators. These findings suggest that new transcription initiation events transiently persist, in spite of the absence of the targeted transcriptional activator
at the reporter gene array. Interestingly, when MeCP2 is targeted to the reporter gene array
the transition rate is significantly shorter (while the transcript decrease kinetics are similar to
those observed in non-targeted cells), suggesting that the role of MeCP2 when being associated
with actively transcribed chromatin is to help keep actively transcribed chromatin in such a
state that the response to signals suppressing transcription is accelerated.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Experimental approach

We used time-lapse microscopy to analyze the dynamics of transcription repression when modulating chromatin state, employing a reporter gene array. We used the U2OS 2-6-3 cell line
containing a multicopy integrated reporter gene cassette [152] , consisting of 200 copies of a
construct containing repeats of lacO (256x) and tetO (96x) sequences which allows for the visualization of the array by targeting fluorescently tagged versions of lacR and tetR to binding
sequences of the cassette (Figure 4.1A-D). In addition, lacR or tetR can be used to target additional fused transcription or chromatin modifying factors to the array to study their effect on
transcription of a CFP-tagged SKL reporter gene extended with DNA encoding for MS2 RNA
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Figure 4.1: Experimental approach. A) Schematic representation of the reporter gene cassette.
LacO is used for mTurquoise tagged lacR targeting and localization at the array. TetO Cherry-tTA-ER
transcriptional activator binding is used to induce transcription of the CFP-SKL reporter gene consisting
of a minimal CMV promoter, an SKL peroxisomal localization signal, and MS2 hairpin loops. YFP-MS2
coat protein binding to the MS2 repeat enables time-lapse microscopy transcription measurements at
the reporter gene array. The intron-exon sequence attracts mRNA processing complexes. B) Schematic
representation of the experimental time line. Cells are transfected at -48 hours. The addition of
Tamoxifen (20 hours) allows Cherry-tTA-ER to enter the nucleus and bind the tetO array in the absence
of doxycycline thereby activating reporter gene activity. The medium is replaced by microscopy medium
(-30 min) thereby removing Tamoxifen. The microscopy imaging is started at -8 min and addition of
doxycycline is at t=0. Cells are imaged for 90 minutes. C) The images show a typical representation of a
cell expressing mTurquoise-lacR (blue), Cherry-tTA-ER (red) and YFP-MS2 (green). The arrow points
to visualization of the reporter gene array by mTurquoise-lacR, Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2 levels
immediately after doxycycline (Dox) induction (t=0). The image is a z-projection of a fluorescence
microscopy stack, and the bar represents 10 µm. D) Schematic representation of the treatments to
release transcriptional activator (Cherry-tTA-ER) from the reporter gene array to measure transcription
repression kinetics. Tamoxifen (Tam) regulates the localization of Cherry-tTA-ER in the nucleus while
doxycycline interferes with tetO binding at the reporter gene array.

hairpin loops (Figure 4.1A-D). MS2 hairpins at the transcribed genes can in turn be used to
quantify transcriptional activity of the system by measuring intensities of fluorescently tagged
MS2 protein. To activate the reporter gene we used tetR tagged with the C-terminal domain
of the tetracycline controlled transactivator VP16 (tTA), which increases and reduces gene activity in absence and presence of tetracycline (or its derivate doxycycline), respectively. To be
able to regulate nuclear translocation, tTA was also fused to a Cherry tagged version of the
estrogen receptor ligand binding domain (Cherry-tTA-ER). mTurquoise tagged lacR was used
to visualize and track the reporter gene array. In a typical experimental set-up, the U2OS 2-6-3
cells were treated overnight with Tamoxifen which binds to the ER ligand binding domain and
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thereby induces nuclear translocation of Cherry-tTA-ER. Cells were then imaged by confocal
microscopy after removing Tamoxifen to stop Cherry-tTA-ER transport into the nucleus, and
prior and after adding doxycycline to rapidly release it from the reporter gene array (Figure
4.1B and D). To study the effect of altering chromatin structure of the reporter gene array on
transcriptional regulation, we targeted CFP-lacR fused to MeCP2 [136, 140, 150, 165] to the
lacO binding sequences within the reporter gene array.

-Dox
+Dox

-Tam
76.5 min
2.1 min

+Tam
160.3 min
21.3 min

Table 4.1: The half-life (t 12 ) decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER at the reporter gene array
in minutes. A rapid decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER localization at the reporter gene array is
achieved by the presence of doxycycline and absence of Tamoxifen. This setup disables transport
of Cherry-tTA-ER to the nucleus and inhibits its binding to the gene array.

4.3.2

Biphasic transcription repression

We measured the decrease in transcriptional activator (Cherry-tTA-ER) and transcripts (YFPMS2) at the array in real-time when inducing the removal of Cherry-tTA-ER from the array
(-Tam/+Dox). As controls we measured the Cherry-tTA-ER, YFP-MS2 and mTurquoise-lacR
levels at the reporter gene array in response to the presence and/or absence of Tamoxifen and
doxycyline, i.e. +Tam/+Dox, -Tam/-Dox, +Tam/-Dox (Figure 4.4). Both Cherry-tTA-ER and
YFP-MS2 data fitted well to an exponential decline function (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). We observed
that the abundance of Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2 at the reporter gene array decreased with
a median half-life (t 1 ) of 2 minutes and 8 minutes, respectively (Figure 4.2A, B, C, D). As an
2

additional control, we measured whether the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER at the reporter gene
array induces a decrease in the level of histone acetyl transferase (HAT) GCN5 at the array.
GCN5 is a bromodomain containing HAT known to accompany VP16 at the multicopy array
in U2OS 2-6-3 cells and to anchor chromatin-modifying complexes to promoter nucleosomes
[150, 166, 167]. We observed that the decrease in GCN5 at the reporter gene array (median
t 1 is 3.4 minutes) is no different from the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER (Figure 4.2E), indicating
2

that transcription activator removal-induced gene repression accompanies a drop in transcription
regulatory proteins such as HAT enzymes.
To fit the exponential decline of YFP-MS2 transcripts we included the possibility that this
decline consists of a lag time between the release of Cherry-tTA-ER and the actual decrease in
MS2-tagged transcripts (Figure 4.2F). We noted that the decrease in YFP-MS2 is preceded by
a transition phase with a median time of 5 minutes (Figure 4.2F). Depending on the residence
time of RNA polymerase II at the reporter gene we can infer whether transcription continues
after removal of the transcriptional activator from the array. Darzacq et al. estimated that
the mean residence time of RNA polymerase II is 517 seconds at this multicopy reporter gene
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array[155]. The sum of the reported residence time of RNA polymerase II and the time at which
transcriptional activator Cherry-tTA-ER is removed from the reporter gene array (dashed gray
lines in Figure 4.5 and 4.6) provides a rough estimation for the expected time of complete YFPMS2 transcript loss. We refer to this time as the fraction of enduring transcription. At this time
point at which all transcripts are expected to be lost from the array, on average 23% of the initial
number of YFP-MS2 transcripts are still present at the reporter gene array (Figure 4.2G). To
determine if slow diffusion leads to underestimating the observed YFP-MS2 transcript levels,
we applied fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Briefly, we bleached an area
with a diameter spanning the reporter gene array and determined the recovery of fluorescence
at 1 second time intervals. The observed diffusion coefficients at the array for YFP-MS2 are
0.3 µm2 s−1 and 0.03 µm2 s−1 (Figure 4.9A, B, Table 4.1). These FRAP data indicate that
the experimentally measured decrease in YFP-MS2 transcripts at the reporter gene array, upon
removing Cherry-tTA-ER from the array (minute-scale), is much slower than the estimated
second-scale YFP-MS2 transcript diffusion rate.

4.3.3

MeCP2 facilitates increased transcription repression responsiveness

To investigate the contribution of local chromatin structure on transcription repression dynamics, we measured the response of the system upon targeting MeCP2 to the reporter gene
array. We observed that the abundance of Cherry-tTA-ER at the MeCP2 targeted gene array
decreased with a median half-life of 1.5 minutes, slightly faster than the half-life of CherrytTA-ER in control cells (Figure 4.2A, C). Similarly, we noted that the decrease of YFP-MS2
at the MeCP2 targeted reporter gene array had a comparable median half-life to that observed
in control cells (median t 1 is 6.8 minutes, Figure 4.2B, D). Also the percentage of YFP-MS2
2

transcripts at the MeCP2 targeted reporter gene array at the time point that Cherry-tTA-ER
is expected to be lost from the array is similar to the percentage in control cells, 19% versus
23%, respectively (Figure 4.2G). Notably, when MeCP2 is present at the reporter gene array,
we observed a significantly shorter transition time preceding the decrease in transcripts compared to the transition rate in control cells (median transition rate in MeCP2 targeted cells is 2
minutes versus 5 minutes in control cells) (Figure 4.2F). These data suggest that at the MeCP2
targeted array, accelerated repression is achieved via a change in the transition rate instead of
the actual decrease in transcripts.
To explore whether MeCP2 targeting has an effect on the size, mobility and transcriptional state
of the array, we tracked the motion of the MeCP2 targeted array and measured its size and
levels of Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2 (Figure 4.7, 4.8). On average we observed an increased
nuclear motion (Figure 4.7) but unaltered size of the array upon MeCP2 targeting (Figure 4.8C),
whereas we did not observe a significant difference in levels of Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2
at the array either in the presence or absence of MeCP2 (Figure 4.8A-C). To further illustrate
the correlation between Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2 levels, we plot the correlation between
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Figure 4.2: Transcription repression dynamics at the reporter gene array. Measurements
at the reporter gene array in control and MeCP2 targeted U2OS 2-6-3 cells after doxycycline-induced
release of Cherry-tTA-ER. The p-values shown are obtained by non-parametric Mann-Whitney U testing. A) The half-life (t 1 ) for the decrease in transcriptional activator Cherry-tTA-ER localization at the
2
reporter gene array. B) The t 1 decrease in YFP-MS2 transcripts produced from the reporter gene ar2
ray. C) Representative single cell traces showing the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER in control and MeCP2
targeted cells. D) Representative single cell traces showing the decrease in YFP-MS2 in control and
MeCP2 targeted cells at the reporter gene array. E) The t 1 decrease of acetyltransferase GCN5 at the
2
reporter gene array. F) The transition rate of transcription repression dynamics at the reporter gene
array. G) The fraction of enduring transcription at the reporter gene array. We interpret this fraction
as the sum of the reported residence time of RNA polymerase II and the time at which transcriptional
activator Cherry-tTA-ER is removed from the reporter gene array.

Cherry-tTA-ER levels in the nucleus and at the array as well as between Cherry-tTA-ER and
YFP-MS2 levels both at the array. We observed a positive correlation between Cherry-tTA-ER
nuclear and array bound levels in both control and MeCP2 targeted cells (ρ = 0.72 and 0.61,
respectively), which indicates that in our experimental set-up Cherry-tTA-ER binding at the
reporter gene array is not saturated. (Figure 4.8D). Plotting the correlation between CherrytTA-ER and YFP-MS2 levels at the reporter gene array in control and MeCP2 targeted cells
(ρ = −0.32 and −0.13, respectively) shows in both cases a negative correlation. This suggests
that the transcriptional response is saturated already at initial transcriptional activator levels
before Cherry-tTA-ER is lost from the array, indicating that minor fluctuations in Cherry-tTAER do not affect the YFP-MS2 output. (Figure 4.8E).

Control

mRNA at array

MeCP2

mRNA at array
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mRNA

Transcription activator
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Figure 4.3: Single cell transcription repression indicates a chromatin-dependent transition rate. The cartoon illustrates the main characteristics of the measured repression dynamics,
illustrating the decrease in transcripts (green lines) in real-time upon releasing a transcriptional activator (red star). Control cells (represented by the black line) display a prolonged transition time (dashed
gray lines) compared to the repression in MeCP2 targeted cells (represented by the gray line). We
propose that local chromatin context (represented by the colored DNA-nucleosome-promoter cartoon)
sets the transition rate of transcription repression by temporally allowing new transcription initiation
events.

4.4

Discussion

The U2OS 2-6-3 reporter gene array provides an effective tool to measure gene activity in a
local chromatin context since it allows local transcription modulation without affecting global
transcriptional outputs. We show biphasic transcription repression, i.e. a transition phase until
transcripts are lost from the array after which transcript levels decrease exponentially. Targeting
of MeCP2 to the reporter gene array accelerates the transition rate while the kinetics of the
decrease in transcripts at the array are unaffected.
Our data point out that the observed transition rate in transcription repression compared to fast
loss of transcriptional activator from the array cannot be explained by slow diffusion of YFP-MS2
transcripts that are produced by the reporter gene since the second-scale YFP-MS2 diffusion
hardly contributes to the minute-scale measured decrease in YFP-MS2 transcripts. Our data
suggest that endogenous transcriptional activators are still able to initiate transcription and
that engaged RNA polymerase II continues producing mRNA and creating new binding sites
for YFP-MS2 protein even beyond the point when the initial transcriptional activator is lost.
We show that MeCP2 facilitates the transition time of single cells to become transcriptionally
repressed. Our data show that the transcriptional activator levels at the array in MeCP2
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targeted and control cells are very similar (Figure 4.8A). Moreover, we noted that the activated
reporter gene array both in control and MeCP2 targeted cells is rather insensitive to a decrease
in transcriptional activator (Figure 4.8E and Figure 4.6, 4.7). We conclude that once a gene is
active, the period of activity is mainly determined by chromatin structural alterations thereby
introducing a transition rate in transcription repression.
For instance histone exchange processes including incorporation of variant and/or canonical
histones, and their posttranslational modifications, are efficient mechanisms to lengthen the
response time in altering gene activity [168] In principle, it is known that passage of RNA
polymerase II over coding regions of genes is accompanied by a disruption of nucleosome structure. Depending on the level of gene transcription (low, moderate or high) chromatin structural
alterations occur more frequently, but in all cases transcription shutdown is accompanied by
re-formation of a more spaced nucleosomal state and histone exchange suppression [168, 169].
We propose that local chromatin context determines whether new transcription initiation events
take place, or whether the chromatin first needs to change its structure thereby regulating transcription repression at the level of time delayed responsiveness (Figure 4.3). In this context,
Bintu et al. illustrated the dynamic behavior in gene activity upon recruiting epigenetic regulatory proteins associated with a broad range of chromatin modifications [164] . The authors
identified that different regulators evoke diverse modes of action via an altered initial transition
rate and time scale of operation.
Since the studied reporter gene array is a multicopy array, we expected that MS2-tagged transcript measurements in single cells would represent an average transcript number of all single
reporter genes within the array and that it would provide low cell-cell variability in reporter
gene activity. However, we observe substantial variability in transcriptional activity and response time between single cell samples (Figure 4.5, 4.6, and 4.2E). This variation might be
caused by variation in Cherry-tTA-ER expression levels, heterogeneity in the cell-cycle status,
or a combination of factors. Since transcription initiation events are known to correlate within
the same locus [29, 170] all genes within the reporter gene array might cycle simultaneously
between ’on’ and ’off’ states. In this context, it should be noted that the locus of the reporter
gene array spans 200 times 3.3 kb.
Determining the molecular aspects of transcription dynamics is still a central challenge to understanding eukaryotic gene expression regulation. Large protein complexes assemble and disassemble at genes within seconds [171], nucleosome exchange occurs in the order of minutes to
hours depending on the genomic location [172] and transcript production is shown to follow
complex bursting dynamics. Transcriptional kinetics of endogenous genes is characterized in
single cells measuring transcription cycling of a short-lived luciferase reporter gene inserted into
the mammalian genome [28, 56, 173]. By inferring dynamic on/off state kinetic parameters
from a mathematical approach, Suter et al. showed that for each gene, specific endogenous
regulatory sequences determine its set of kinetic transcription parameters. Many studies used
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a random telegraph model to describe transcriptional kinetics, stating that a gene can be in a
transcriptionally active or inactive state [174]. Rybakova et al. and Schwabe et al. described
transcription cycling according to a ratchet model, showing transitioning between ’on’ to ’off’
and ’off’ to ’on’ states via a multistep process[175, 176]. The progression through the ratchet
in this model is locked by irreversible covalent reactions, representing for instance chromatin
structural changes induced by posttranslational histone modifications. During the transition
from the ’on’ to ’off’ state, transcription is still able to proceed. Therefore, a ratchet-like model
predicts a delayed deactivation of transcription. Up until now experimental work has failed
to show triggered transcriptional deactivation, hence the delay in response to transcriptional
deactivation. In our experimental set-up, the U2OS 2-6-3 reporter gene array enabled us to
experimentally measure triggered transcription repression in single cells of an activated reporter
gene using time-lapse microscopy. Upon targeting MeCP2 to the reporter gene array, we observe
a diminished transition rate in transcription repression, indicating a more rapid transitioning
from the ’on’ to ’off’ phase. Of interest, the transcriptional activation levels seem to be increased
by targeting MeCP2 to the array. Since MeCP2 effectively decreased the ’on’ phase, such an
effect can only be obtained by faster transitioning through the ’off’ phase. This would imply a
double role for MeCP2 in transcription and might add to the much-discussed role of MeCP2 in
gene expression.

4.5

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture
U2OS 2-6-3 YFP-MS2 expressing cells [152] were cultured in DMEM, glutamax (Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc.) 10% tet approved FCS (Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Takara biocompany),
1% PS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and 40µg/ml G418 (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) at 37◦ C under 10% CO2. Cells were transfected using lipofectamin 2000 according to
manufacturers instruction. Tamoxifen (Sigma) was added at 1mM concentration 20 hours prior
to the experiment unless stated otherwise. Doxycyclin was added to a final concentration of 1
µg/ml. The medium was replaced with Microscopy Medium, (137mM NaCl, 20mM D-glucose,
20mM Hepes, 5.4 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 08 mM MgSO4) 30 min before imaging.

4.5.1

Plasmids

Cherry-tTA-ER was a gift from SM Janicki and mTurquoise tagged lacR from MS Luijsterburg.
CFP-lacR-MeCP2 was assembled with a Gibson assembly[177] using EGFP-lacR-MeCP2 [150]
and the CFPs3a (Clontech laboratories, Inc., Takara biocompany) vector using the following
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primers CCGGACTCAGATCTCGAGCATCCATGGTGAAATATGTAAC , GGGCGATCGTCTAGAGTCGAGTTTAGTGAACCGTCAGATC and the reverse complement sequence of both
primers.

4.5.2

Time-lapse microscopy measurements

For time-lapse microscopy , U2OS 2-6-3 cells stably expressing YFP-MS2 were transfected with
mTurqoise tagged lacR and tTA-Cherry-VP16 in Mattek dishes. 1mM Tam was added 20 h
before the experiment to enable Cherry-tTA-ER diffusion into the nucleus allowing Cherry-tTAER binding at the tetO binding sites of the integrated reporter gene array. Prior to the single
cell real-time microscopy measurements, Tam was washed away from the medium disabling
Cherry-tTA-ER to diffuse into the nucleus thereby lowering its concentration in the nucleus.
After 30 minutes the cells are adjusted in the microscopy chamber and at t=0 Dox was added
to an end concentration of 1µg/ml, inducing a fast release of Cherry-tTA-ER from the tetO
binding sites. The amount of Cherry-tTA-ER at the reporter gene array is measured using
real-time wide-field microscopy imaging for up to 90 minutes. The time-line of treatments is
shown in Figure 4.1C. The accumulation of Cherry-tTA-ER and YFP-MS2 at the mTurqoiselacR labeled reporter gene array can be measured by means of mCherry, mTurqoise, and YFP
measurements using a wide field microscope. We used a Zeiss Axiovert 200m (Zeiss, Germany)
with a Cairn xenon arc lamp (Cairn Research, UK) with monochromator (0.30nm) and Zeiss
100x 1,4NA oil objective. The microscope is equipped with an incubator and an objective heater
and heated to 37◦ C. Every 2 minutes images were taken with a cooled CCD camera (Coolsnap
HQ, USA) using the following filters: CFP/mTurqouise: BP 470-30 YFP: BP 535-30 RFP: BP
620-60. Although we used both CFPs3a as well as mTurquoise, the same settings were used to
ensure the same photography set-up for later comparison of time series.

4.5.3

Image analysis

In the first image of each time series, all acquired channels (YFP, RFP and CFP channels to
monitor mRNA-YFP-MS2, Cherry-tTA-ER and mTurquoise-lacR, respectively) were averaged
to identify the center coordinates of the reporter gene array. These coordinates were used in the
”SpotTracker2D” [178] extension in ImageJ to track the reporter gene array at all time points.
The obtained center coordinates of the reporter gene array were used to measure YFP, Cherry
and mTurqoise or CFP intensities averaging over an area of 5 by 5 pixels (= 0.934µm×0.934µm)
centered at these coordinates. At each time point we corrected for background intensity by
subtracting the average of an equally sized background spot from within the nucleus. When
the default background spot did not fall within the nucleus, we manually selected another one.
Each single-cell time series was normalized to the maximum and minimum intensity spot of the
image series.
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Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP)

We used a Leica SP5 confocal laser-scanning microscope equipped with a 40x/1.2NA HCX PL
APO CS oil-immersion objective (Leica), an argon laser and an AOTF. For FRAP analysis a cell
was scanned at 514 nm excitation with short intervals (585 ms) at low laser power (zoom 8 with
68.9 nm pixelsize). After 10 scans a high intensity (100% laser power) 650 ms bleach pulse at
488 nm was applied to a photobleaching spot with a diameter of 2.5 mm spanning the reporter
gene array. Subsequently, the recovery of the fluorescence intensity in the photobleached spot
was followed for another 20 seconds at 1s intervals and 300 seconds at 3s intervals. All curves
were normalized to baseline fluorescent intensity post-bleach and averaged. The Lecia LASAF
software was used for image acquisition and data extraction. We analyzed the FRAP data by
fitting bi-exponentially the mRNA bound fraction and the non-bound freely diffusing YFP-MS2
fraction.
I(t) = 1 + A1 e−λ1 t + A2 e−λ2 t

(4.1)

We constrained both fits to use the same recovery rates (λ1 and λ2) since both fits consider the
same mRNA-YFP-MS2 and YFP-MS2 molecules.

4.5.5

MS2 diffusion model

From the FRAP data we calculated the diffusion coefficient using:

D = 0.224

ω
t1

(4.2)

2

[179], in which D is the diffusion coefficient in µm/s, ω is the diameter of the bleached spot
of the FRAP experiment. We constructed a two-dimensional finite difference diffusion model
that provides diffusion in space and time (Figure 4.9 and Table 4.2). The model calculates the
concentration at a certain time point and position based on the concentrations at this position
and its direct surroundings at the previous time point. We generated a circular shaped grid
with a diameter of 15 µm and we used a grid size of 0.1 µm. The transcription site is considered
to have the same size as the average reporter gene array size within our experiments (2.45 µm2 ,
data not shown) and the reporter gene array is considered to be located at the center of the
nucleus. We did not consider degradation or transport to the cytoplasm in the model. From
the FRAP data we extracted the ratio between mRNA-MS2-YFP and MS2-YFP in the nucleus
(0.25:0.75) and the transcription spot (0.73:0.27). From the FRAP data we can also calculate
the average intensity ratio between the nucleus and the transcription spot. (0.27:0.73). Scaling
the ratios obtained from the bi-exponential fit with the spot intensity ratio shows that there is
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as much of YFP-MS2 present in the nucleus as at the transcription spot. However, mRNA-MS2YFP is almost 8 times more abundant at the transcription spot. These ratios are summarized
in Table 4.2 and used as starting conditions of the diffusion model.
Molecule
MS2-YFP
mRNA-MS2-YFP
MS2-YFP
mRNA-MS2-YFP

Location
Nucleus
Nucleus
Reporter array
Reporter array

Relative amount (a.u.)
0.206
0.067
0.193
0.533

Table 4.2: Relative amount of MS2 fractions in the nucleus and at the reporter
gene array. The data show the calculated start condition measurements used for the diffusion
model. MS2-YFP fractions are based on pre-bleach intensities of FRAP data and fractions (A1
and A2) from the fitted bi-exponential functions.
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Figure 4.4: Cherry-tTA-ER, YFP-MS2 and mTurquoise-lacR time-lapse microscopy measurements in the presence and/or absence of doxycycline and Tamoxifen. A), (D), (G) The decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator (A), MS2-YFP
transcripts (D), and mTurqoise-lacR (G) from the reporter gene array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells in
the presence of both Tamoxifen and doxycycline (+Tam/+Dox). (B), (E), (H) The decrease in
Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator (B), MS2-YFP transcripts (E), and mTurqoise-lacR
(H) at the reporter gene array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells in the presence of Tamoxifen and absence of
doxycycline (+Tam/-Dox). (C), (F), (I) The decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator (D), MS2-YFP transcripts (F), and mTurqoise-lacR (I) at the reporter gene array in U2OS
2-6-3 cells in the absence of both Tamoxifen and doxycycline (-Tam/-Dox). The cartoon insert
represents the experimental set-up of different subfigures. The dots show the mean normalized
intensity at each time point. The error bar shows the standard error of the mean. The half-life
(t1/2) of the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator and MS2-YFP transcripts at
the reporter gene array is shown at the top-center of each plot and is indicated by the dashed
lines.
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Figure 4.5: Single cell measurements of the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator and YFP-MS2 transcripts in U2OS 2-6-3 control cells.The plots show
the decrease in YFP-MS2 transcripts (green) and Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator (red)
at the reporter gene array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells upon removing Cherry-tTA-ER from its tetO
binding sequences in the presence of doxycycline and absence of Tamoxifen. The data is fitted
to an exponential function with or without a delay for YFP-MS2 and Cherry-tTA-ER dynamics,
respectively. The dashed line gives the time point at which Cherry-tTA-ER is depleted from
the reporter gene array with an additionally added 517 seconds representing the average RNA
polymerase II residence time at the reporter gene. The fitted curves that deviated on average
more than 10% from each data point were not used for further analyses.
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Figure 4.6: Single cell measurements of the decrease in Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator and YFP-MS2 transcripts in U2OS 2-6-3 MeCP2 targeted cells.
The plots show the decrease in YFP-MS2 transcripts (green) and Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator (red) at the reporter gene array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells upon inducing the removal
of Cherry-tTA-ER from its tetO binding sequences in the presence of doxycycline and absence
of Tamoxifen. The data is fitted to an exponential function with or without a delay for YFPMS2 and Cherry-tTA-ER dynamics, respectively. The dashed line gives the time point at which
Cherry-tTA-ER is depleted from the array with an additionally added 517 seconds of the average RNA polymerase II residence time at the reporter gene. The fitted curves that deviated on
average more than 10% from each data point were not used for further analyses.
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Figure 4.7: Mobility of the transcription spot during transcription repression. The
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Figure 4.8: Reporter gene array measurements at control and MeCP2 targeted
reporter gene array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells. A) The background-normalized amount of
Cherry-tTA-ER transcriptional activator at the reporter gene array in the control and MeCP2
targeted array. B) The background-normalized amount of YFP-MS2 transcripts at the reporter
gene array in control and MeCP2 targeted cells. C) The size of the transcription array in control
and MeCP2 targeted cells. D) The correlation between transcriptional activator (Cherry-tTAER) on the reporter gene array versus random nuclear levels in control cells (circles) and the
targeted cells (squares). E) The correlation between transcriptional activator (Cherry-tTA-ER)
versus transcript (YFP-MS2) levels at the reporter gene array in control (circles) and MeCP2targeted cells (squares). In A-C, the p-value shown is obtained with the Mann-Whitney U test
In D and E correlation coefficients are given in the inset.
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Figure 4.9: YFP-MS2 diffusion kinetics. (A) FRAP measurements of YFP-MS2 in the
nucleus of U2OS 2-6-3 cells. Two different YFP-MS2 fractions can be distinguished representing
freely diffusing and bound YFP-MS2. (B) FRAP measurements of YFP-MS2 at the gene
array in U2OS 2-6-3 cells. Two different YFP-MS2 fractions can be distinguished representing
freely diffusing and bound YFP-MS2. The black dots show the mean of 20 individual FRAP
experiments. The gray shaded areas show the standard deviation around this mean. The red
line gives the least squares fit to the data points with the residual shown by the red dots. Table
1 summarizes the parameters of the bi-exponential fit, with the fractions of YFP-MS2 (A1 ) and
mRNA-YFP-MS2 (A2 ) of either the nucleus denoted by (n) or the reporter gene array denoted
by (s) and the rate constants denoted by λ1 and λ2. (C) Based on the diffusion parameters,
the data are simulated with a diffusion model. The diffusion model simulation shows that upon
instant transcription termination the intensity of the transcription spot exhibits a half-life of
7.9 seconds.
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Introduction
Maintenance of genome integrity and gene expression patterning is essential for proper cell
functioning and identity. The genome is constantly threatened by DNA damaging agents including endogenous metabolic products and by-products (reactive oxygen species and alkylating
agents), environmental chemicals, and UV irradiation. UV-induced DNA damages such as cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs), 6-4 pyrimidine-pyrimidone photoproducts (6-4PPs), and
bulky lesions are repaired by nucleotide excision repair (NER). Defects in DNA repair pathways are associated with mutations and DNA rearrangements as noted in a variety of diseases
such as Xeroderma pigmentosum, Cockayne syndrome, skin cancer predisposition and aging
[180]. DNA damages can be detected by two mechanisms, global genome detection (GG-NER)
and transcription-coupled detection (TC-NER). GG-NER is performed by proteins such as Xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group C (XPC) and Damage-Specific DNA Binding
Protein 2 (DDB2) that are constantly scanning the entire genome for helix distortions. Upon
DNA damage recognition, core NER proteins are recruited to repair the lesion. TC-NER detects DNA damages by stalled RNA polymerase II at the site of lesions [181, 182]. This stalled
polymerase mediates the recruitment of TC-NER-specific proteins such as CSB and UVSSA and
eventually allows binding of core NER proteins [182, 183]. GG-NER and TC-NER use the same
core NER proteins to repair the lesion. TFIIH unwinds the DNA surrounding the lesion, XPA
confirms the lesion, and RPA binds to single-stranded DNA. After RPA binding, XPF-ERCC1
and XPG make a dual incision neighboring the lesion leading to an approximately 30 nt DNA
fragment that is bound by TFIIH. The gap is filled by DNA polymerases copying the template
strand and sealed by DNA ligases resulting in error-free double-stranded DNA [184].
UV-irradiation is known to trigger a dramatic reduction in RNA synthesis and triggers changes
in mRNA splicing [185]. The factors, mechanisms, and cellular consequences of UV-induced
transcription inhibition are poorly understood. UV-induced damage has been shown, using EU
incorporation, to induce global inhibition of transcription [186]. Transcription recovery at the
global level is reported to take at least six hours [186].
Recently, it has been shown that GG-NER detection is suppressed upon providing DNA damage
induction at UV doses below 5 J/m2 UV-C. Supression of GG-NER detection indicates a priority
to repair transcriptionally active genes using only TC-NER as DNA damage recognition mechanism [187]. These observations might suggest that transcription restart has a different response
depending on the specific UV dosage given. The mechanisms underlying transcription-related
DNA damage responses at UV-C dosages lower than 5 J/m2 are largely unexplored. Insight
in TC-NER mechanisms upon low UV-C dosage exposure opens a fascinating field of study of
relevance for UV exposure at physiological levels.
Single-molecule mRNA-FISH (smRNA-FISH) enables measuring single molecule transcription
levels of single genes within single cells [29]. This method represents a robust and sensitive
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technique to measure the number of transcripts in nuclei of individual cells [85]. We employ
smRNA-FISH to measure gene transcription upon low-dose UV-C-induced DNA damage. This
approach enables us to determine DNA damage-induced transcription stalling and reinitiation
in a gene specific manner.
It has been shown that the probability to inflict DNA damages is random and linear up to 40
J/m2 UV-C, and that UV-C induces 0.12 damages per 10 kb per J/m2 [188]. This relation
indicates that relatively long genes acquire more UV-C-induced lesions compared to shorter
genes.
We use primary fibroblasts and low UV-C doses to study transcription inhibition and DNA
damage responsiveness. Two genes are studied: a relatively long gene PLOD2 (92 kbp) and
a relatively short gene GAPDH (4.4 kbp). Both genes are not involved in stress responses
or repair pathways, suggesting that their expression is not differentially regulated after UVC-induced DNA damage. PLOD2 is a protein involved in the formation of the extracellular
matrix and GAPDH in glycolysis. We observe transcription inhibition of PLOD2 one hour
after exposure of the cells to a UV-C dose range of 3-10 J/m2 whereas transcription of GAPDH
under similar conditions remains unaffected. Our data indicate that transcription inhibition by
exposure to low UV doses is regulated at the gene level and suggest that genes that have acquired
at least a single damage are not transcribed. Combining our experimental data with a coarsegrained transcription-related DNA damage model we are able to determine the transcription
recovery and hence repair rate of DNA damages upon exposure to relatively low UV-C doses.
On average, DNA lesions are calculated to have a half-life of approximately two hours.

5.1
5.1.1

Results and discussion
Measurement of transcription inhibition with smRNA-FISH

To study the effect of UV-C-induced DNA damage on transcription stalling and transcription
reinitiation, we measured nuclear transcript abundance in primary fibroblasts in response to
DNA damage induction by exposing fibroblasts to UV-C (Figure 5.1A). We analyzed the number of PLOD2 transcripts in individual cells using smRNA-FISH. We measured an average
transcript distribution of 8.5 transcripts per nucleus (Figure 5.1B, C). A significant decrease in
nuclear PLOD2 transcripts was observed after treatment with actinomycin D, DRB, and exposure to 10 J/m2 UV-C (Figure 5.1B). One hour after actinomycin D treatment, 4.9 transcripts
per nucleus were measured representing a 42% reduction in the average number of transcripts.
A more pronounced transcription reduction is noted upon DRB treatment, i.e. 4.6 transcripts
per nucleus, representing a 46% reduction in the average number of transcripts. UV-C exposure (10 J/m2 ) caused a 34% reduced average transcription level in fibroblasts. The transcript
distribution one hour after 10 J/m2 UV-C exposure is shown in Figure 5.1C. The effect of DNA
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damage on the number of cytoplasmic transcripts was less profound than on nuclear transcripts
(data not shown). This difference between cytoplasmic and nuclear transcript abundance may
be caused by the time mRNA molecules spend in the nucleus compared their presence in the
cytoplasm, i.e. the retention time [40, 189].

A)
10 μm

Control

B)

Actinomycin D

DRB

10 J/m2 UV-C

C)

Figure 5.1: PLOD2 nuclear transcripts upon drug induced transcription inhibition
and UV-C exposure. Nuclear PLOD2 transcript numbers in primary fibroblasts were determined in untreated control fibroblasts,in fibroblasts treated with DRB or actinomycin D for one
hour, and in fibroblasts exposed to 10 J/m2 UV-C. A) Images of all experimental conditions
are shown. The detected transcripts are shown in red and DAPI stained nucleus is shown in
blue. Nuclear transcripts are annotated with a yellow circle and cytoplasmic transcripts with
a green circle. B) The average nuclear transcript numbers of cells treated with DRB or actinomycin D and cells exposed to 10 J/m2 UV-C differ significantly from untreated control cells
(Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.05, n > 250). The error bars represent the standard error of
the mean. C) The full nuclear transcript distribution of untreated and treated cells are shown,
respectively 0 J/m2 UV-C (n=1000) and 10 J/m2 UV-C (n=252).

5.1.2

UV-C-induced transcription inhibition is dependent on gene size and
UV dose

The expected number of DNA damages per gene depends on gene size and the administered UVC dose. Previous studies showed that UV-C induces 0.065 damages per 10 kb per J/m2 in the
coding strand [188]. Considering this damage per base relationship we calculated that exposure
to 3 J/m2 UV-C imposes at least 1 DNA damage in 80% of all PLOD2 genes (equation 5.2, with
parameters p=1.8 · 105 and n=92000). We calculated that at least one DNA damage in PLOD2
is induced upon 5 J/m2 or 10 J/m2 UV-C exposure in 94% and 99.5% of all cells, respectively.
The number of PLOD2 nuclear transcripts 1 hour after 3, 5, and 10 J/m2 UV-C exposure
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is shown in Figure 5.2A. We estimated (using equation 5.1) that 92%, 88% and 77% of the
cells exposed to 3, 5 and 10 J/m2 UV-C, have not acquired a single DNA damage in GAPDH.
Exposure to all three UV-C doses induced only a minor decrease in GAPDH transcripts (Figure
5.2B). A striking difference in the number of nuclear transcripts upon treating the cells with
UV-C was noted when comparing PLOD2 and GAPDH transcript numbers. These data suggest
that gene size is an important parameter for UV-C DNA damage-induced transcription stalling.

A)

B)

C)

C)

D)

Time (minutes)

Time (minutes)

Figure 5.2: The effect of UV-C exposure on gene expression in a relatively long
and short gene. A) The nuclear transcript numbers of a relatively long gene (PLOD2, 94kb)
were determined in untreated control cells and in cells exposed to UV-C (3-10 J/m2 ). One
hour after 3 J/m2 , 5 J/m2 or 10 J/m2 UV-C-exposure, PLOD2 nuclear transcript numbers are
decreased compared to transcript numbers in untreated cells. B) Nuclear transcript numbers
of a relatively short gene (GAPDH, 4.4kb) after UV-C-exposure are not altered compared with
transcript numbers in untreated cells. C-D) Nuclear transcripts of both PLOD2 and GAPDH
genes were determined at different time points after actinomycin D treatment. We observed a
decrease in PLOD2 and GAPDH nuclear transcripts. The data is fitted with an exponential
function providing the export kinetics (ke ) of PLOD2 and GAPDH transcripts. The error
bars show the standard deviation of the transcript number distribution at each time point after
actinomycin D treatment.

5.1.3

mRNA export kinetics of PLOD2 and GAPDH

The amount of transcripts in the nucleus depends on the dynamics of mRNA production(kp )
and export(ke ). We determined mRNA export dynamics by measuring the decrease in PLOD2
nuclear transcripts at subsequent time points after actinomycin D treatment (Figure 5.2C-D).
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Six hours after actinomycin D exposure the transcript number is reduced to 12%. Based on a
first-order mRNA export model with no active mRNA degradation in the nucleus, we estimated
that the ke of PLOD2 is 0.007 mRN A−1 min−1 (Figure 5.2C). The corresponding half-life of
PLOD2 mRNA in the nucleus is 100 minutes. Similarly, we determined the mRNA export
dynamics of GAPDH providing a ke of 0.0065 mRN A−1 min−1 yielding a mean half-life of 113
minutes (Figure 5.2D).

5.1.4

Transcription recovery within six hours

Our data show that the average number of DNA damages in individual genes depends on gene
size and UV-C dose. We predicted that 3, 5, and 10 J/m2 UV-C exposure causes on average 1.7,
2.8, and 5.7 damages in PLOD2 (Figure 5.4). Figure 5.3 shows the PLOD2 nuclear transcript
number 60, 180, and 360 minutes after exposing the cells to 3 or 5 J/m2 UV-C. We observed a
drop in PLOD2 nuclear transcripts already 1 to 3 hours after 3 J/m2 and 5 J/m2 UV-C. After
360 minutes we measured an increase in mRNA numbers both for 3 and 5 J/m2 UV-C (Figure
5.3). We observed that transcription is recovered to the original level after 12 hours (Figure 5.5).
In addition, we determined the PLOD2 transcription dynamics when exposing NER-deficient
primary fibroblasts (XP25RO) carrying a mutation leading to a non-functional truncated XPA
protein to a low UV-C dose (3-5 J/m2 ). XPA acts as a NER core protein for damage repair
for either GG-NER or TC-NER. We observed that the PLOD2 transcript number remains low
after exposure to 5 J/m2 UV-C does in NER-deficient XPA mutant fibroblasts (Figure 5.3,
black dots). It has been reported that after UV-C-induced transcription stalling, the mRNA
level is shortly increased before returning to steady state expression levels [186]. We did not
observe such an overshoot in transcript levels. This suggests that either such an overshoot does
not occur in the PLOD2 gene or that an overshoot occurs at a later time point. We noted
that the transcript numbers of PLOD2 and GAPDH in primary fibroblasts varies in different
experiments. Such variability can be explained by variation in passage number or differences in
experimental conditions such as the time to allow cells to adhere to the microscopy slides or a
combination of these conditions. For this reason, we only compared transcription in terms of
transcript numbers from experiments performed during the same culture period and condition.
In all other cases the expression levels were normalized to steady state expression levels.

5.1.5

Modeling of DNA damage repair

We used the transcription recovery data combined with a DNA damage and repair model to
estimate the DNA damage repair rate. We assumed a linear transcription model of zero order
mRNA production and first order mRNA export. A Bernoulli distribution with a likelihood
parameter of 6 · 10−6 (J −1 kb−1 U V − C) provides the expected distribution of the number of
damages inflicted per gene. Only genes with no damages are assumed to stay transcriptionally

mRNA (normalized fraction)
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Figure 5.3: PLOD2 transcription recovery after UV-C exposure in normal and
NER-deficient fibroblasts. The observed PLOD2 transcription recovery in primary fibroblasts after UV-C exposure (3 J/m2 and 5 J/m2 ) is fitted with a DNA damage repair model.
The figure illustrates PLOD2 nuclear transcript numbers in time after exposure to 3 J/m2 red
dots) and 5 J/m2 (blue dots) UV-C. The solid lines show the model fit of the experimental
data. PLOD2 transcription recovery after 5 J/m2 UV-C exposure in NER-deficient fibroblast
carrying an XPA mutation is shown in black. The model simulation describes the experimental data well. The dashed line provides the steady state situation before DNA damage as a
transcription recovery end-point.

active. Due to repair events, the likelihood parameter of the Bernoulli distribution changes
over time with ekr t . We consider a gene to be repressed when one or more damages occur
within the body of the gene. A more elaborate description of the DNA damage repair model
is described in the Materials and methods section. The used model is highly simplified and
lumps an array of sequential TC-NER reactions into a single rate (Figure 5.6). Moreover, in
practice, engaged mRNA polymerase II can continue transcription downstream of the damaged
site. Considering the size of PLOD2 (92kb) and the elongation rate of transcription [50], we
calculated that transcription proceeds on average for 18 minutes after UV-C-induced damage.
Similarly, transcription restart after repair might have a delayed response when elongating
polymerases are stalled before the site of damage. The position of engaged polymerases with
respect to sites of DNA damage are not taken into account in our model.

5.1.6

Estimation of the DNA damage repair rate

It has been shown that distinct repair pathways are active when exposing the cells to a defined
UV dose [187]. At 3 J/m2 UV-C, the repair mechanism depends on DNA damage recognition
by stalled RNA polymerase II (TC-NER)whereas at 5 J/m2 UV-C, DNA damages will also
be recognized by GG-NER [187]. In our model we assume that all damages have the same
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likelihood to be discovered and repaired. This assumption can be made for TC-NER when the
gene involved is actively transcribed and RNA polymerase II is present in excess on the UV-C
exposed gene. It should be noted that a gene with a minor amount of RNA polymerase II
will behave differently compared to the described model. It can be expected that when the
number of RNA polymerase II molecules at the UV-C exposed gene is low, the probability that
RNA polymerase II detects the lesion and initializes repair is not uniformly distributed. This
will result in a more time-consuming repair, especially in the case of genes with multiple DNA
damages. The model is expected to represent GG-NER transcription recovery irrespective of
the transcriptional activity of the gene involved, since damage detection depends on factors that
are not involved in transcription. Our model enables us to estimate kr by fitting this model
to the observed data. Figure 5.3 shows the model fit with an estimated kr of 0.013 min−1 .
This repair rate after 3 J/m2 UV-C corresponds to the repair rate of TC-NER [187]. In cells
exposed to 5 J/m2 UV-C we measured a slower repair rate of 0.009 min−1 . This difference
might indicate the efficiency of the different DNA damage detection and repair mechanisms.
The observation that repair after 5 J/m2 UV-C is more time consuming could be explained by
the involvement of NER proteins in GC-NER, which reduces the concentration of available core
NER proteins for TC-NER.

5.2

Conclusion

We analyzed the effect of low dose UV-C-induced DNA damage on transcription and used this
data to calculate the transcription recovery and DNA repair rates. Our model represents a
coarse-grained view on transcription-related DNA damage and repair. The calculated repair
rate is a lumped parameter of all molecular steps in the repair mechanism including damage
recognition of TC-NER and GG-NER, attraction of DNA repair enzymes, cofactors, and all
processes related to the restart of transcription. The mean half-life of a DNA damage is 53
minutes when the TC-NER pathway is active and repair of DNA damage is slower when GCNER is involved (mean half-life is 77 minutes). Our data show that transcription of a short gene
(GAPDH ) is relatively unaffected by UV-C irradiation, probably due to the low probability of
obtaining DNA damage. Genes encoding for proteins that are involved in GG-NER and/or
TC-NER repair might on average be short and therefore not observe an altered transcription
upon being exposed by low UV-C exposure. As a next step it would be interesting to make a
genome map of the relationship between transcription stalling and UV-exposure paying special
attention to genes encoding NER proteins.
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Materials and Methods
Cells and cell culture

Primary human fibroblasts 1093-SK (ATCC® CRL-2115™) were cultured in DMEM (Gibco® 31965023)
supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (Gibco® 16140) and 100 U/ml penicillinstreptomycin (Gibco® 15140). The cells were incubated at 37◦ C in a humidified 5% CO2
atmosphere.

5.3.2

DNA Damage and transcription inhibition

Cells were cultured in tissue culture chambers on coverslips (Sarstedt, 94.6190.402). The cells
were washed with PBS and exposed to different doses of UV-C light at 1.3 J/m2 /s. After UV-C
exposure, fresh medium was added to the cultured cells during the remaining culture period.
Actinomycin D (A1410 Sigma) and DRB (D1910 Sigma) were added to the fresh medium and
supplied one hour before fixation.

5.3.3

Single Molecule RNA FISH

Samples were treated according to the Protocol for Adherent Mammalian Cell Lines for Custom
Stellaris FISH probes (Stellaris). The samples were fixed with 4% formaldehyde. Cells were
permeabilized with ethanol overnight at 4◦ C. For hybridization, the cells were exposed to 125 nM
probe in hybridization buffer and incubated for 4 hours at 37◦ C. The cells were counterstained
with 5 ng/ml DAPI. The sequence of the probe targeting PLOD2 and GAPDH mRNA can
be found in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2. The CAL Fluor© Red 590 coupled probe set was
ordered via Biosearch Technologies, Inc..

5.3.4

Image acquisition

Samples were imaged using a Nikon Ti-E scanning laser confocal inverted microscope (A1)
with 60x oil objective. Excitation was performed with a 561.5 nm diode-pumped solid state
and a 402.1 nm diode laser. For signal detection, 595-50 nm and 450-50 nm filters were used,
respectively. Optical sections were captured at 0.300 µm intervals. To reduce camera noise, we
used four times image averaging.

5.3.5

Image analysis

Image analysis was performed as described previously [85]. In short, images are filtered with a
Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter. The number of mRNA spots in the cells was determined by
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applying a threshold for which the number of mRNA transcripts was least sensitive to changes
in this threshold. Nuclear mRNA was identified by overlap of the mRNA signals with the DAPI
counterstain.

5.3.6

DNA damage and repair model

We modeled DNA damage after UV-C exposure with a Bernoulli process for each single base
of the gene studied. We propose that each base can be either damaged (=1) or undamaged
(=0) after UV-C exposure and that the likelihood to become damaged is independent of all
other nucleotides. The likelihood parameter of this process is calculated from literature (see
Supplementary Information). The number of successes (k) of a Bernoulli process in n trials (i.e.
the gene length) is given by:

P (X = k) =

n!
pn (1 − p)n−k
k!(n − k)!

(5.1)

with k as the number of successes. This is also known as the binomial distribution (B(n, p)).
Here we are only interested in genes that have not obtained damages (i.e. k = 0) since these
genes remain transcriptional active. When k=0, we can simplify equation 5.1 to:

P (X = 0) = (1 − p)n

(5.2)

We assume that repair is independent of the site of the lesion on a gene and of the amount of
lesions on the gene. In that case, the number of damages in a population of cells in time is
given by a binomial distribution with a variable likelihood parameter. The likelihood parameter
decreases in time due to repair and is provided by:

pt = p0 · e−kr ·t

(5.3)

Combining equations 5.2 and 5.3 provides the fraction of undamaged genes in time:
f (t) = (1 − p0 · e−kr ·t )n

5.3.7

(5.4)

Combining DNA damage and gene transcription

We combined the damage and repair function (equation 5.4) with a linear transcription model
of which the production depends on the fraction of undamaged DNA:
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vp = kp · f (t)

(5.5)

The export of mRNA to the cytoplasm is modeled as a first order reaction:

ve = ke · mRN A

(5.6)

We fitted this model to the mRNA expression data using the least squares difference to obtain
the repair rate (kr ) of DNA damages. The rate constant for mRNA export (ke ) was obtained
by fitting the actinomycin transcription inhibition data with an exponential decay function.
The steady state measurements before UV-C exposure were used as the initial mRNA number
and provided the rate constant for mRNA production (kp ). The likelihood parameter of UV-Cinduced damage of 6 · 10−6 per J/m2 was taken from literature [188].
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Figure 5.4: The relation between DNA damage, gene size and UV-C dose. The
average number of damages per gene depends on gene size and UV-C dose. The horizontal
dashed lines show genes used in this study and the vertical dashed lines the UV-C dosage used.
The predicted average number of damages for PLOD2 are 1.7, 2.8, and 5.7 upon exposing
PLOD2 to 3 J/m2 , 5 J/m2 or 10 J/m2 UV-C, respectively. For GAPDH the average number
of damages is below 1 for all three UV-C doses.
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Figure 5.5: Full gene expression recovery. PLOD2 transcript number distribution 12
hours after UV-C exposure (3 J/m2 ) is restored to the initial transcript number distribution
in untreated cells. The PLOD2 transcript number distribution in untreated control cells (h0,
n=225) and the distribution 12 hours (h12, n=150) after 3 J/m2 UV-C exposure is similar
(Mann-Whitney U test, p=0.86), indicating that transcription is fully restored 12 hours after
exposure to 3 J/m2 UV-C.
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Figure 5.6: Overview of the DNA damage and repair model to estimate the repair
rate of UV-C exposure-induced DNA damages. A) The distribution of the number of
damages per gene is given by a binomial distribution B(n, p) in which n stands for gene size
and p for the likelihood to acquire a damaged nucleotide. The red dot represents a cell with no
damages and is considered to have an unaltered transcriptional activity. B) During DNA repair
the probability parameter of the binomial distribution decreases with ekr t . During DNA repair
the likelihood to remain undamaged increases. C) Given the binomial distribution of DNA
damage, the likelihood of no damages is given by (1 − p · ekr t )n . This means that the fraction
of transcriptionally active cells in a population follows this function. D) The function for the
fraction of undamaged genes is coupled to a linear transcription and export model (equation
5.5). We fitted the measured mRNA transcripts in the nucleus in time to obtain the repair rate
of DNA damages with the model.
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Abstract

About 70% of diagnosed human breast cancers are estrogen receptor (ER) positive. In these
tumors, growth is dependent on and stimulated by estrogen. ER-positive breast cancer treatment strategies involve selective ER modulators and downregulators (SERMs and SERDS) in
premenopausal women and aromatase inhibitors (AIs) in postmenopausal women. Both treatments use different strategies to prevent endocrine signaling and cell proliferation. However,
30-40% of the endocrine therapy treated patients relapse during or after treatment and progress
to an incurable metastatic disease. Gene amplification of the aromatase gene CYP19A1 has
been observed in breast cancer tissue biopsies of patients that relapse from AI treatment and
developed a metastatic tumor. CYP19A1 gene amplification is also noted in MCF7 breast
cancer cells cultured under long-term estrogen deprived (LTED) conditions mimicking acquired
resistance to AI treatment. Here we used single molecule mRNA FISH to sample single cell
heterogeneity of CYP19A1 transcripts in MCF7 and LTED cells. Our findings show increased
average expression level of CYP19A1 in LTED cells. A few highly CYP19A1 expressing LTED
cells contribute significantly to this observed difference.

6.2

Introduction

About 70% of diagnosed human breast cancers are clinically subtyped to be estrogen receptor
alpha (ERα) positive [190]. Most of the ERα-positive breast cancers depend on estrogen for
growth. Estrogens bind to ERα in order to activate transcription of ER target genes thereby
stimulating cell proliferation (Figure 6.1). Targeting ER functioning represents one of the most
effective approaches to treat ERα-positive breast cancer. Selective estrogen receptor modulators and downregulators (SERMs and SERDs) and aromatase inhibitors (AIs) in pre- and
postmenopausal women, respectively are the treatment of choice [191, 192]. Tamoxifen is a
SERM that competes with estrogen for ERα binding sites thereby preventing ERα-dependent
gene expression. AIs disrupt estrogen signaling by blocking the conversion of testosterone to
estradiol, thereby significantly reducing local estrogen biosynthesis and preventing activation of
ERα. Effectively, these treatments reduce activated ERα levels and constrain cell proliferation.
The mechanisms by which ERα triggers cell proliferation are complex due to the multitude of
gene targets stimulated by ERα.
Approximately 30% of ERα-positive patients treated with endocrine therapy develop resistance
to treatment showing relapse or cancer recurrence during or after treatment thereby inducing
cancer progression leading to an incurable metastatic disease. It has been suggested that the
trigger for treatment resistance is initiated by a single or a few cells circumventing the treatment
effects [193]. The exact mechanisms causing treatment resistance are not fully understood; supposedly they involve transcriptional activation of counteracting regulatory pathways via altered
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epigenetic regulation [194]. Robinson et al. pointed towards somatic mutations involved in
ERα -activation as a mechanism involved in metastatic progression [195]. Since these mutations only occur in metastatic cancers, such ERα-activation-related mutations might be induced
by endocrine therapy, which applies selective pressure [196]. Altered expression of ESR and/or
CYP19A1 induces a change in ERα and aromatase levels respectively, which is expected to induce resistance and thus stimulate metastatic progression (Figure 6.1). Upon treating patients
with AI, gene copy number variation (CNV) changes in the CYP19A1 locus are observed in
breast cancer tissue from patients eventually relapsing from AIs treatments [193]. Moreover,
such CNVs are noted in breast cancer cells that have been long term deprived from estrogen, i.e.
LTED cells. These CNV changes are shown to induce increased expression levels of CYP19A1
mRNA and protein [193]. Within LTED cells, the expression of ERα target genes such as TFF1
and EGR3 was shown to be increased[193]. Taken together, these data suggest that CYP19A1
amplification underlies AI resistance development and that endocrine treatment of ERα positive breast cancer cells can drive genomic alterations within these cells. In the present study,
we quantitatively determined CYP19A1 transcript levels with single molecule RNA FISH (smFISH) in MCF7 and LTED cells. Our setup enables the identification of individual cells or cell
subpopulations that counteract the treatment effects by upregulating specific target genes.

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram describing ERα-stimulated proliferation in ERpositive breast cancers. Pre and postmenopausal endocrine therapy consists of ways to manipulate (estrogen) signaling. This can be achieved by lowering either the amount of estradiol
(postmenopausal endocrine therapy) or the amount of ER (premenopausal endocrine therapy).
Aromatase inhibitor treatment prevents the conversion of testosterone to estradiol, thereby lowering the amount of estrogen bound ERα (E2ER ) at ER target genes. Alternatively, Tamoxifen
(SERM) or Fulvestrant (SERDs) competitively bind or down regulate ER thereby decreasing
the amount of ERα available for estrogen (E2) binding and the amount of ERα gene (ERS),
respectively. Aromatase inhibitor or SERM/SERD resistance development might be induced
by an increase in CYP19A1 or ERS expression levels.
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Results and discussion

To determine CYP19A1 transcript levels in LTED and MCF7 cells at the single cell level,
we quantified the amount of CYP19A1 mRNA using smFISH (Figure 6.2). We observed low
levels of CYP19A1 expression in both LTED cells (n = 251) and MCF7 non-deprived breast
cancer cells (n = 273). In MCF7 cells no CYP19A1 transcripts were detected in around 80%
of the cells, whereas in 40% of the LTED cells transcripts were lacking. On average, CYP19A1
transcript levels in MCF7 cells are significantly different from transcript levels in LTED cells
(p < 0.001). The average amount of CYP19A1 mRNA molecules per cell that we measured
was 0.24 and 1.33 in MCF7 and LTED cells, respectively (Figure 6.3). Strikingly, within the
LTED cell population we observe a subpopulation with exceptionally high CYP19A1 expression
showing mRNA counts of 11, 12 and 20 mRNAs per cell (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). Although
these cell contribute to the significance of the result, the result remain when these cells are not
considered.

Figure 6.2: Characteristic images of mRNA FISH in LTED and MCF7 cells. The
smRNA FISH signals in the LTED (top row) and MCF7(bottom row) are shown in red, and
the mRNA spots, as identified by the algorithm, are marked with a green circle. The cell
nucleus is stained with DAPI and shown in blue. The total volume of LTED cells in on average
approximately 10% bigger than the volume of MCF7 cells.

The gene copy number of the CYP19A1 gene is increased in patients that relapse from AI
treatment [193]. CYP19A1 gene duplications reported in patient-samples are also observed
in LTED cells [193]. In LTED cells, this gene duplication leads to increased transcription of
CYP19A1 and increased expression of ERα target genes. The data suggest that upon selective
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of the number of CYP19A1 mRNA molecules in MCF7 (n
= 273) and LTED (n = 251) cells. The smRNA FISH distributions show that CYP19A1
mRNA is more abundant in LTED cells compared to MCF7 cells. Some LTED cells express
up to 20 CYP19A1 mRNA molecules. LTED cells express 5.6 times more CYP19A1 mRNA
than MCF7 cells (1.33 vs 0.24). The mean, variance and number of cells measured for both
conditions are given in the inset.

pressure (cancer) cells adapt their phenotype by mobilizing alternative routes to restore cell
proliferation and thereby circumventing treatment effects [193].
Our single cell measurements reveal that CYP19A1 expression is almost absent in MCF7 cells.
In contrast, the CYP19A1 mRNA expression in LTED cells is increased more than five-fold compared with the MCF7 parental cells. On average, 1.33 mRNA molecules per cell are detected
in the LTED cells. These smRNA FISH transcript measurements qualitatively correspond to
the transcription measurements observed with RT-qPCR [193]. Interestingly, our single cell
approach indicates that a subset of cells contributes significantly to the observed increase in
average transcript levels. Since we were unable to perform DNA and mRNA FISH simultaneously, we cannot link this subset directly to (specific levels of) gene amplification in LTED cells.
However, our results do provided evidence of increased mRNA expression due to amplification
of the CYP19A1 locus in LTED cells.

6.4
6.4.1

Materials and methods
Cell cultures

MCF7 breast cancer cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)
containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). Estrogen-deprived MCF7-derived LTED breast cancer
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cell lines were maintained in phenol-red-free DMEM containing 10% charcoal-stripped fetal calf
serum(SFCS). Both media were supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 units/mL penicillin,
0.1 mg/mL β-Estradiol (Sigma) was added routinely to MCF7 cell cultures.

6.4.2

smRNA FISH

We used the protocol for adherent mammalian cell lines for custom Stellaris FISH probes.
Hybridization was performed overnight and no anti-fade was used for imaging. The sequence of
the CAL Fluor Red 590-tagged probes targeting the CYP19A1 mRNA can be found in Table X.
We used a Nikon Ti-E scanning laser confocal inverted microscope A1 to generate fluorescent
images. Excitation at 561 nm and a 595-50 nm filter was used for detection of the CYP19A1
mRNA. An automated spot count algorithm determined the number of mRNA. To obtain a
more reliable spot count from our detection algorithm, we included 30 images with in total 4402
mRNA signals. Differences in the transcript numbers between MCF7 cells and LTED cells were
analyzed using a Mann-Whitney U test in Mathematica 10.2 (Wolfram Research, Inc.).
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Understanding the molecular principles of gene expression regulation and variability is a major
focus of fundamental life sciences. Many questions are still unresolved. For example, what determines gene expression states of (isogenic) cells and to what extent is this affected by expression
levels of single cells. Answers to these fundamental questions is essential to understand how cells
function and how their behavior changes in response to alterations in their environment. In this
thesis we first analyzed how cellular volume (a function cell growth) impacts gene expression
variability. Next, we studied gene expression changes after inducing altered cell states by (i)
chromatin remodeling, (ii) exposure to UV and (iii) by longterm exposure to drug treatment
(hormonal treatment in breast cancer cells).

7.1

Biologically relevant variation in gene expression is best
captured by concentration variability

Traditionally, variability in gene expression is quantified by measuring absolute mRNA copy
numbers [29, 50, 63]. However, since reaction rates inside cells are determined by concentrations
of molecules, concentration variability is an improved measure of biologically relevant variation.
By combining single cell mRNA and volume measurements, we quantified single-cell mRNA
concentration variability. We demonstrate that the measured mRNA concentration noise is
up to 40% lower compared to mRNA copy number noise. This indicates that cell growth, an
inherent property of living cells, is a main contributor to gene expression variability in terms of
absolute copy numbers.
Our results are in line with the results of Padovan-Merhar et al. and Battich et al, which
showed that cell volume variability indeed explains a considerable fraction of expression variability of mRNA copy numbers [40, 197]. Padovan et al. observed a similar trend of mRNA
concentration homeostasis. In addition, they showed that their data is best explained when the
transcription rate is volume-dependent whereas the degradation rate is volume-independent (in
terms of mRNA numbers). Their data suggest that the mechanism behind mRNA concentration homeostasis is an increased burst size of mRNA transcription during cellular growth (i.e.
DNA dilution). Battich et al. [40] showed that besides the major contribution of cell volume,
gene expression levels scale with many other phenotypic variables (e.g. total protein content).
This clearly indicates the importance of analyzing gene expression models within their biological
context. Knowledge of parameters that contribute to gene expression regulation such as growth,
genome context, and epigenetic state enables us to understand how variability drives biological
behavior.
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A theoretical framework of cell growth allows the simulation
of gene expression in growing cell populations

In chapter 3 we focus on the cell growth processes to study the effects of volume growth on gene
expression. We measured single cell growth and gene expression in E. coli and B. subtilis using
fluorescence time-lapse microscopy. We showed that single cell bacterial growth is described by
a theoretical framework for populations of cells in balanced growth. We used this theory to construct a simulation method that can simultaneously simulate cell growth and gene expression.
We validated the obtained simulations on protein expression data. The developed simulation
method has been implemented in StochPy (a python simulation package), which allows simulations and analyses of gene expression networks in growing populations. This chapter provides a
starting point in elucidating the impact of cell growth, cell division and DNA replication noise
on gene expression. The impact of DNA replication on gene expression noise is known for a simplified cell growth model with fixed interdivision times in combination with a linear Birth-Death
model of gene expression [96, 115]. The simulation package we developed enables the integration
of more complex regulatory networks. It also allows the assumptions regarding cell growth and
replication to be loosened approximating cellular growth more realistically. Padovan-Merhar
et al. [197] observed that cells compensate for an increase of DNA after DNA replication in
order to maintain mRNA concentration homeostasis. This compensation is proposed to result
from DNA or histone modifications, which get redistributed equally to new DNA strands. This
dilution of histone modifications during replication is proposed to change the burst frequency
of transcription. Our model, although designed to simulate bacterial cell growth, should be
able to test whether hypotheses on regulatory mechanisms of gene transcription such as those
proposed by Padovan-Merhar et al. [197] can adequately describe gene expression variability in
growing cells.

7.3

A chromatin-dependent delayed response of gene deactivation

As discussed in chapter 2, the mean and variability of gene expression are dependent on the
local gene context. We measured gene expression of a target gene integrated at three different
genomic locations and observed distinct expression profiles dependent on the genomic position.
The local epigenetic chromatin state is known to influence gene expression dynamics at different
genomic locations [198]. To determine how the chromatin state influences expression dynamics,
we determined the transcription repression dynamics of a reporter gene array upon changing
the chromatin state of the array in single cells (chapter 4). After removing the transcription
activator, we observe that transcription initiation transiently continues. Changing the chromatin
state by methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2) decreased the time-delay of inactivation from
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five to two minutes. This suggests that the local chromatin structure can determine the duration
of transiently continuing transcription initiation in the absence of a transcriptional activator.
The impact of different chromatin states on transcription regulation in single cells was also shown
by Bintu et al. [164]. The authors combined targeted recruitment of chromatin regulators with
time-lapse microscopy to determine the timing and duration of chromatin regulator-induced
reporter gene repression. Besides the impact on the timing of transcription silencing, they
observed that reinitiation of transcription is also largely influenced by chromatin regulators.
Bintu et al. [164] conclude that chromatin regulators provide distinct memory regulation of the
gene expression state.

7.4

The half-life of DNA damage, which determines the transcription recovery rate, varies depending on UV-dosage

DNA damage as a result of UV-exposure can result in termination of the expression of affected
genes [184, 186]. The nucleotide excision repair system is able to detect and repair DNA
damages to restore transcription and enables cell survival following UV-exposure [184]. In
chapter 5 we showed that the transcription recovery rate after UV-damage is dependent on the
UV-exposure. We used single-molecule mRNA counting to measure the effect of UV-induced
DNA damage on gene expression. Using the transcription inhibitors DRB and actinomycin D,
we showed that transcription inhibition can be measured using single-molecule mRNA FISH. We
demonstrated that when a UV-C dose is administered which (theoretically) damages all target
genes in a cell population, transcription inhibition was similar to inhibition induced by chemical
inhibitors of transcription. Our single-molecule mRNA-FISH method allows us to measure the
impact of UV-induced DNA damage on specific genes with high sensitivity. We observed that
transcription of short genes is relatively unaffected by UV-exposure in contrast to larger genes.
This difference in transcription inhibition upon UV-exposure may well be due to the increased
likelihood to acquire DNA damages in larger genes. It has been shown that nucleotide excision
repair acts through distinct mechanisms at different UV-doses, i.e at low UV-doses (< 4 J/m2 )
only transcription-coupled repair takes place, whereas at higher UV-doses global repair is also
involved [187]. In line with those results, we measured two distinct half-lives of DNA-damages
at 3 J/m2 and 5 J/m2 UV-C-exposure. This supports the notion that distinct DNA damage
recognition systems are active at different UV-dosage.
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Single cell analysis reveals that subpopulations of breast
cancer cells may cause treatment resistance

Approximately 70% of human breast cancers are estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) positive [190].
In this breast cancer subtype, cell proliferation is stimulated by the binding of estrogen to
ERα, which activates transcription of ER target genes. One of the most effective treatments
of ERα-positive breast cancers targets ER functioning, for example by blocking estrogen production through the inhibition of aromatase [191, 192]. However, recurrence is observed in up
to 30-40% of patients [199–201]. It is currently unknown how resistance development to the
treatment functions mechanistically. It has been suggested that somatic mutations involved in
ERα-activation may be involved in metastatic progression [195]. Alternatively, counteracting
regulatory pathways are altered through epigenetic regulation [194]. It is expected that changes
in the expression level of CYP19A1, encoding aromatase, induces resistance and stimulates
metastatic progression. We demonstrate that subpopulations of ERα-positive breast cancer
cells overexpress aromatase (chapter 6). This could be due to amplification of the CYP19A1
gene locus, especially since it was observed that in long-term estrogen deprived cells multiple
DNA copies of CYP19A1 were observed [193]. Alternatively, aromatase overexpression might
be related to gene expression variability. Our results demonstrate how treatment resistance may
be the result of only a single or a few cells with an altered expression status.
Overall, we conclude that various parameters contribute to gene expression cell-to-cell variability. We demonstrated that mRNA copy numbers scale proportionally with cell volume and
propose that functional variation in gene expression is best captured by concentration variability.
Based on these findings we developed a simulation tool to analyze gene expression in growing
cells. Next, we used single cell transcription measurements in defined experimental systems to
determine how cells react to an altered epigenetic composition or to stress-inducing exposure.
With these experimental systems we showed that changes in the epigenetic state accelerate the
response of active genes to transcription repressing signals, we determined the transcription recovery rate after UV-damage-induced transcription stalling, and we showed that transcriptional
upregulation in a subpopulation of breast cancer cells may induce drug resistance. Based on
our findings in this thesis we can conclude there are many factors contributing to noise, i.e. cell
growth, cell volume, genomic context, epigenetic composition and stress. In the future it might
be shown how all these factors of variability integrate and whether these fluctuations are also
transferred to the functional level and drive biological behaviour.
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Summary
Understanding gene expression variability in its biological context using theoretical
and experimental analyses of single cells
Traditional gene expression studies have largely ignored cell-to-cell variability in transcription.
Current methods allow for single cell analyses and have shown considerable variability in gene
expression, even in populations of isogenic cells being exposed to the same growth environment.
In this thesis, we assess the impact of various parameters of gene expression variability using
experimental systems that enable quantification of the gene expression status of single cells.
Based on the obtained data we parameterized mathematical models of gene expression.
In the first two chapters we focused on the effects of cellular volume growth on gene expression.
Cell growth largely relates to an increase in cellular volume and the amount of nuclear DNA,
i.e. in the interphase of the cell cycle cells double their cellular volume and DNA, and in mitosis
they divide into two daughter cells. In general, the concentrations of reactants dictate the
reaction rates of the chemical reactions inside cells. This means that to keep protein production
constant in a cell, the number of mRNA molecules (and other reactants) need to increase at the
same rate as cellular volume. However, gene expression variability is traditionally quantified
in absolute numbers by quantifying mRNA copy numbers, which ignores the impact of cellular
growth.
We combined single-cell mRNA expression levels with cell volume measurements and observed
that the number of mRNA molecules scales proportionally with cell volume. This means that
biologically relevant transcription variability (based on mRNA concentrations) is much lower
than generally determined by single-molecule mRNA analysis that only takes transcription
counts into consideration. The proportionality between mRNA numbers and cell volume implies
that the mRNA concentration remains homeostatic over the course of the cell cycle. This
indicates that regulatory mechanisms are in place to counteract both the dilution of DNA
concentration when cells grow and the doubling of DNA during DNA replication. Our data
show the importance of measuring cell growth in combination with gene expression cell-to-cell
variability. Hence, it is crucial to understand how cells grow and to measure how growth affects
gene expression. We combined experimental data and a theoretical framework of bacterial cell
cell growth to construct a model to analyze gene expression in a growing population of cells.
The obtained simulations were validated with an experimental setup that combined cell growth
measurements with protein measurements in bacterial cells. This algorithm is implemented in
StochPy (a python simulation package), which can now be used for simulations and analyses of
gene expression networks in growing cells.
In chapter 2 we observed the effects of local chromatin structure in which genes are embedded
on gene expression variability. This cell-to-cell variability can only be explained by changes
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in the dynamics of the expression model. In the fourth chapter we describe how we modified
the chromatin environment of a reporter gene and measured synthesized transcripts in real
time when inducing transcription inactivation of the activated reporter gene. We observed that
reporter gene inactivation is preceded by a delayed response and that targeting a chromatin
regulatory protein (epigenetic reader protein methyl-CpG binding protein-2) to the reporter
gene accelerates the response to signals suppressing active transcription.
In chapter 5 we demonstrate the effects of UV-damage on gene expression. We quantified nuclear
single-molecule mRNA numbers to determine the UV-damage-induced transcription changes at
the single gene level. Our approach enabled us to determine the relationship between UV-dose,
gene size, transcription recovery, and DNA repair at the single gene level. Since the probability
on gene damage is proportional to its length, gene length is an important parameter for UV
damage-induced transcription stalling. By measuring the recovery of transcription after UVexposure we were able to estimate the half-life of DNA damages. Intriguingly, we observed two
distinct half-lives of DNA damage depending on the UV-dose supporting recent observations
that transcription coupled and global DNA repair pathways can be discriminated by exposing
cells to a defined UV-dose.
In chapter 6 we studied the effect of gene expression variability in breast cancer cells. Although
relapse to treatment is observed in up to 30-40% of patients, the exact mechanism involved is
unknown. It is expected that changes in the expression level of aromatase induces resistance and
stimulates tumor progression. We demonstrate that in breast cancer cells treated with aromatase
inhibitors, a subpopulation of cells overexpresses aromatase. Our data suggest that treatment
resistance may be initiated by a subset of cells with an altered expression status. Overall, we
analyzed gene expression variability in dynamic cells and environments and demonstrate how
single cell techniques can be utilized to understand gene expression variability.

Samenvatting
Begrip van variabiliteit in genexpressie door middel van theoretische en experimentele studies van individuele cellen
In traditionele studies naar genexpressie werden verschillen tussen individuele cellen in een populatie niet opgemerkt. Recent ontwikkelde technieken maken het mogelijk verschillen tussen de
cellen te meten. Dergelijke studies waarin enkele cellen worden gemeten laten een grote variatie
in genexpressie tussen de cellen zien, zelfs in celpopulaties die genetisch identieke zijn en die
in een identieke omgeving groeien. In dit proefschrift bestudeerden we de rol van verschillende
parameters op de variatie in genexpressie en hoe deze parameters het functioneren van individuele cellen beı̈nvloedt. In onze studies hebben we onder andere gebruik gemaakt van een
microscopische techniek waarmee we het exacte aantal mRNA’s in een cel kunnen kwantificeren.
De verkregen data gebruikten we om met wiskundige modellen genexpressie te simuleren om de
verkregen data beter te begrijpen.
In de eerste hoofdstukken bestudeerden we hoe volumeverandering (celgroei) de variatie in genexpressie beı̈nvloedt. Tijdens celgroei neemt het volume van de cel, maar ook de hoeveelheid
DNA in de celkern toe. In het algemeen is de bijdrage van concentraties van moleculen die
reacties aangaan, de belangrijkste factor voor de snelheid waarmee een reactie in de cel verloopt. Om reactiesnelheden constant te laten verlopen, zouden alle reagerende moleculen en
het volume van de cel met dezelfde snelheid moeten toenemen. Het belang van een veranderd
aantal moleculen in de cel hangt dus ook sterk samen met andere parameters van de cel, zoals
onder andere het volume van de cel. Het is opmerkelijk dat conventionele studies die genexpressie bestuderen alleen het aantal mRNA moleculen in de cel analyseerden en de invloed van
bijvoorbeeld celgroei negeerden.
In dit proefschrift hebben we in individuele cellen zowel de hoeveelheid mRNA als het celvolume
bepaald. In deze metingen hebben we waargenomen dat de hoeveelheid mRNA (van ’ongereguleerde’ genen) proportioneel toeneemt met het celvolume. Dit impliceert dat de hoeveelheid
biologisch relevante variabiliteit in genexpressie veel lager is dan in het algemeen gemeten wordt,
wanneer alleen het aantal moleculen in ogenschouw wordt genomen. Daarbij impliceert de geobserveerde proportionaliteit ook dat de mRNA concentratie constant blijft tijdens een celcyclus.
Dit geeft aan dat er tijdens celgroei genregulatie plaatsvindt om de verdunning van de concentratie DNA, maar ook de verdubbeling tijdens DNA replicatie tegen te gaan. Om meer inzicht te
krijgen in deze afhankelijkheid tussen celgroei en genexpressie hebben we een model gegenereerd
waarin deze processen zijn gekoppeld. De met het model uitgevoerde simulaties hebben we
gevalideerd aan de hand van experimentele data van (eiwit)expressie en celvolume-data van
individuele bacteriën. Dit algoritme is geı̈mplementeerd in StochPy (een python simulatietool)
en het kan nu gebruikt worden voor het analyseren van genexpressie netwerken in groeiende
cellen.
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Naast het verband tussen mRNA expressie en celvolume, hebben we op basis van de bevindingen in hoofdstuk 2 ook geconstateerd dat de lokale (chromatine) structuur waarin genen zich
bevinden, effect heeft op de variabiliteit in genexpressie. De bevindingen impliceren dat de
samenstelling van het genoom en epigenoom lokaal rond een gen een bijdrage levert aan hoe
het expressie model zich gedraagt. In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we genexpressie bestudeerd in ’realtime’ na het deactiveren van genexpressie van een reporter gen als celsysteem. We observeerden
dat de reactietijd van het celsysteem waarin we onze metingen verrichten afneemt wanneer we
de lokale samenstelling van het chromatine waarin het reporter gen zich begeeft veranderden
(d.m.v. MeCP2 ’targeting’).
In hoofdstuk 5 gebruikten we ’Single Molecule mRNA FISH’ om het effect van UV straling op
genexpressie te meten. We bestudeerden de relatie tussen de hoeveelheid UV-blootstelling, de
afmeting van een gen en het herstel van genexpressie na DNA reparatie. Omdat de kans op UV
schade afhankelijk is van de afmeting van een gen, is genlengte een belangrijke parameter voor
het effect van UV-blootstelling op het uitzetten van genexpressie. Zoals we hadden verwacht,
hebben we een grote mate van variabiliteit in genexpressie activiteit na UV-blootstelling gemeten. Door het herstel van genexpressie na UV-blootstelling te meten in combinatie met een eenvoudig model waarmee dit proces wordt gesimuleerd, konden we de ’half-life’ van DNA-schade
incidenten in genen vaststellen. Wij observeerden dat de tijd waarin schade wordt hersteld
afhankelijk is van de ernst van de UV-blootstelling. Deze bevindingen zijn in overeenstemming
met recente bevindingen dat er verschillende reparatie mechanismen zijn om DNA schade die
door verschillende hoeveelheden UV-blootstelling (i.e. hoge of lage dosis) wordt veroorzaakt, te
herstellen,
In het laatste hoofdstuk hebben we het effect van variatie in genexpressie in borstkanker
cellen bestudeerd. 30 tot 40% van de borstkanker patiënten die gediagnosticeerd zijn met hormoongevoelige borstkanker worden naar verloop van tijd ongevoelig voor de hormoontherapie
(zoals aromatase inhibitoren). De precieze veranderingen waardoor de behandelde borstkanker
cellen niet meer op de hormoontherapie reageren, is nog vrijwel onbekend. Recente bevindingen
wijzen erop dat de behandelde cellen het effect van de hormoontherapie behandeling (aromatase
inhibitoren) omzeilen door de expressie van aromatase te verhogen. Dit zorgt voor ongevoeligheid voor de hormoonbehandeling en leidt tot uitgroei van de tumor. Onze bevindingen laten
zien dat verhoogde aromatase expressie aanwezig is in een subpopulatie van de behandelde
borstkanker cellen. Dit suggereert dat de resistentie tegen de behandeling geı̈nitieerd word door
slechts enkele cellen.
In dit proefschrift hebben we op verschillende manieren de variabiliteit in genexpressie bestudeerd.
We hebben laten zien hoe het analyseren van individuele cellen in veranderlijke condities kan
bijdragen aan het begrijpen van de consequenties van variabiliteit in genexpressie.
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